































The aim of the research was to generate a cyclonic model for understanding the influences and processes of continuously improving management education in an environment rich in online learning technologies. The research questions were:
1.	What is the nature of the cyclonic interactions observed in the transactions of a team of online management educators?
2.	How might an understanding of cyclonic interactions 
a.	help refine action research, and
b.	generate rich insight for online management education?

The methodology was an action research project. The research team worked in an online Master of Business Administration (MBA) to continuously develop teaching practice in one unit of the MBA. The methodology matched the objectives of the project, and the appropriate rigour associated with qualitative, interpretive research. The results showed that theories of systems and relational dynamics, adapted to hermeneutics and aligned with other learning theories, can be framed by the metaphor of a cyclone to conduct research into teaching practice and build upon the theory base in the field of online education. 

Online management education is subject to reinterpretations. The cyclonic framework explains some of the changes. The project showed that a chaotic but organised cyclonic program development process in one particular MBA course was informative for and informed by the chaotic and cyclonic globalized business world. For the education of managers the cyclonic view was relevant. The approach was metaphorical and, therefore, opened new ways of seeing and speaking. Findings pertained to the nature of the cyclonic interactions, how an understanding of cyclonic interactions helped to refine action research, and how an understanding of cyclonic interactions helped generate rich insight for online management education. 







Aspects of the analysis within were concurrently published during the data collecting and writing up periods as conference papers, research book chapters, and academic journal articles. This thesis became the overarching work which tied together the main themes from the publications emanating from the action research project. Reference to the published papers may be found within this thesis but with significant edits and appropriate acknowledgements. I express special and sincere gratitude to the following colleagues for their guidance, partnership, and thought leadership along the journey: Professor Wilf Backhaus (dec.), Professor Jane Ross, Dr Ambika Zutshi, Mr Don Swanson, Professor James Stewart, Professor Monica Bolesta, and Mr Maurice Hladik.
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Action research: a methodology of reflective practice and lived experience in which complexity, change and reflection converge
Andragogues: those who purport to practice andragogy
Andragogy: the adult learner’s version of pedagogy
Bricolage: improvising with current resources and creating new forms and order from the tools and materials at hand
Corroboration: collation and comparison of qualitative data as a form of triangulation
Cyclonics: the sets of transactions that have cyclonic characteristics
E-learning: electronic learning. Synonymous with ‘online learning’ in this thesis.
Executive in Residence (EiR): a practising company executive retained to be available for teachers and students to explain and clarify management education concepts.
Hermeneutics: theory of interpretation (originally of text) that now emphasises review, revision and reconstruction of ideas and actions.
ICT: information and communications technology. Synonymous with ‘IT’ in this thesis.
IT: information technology. Synonymous with ‘ICT’ in this thesis.
Maelstrom: of the nature of a cyclone
Metaphor: a tool that implies an intuitive perception of similarity of dissimilars
Online: any of the technologies that enable people to communicate in modes other than face to face
Online learning: technology-mediated situations where opportunities are provided for improving understanding in a particular field. Synonymous with ‘e-learning’ in this thesis
Perturbation: a disturbance of the regular course of motion
Swerve: the original motion that potentially diverts a cycle into a spiral









There has been rapid deployment of online courses in many disciplines in universities around the world and as a result there are many aspects of online education that need to be tested and require more research and critical analysis (Sonwalkar, 2008; Robinson & Hullinger, 2008). Offering partial redress, this thesis describes an action research study of a team of online teachers in a unit that is part of a wholly online Master of Business Administration (MBA) program offered at University of Maryland University College (UMUC). A model was proposed and developed during this research which suggests connection to theories of hermeneutics and related works in the fields of complexity, communication and relational dynamics. I have assigned the term Cyclonic to the model and this research gave rise to categories of classification to establish a deepening of existing understanding in the Cyclonic field. 

There is intentional ambivalence in the term Cyclonic, since one view is of a certain pattern, a cycle, of events that one might be able to predict and maybe even control; the other is of a particular force of nature with consequences that are hard to predict and often impossible to control. The genesis of my alignment of Cyclonics with education stems from the social perspective of teaching and learning. Noting that the sociology of education was significantly developed in the London School of Economics (Ball, 1995) and was responding to the social needs of the time, 1940s-1960s, for vocational improvement, there are some parallels to contemporary social changes being wrought by online technologies. Education is a largely social phenomenon and tends to adjust as a result of social trends. The fact that this thesis is centred in a wholly online MBA course reflects the ongoing socio-economic pressures on education that have led to rapid utilisation of online technology in the increasingly global business education market. The evolving social context of education confronts the challenge of virtual socialisation and relational dynamics in the education context.

Management education demands significant experiences with social interaction since, apart from moments requiring reflection and internal, strategic calculation, management is predominantly a field for dealing with human relations issues in the context of finite resources and specific organisational aims. Education too is a human relations discipline that must grapple with resource issues. In an MBA program, for instance, the competencies expressed as outcomes of the training of managers include those dealing with human resources, financial calculations and strategic allocation of resources, the latter involving human as well as physical resources. This appears to be a reflection of the demands of management students who, in the course of running commercial and other organisations, must learn to make decisions in economical, but also increasingly ethical and socially responsible ways. In fact, Ball (1995, p.259) warns against “uncritical acceptance of moral and political consensus.”  It seems that the educators of managers ought to aim to provide curriculum that meets the needs of managers and reflects the applied nature of the management discipline (Greenberg, Clair & Maclean, 2007), but do so in a way that allows for continued questioning of its relevance. This gives rise to a general view that educators of managers would ideally have worked in an applied management setting as part of their own learning about the field. Further, the application of management principles in the task of teaching can potentially improve the teaching practice of management educators in two obvious ways:
1.	Enhancing the strategic and economic allocation of teaching resources throughout the education program.
2.	Role modelling the ways management students would ideally need to develop the competencies the program purports to convey.

It was the second of these broad outcomes that provided most of the action research focus for this thesis, although the successful conduct of which contributed, at least in part, to achievement of the former. Recognising the pressures giving rise to increased uptake of online management education, I set to work on the need to understand more about how online technologies help, hinder or change the ways that managers learn their discipline. My personal aim was to deeply and richly explore my unique experiences at the nexus of prevailing forces. Cognizant of the difficulty of extricating significance from the methodology of interpretation as discussed by Deleuze and Guattari (1987), I embarked upon a study of professional practice in a team context.

In the spirit of critical questioning, this thesis traverses online management education from the basis of those who have been educators and educational researchers before, as well as during, the current expansion of computer technologies. The action research methodology also enabled my own experience to inform the development of the Cyclonic model. I have been a teacher at a university among many other roles. I have seen the cycles of teaching and learning. I have seen technology alter the time, direction and other costs associated with teaching and learning. In time, I began to wonder whether my daily work could become the arena of research into teaching and learning with a technology focus. Ultimately, action research enabled this convergence of work and legitimate research. Further, since action research (reflective practice) itself aligns with the inherently reflective processes of teaching and learning, I noticed the opportunity to discover (i) a novel reconceptualisation of the nature of action research/reflective practice; and (ii) a refinement of its process. This reflective process was originally hermeneutic and is what I now call Cyclonic. The process itself became the basis for structuring this thesis; therefore, the first issue to confront, if sense was to be made out of the convergence of forces in this research project, was the beginning point of the cyclone.

This chapter presents the structure of the thesis and explains the situational conditions of the research project and the nature of the cyclonic transactions. It outlines the primary research questions and how the answers generated from the project have helped to refine action research itself, and generate rich insights for online management education.

Where the spiral starts

As a learner, I was among the early adopters of wholly online management education. In fact, my experience as a student began in the time when traditional distance education was slowly realising the potential of the computer to streamline delivery of courses to people wherever they may be. I had an email account as early as 1990 and was actively seeking out the continuing studies and distance education departments of universities in Australia and the United States. As a young business entrepreneur, I was in need of more knowledge about management theories and practices and I relished the exploration of creative ways of getting it.

Throughout the 1990’s I ‘crafted’ a degree in business almost entirely at a distance and online whilst running my own enterprises and consulting, training and mentoring other new enterprises in my local community. My degree granting institution was the University of the State of New York (USNY), but I never visited this place, never sat a class there, and never attended the graduation, not for lack of interest or desire, but because I lived in Australia and my work and family commitments precluded travelling such large distances at the time. The university assessed my online course work completed at other institutions against a rigorous competency standards model established by the State of New York (Excelsior College, 2008) and granted me a Bachelor of Science in 1998 based on what I had done. 

By 1999, as a USNY graduate with a decent grade point average, I was accepted into the wholly online Master of Business Administration (MBA) at University of Maryland University College (UMUC). By this stage of the development of the Internet, some concerns were being raised in education literature about the ‘degree mills’, many from the USA, that were exploiting unsuspecting management aspirants with the promise of a quick degree, if only they paid up front (Snyder, 2005; Trotter, 2005). My experiences pursuing continuing education courses during the 1990’s from well established universities prepared me adequately for this socio-technical phenomenon. Picking a good university to complete my MBA during the Internet bubble period was a matter of some importance. By the time I had applied my criteria of established institution, rigorous curriculum, good government support, and solid accreditation credentials, UMUC emerged as the best choice for me and I commenced this journey with great enjoyment.

Once again I was working in Australia running my own business and consulting and training others in the art of management, all the while drawing usefully on the things I was learning online, this time at UMUC. My MBA years were intensive, team-based online experiences that opened me to a wider global perspective on management, and brought me into contact with new emerging technologies in online education. Yet again, I did not visit the physical spaces of UMUC during my years of study, although, this time I did make it to graduation. After graduating in 2002, and accumulating more experiences in training, mentoring and teaching roles, I was beginning to centre my developing research interests more squarely in the field of education. It was during the graduation ceremonies in 2002 that I first met Professors Jane Ross and Wilf Backhaus. Some informal conversations and a dinner later and I found myself invited to become a teaching assistant in the online MBA. This was gratefully accepted and added to my portfolio of interests when I returned to Australia. I found it satisfying to work wholly online and get paid, as opposed to being a student and having to pay to be online. 

My alternative route through higher education had often been a conversation starter. For me, it was convenient and practical to learn management online and at a distance. For others, it seemed occasionally contentious. In my various teaching roles I had begun to question the need for face to face interaction at certain junctures. This was exacerbated by my relatively rural location in the South West part of Victoria in Australia. It was part of my culture to seek information from afar. I kind of expected that my students would think similarly.  I never expected that everything I needed to know could be gained only from the people whom I could physically visit. There were relatively few of us living regionally and we all understood the relative isolation of regional life.  As Internet technology emerged, it seemed to me a natural thing to use it to gain access to information wherever I could find it. If I was ever asked about education, I was always ready with a view about the online developments. For me there were opportunities, many of which I had utilised, but for others there were apparent cognitive barriers associated with the technology. Not everybody understood how to study successfully entirely online. Some people were amazed at my ability to sustain my education in such an environment. Not all of my students seemed to have the discipline needed to get through their online courses. As a teacher now plying my skills in the virtual classroom, I was observing the diversity of people flowing into this relatively new space and observing significant coping differentials. The fact that most intrigued me was how not many teachers seemed to know how to effectively use the technological platforms to enhance the learning experience for their students. This fact continued to gnaw at me as I reflected on the nature of online management education.

When I arrived at this current PhD study it was, therefore, an extension of my background in business, entrepreneurship and several career variations, including university lecturing, in which training and education of managers was the particular challenge that at once engaged and troubled me. The backdrop in this period of practice and reflection was one of significant technological change. The tools by which business (and education) were being transacted, the media of information and communications technology (ICT), were transforming literally before my eyes. Upon finding myself in a support role in the online Master of Business Administration (MBA), I became aware of certain benefits and limitations of ICT. Even more interesting were the complexity factors when mixing ICT with human resources in delivery of an educational program. Faced with a situation rare in postgraduate management education, with a supportive team of colleagues in the online MBA similarly interested in reflecting, researching and improving teaching practice in this context, there was an imperative to immerse into action research and bring to culmination a decade and more of thoughts, ideas and experimentations in the crucible of this particular case. The action research project based in the MBA program at UMUC brought together my experiences and aimed to improve the ways a teaching team interacted and effectively role modelled what students in the program needed to understand as part of their education.

Situational conditions of the research

University of Maryland University College (UMUC, 2008) was an early entrant into the online MBA market of the 1990s. UMUC is a large degree-granting institution, offering programs and services tailored for working adults. At the time of the action research, UMUC had more than 3,000 faculty members and over 100,000 students worldwide, with nearly 10,000 in the Graduate School of Management and Technology.  The university positioned itself to the educational needs of the non-traditional student, typically a working adult.  Contrary to some questions about the appropriateness of online education for managers (Pratt, 2003), UMUC’s experience was one of growth and vindication of the decision to embrace online technology platforms. The International Council for Open and Distance Education (ICDE) awarded UMUC the 2004 Prize of Excellence for “the highest possible excellence in the fields of open, distance, virtual, and flexible learning.” In 2005, UMUC’s MBA program was named “Most Outstanding Online Teaching and Learning Program” by the Sloan Consortium, a national consortium of institutions and organisations committed to quality online education, and also received the Mid-Atlantic University Continuing Education Association award for “Credit Program Development.” UMUC also won the 2008 Award for “Excellence for Academic Support Services” from the Mid-Atlantic University Continuing Education Association.

Flexible education of busy managers using emerging e-learning technology under the moniker of Maryland’s traditional State university system established the MBA program upon a rapid growth curve. One unit, AMBA606, in the MBA has been especially concerned with the principles of international business. The nature of the MBA program at UMUC demands the use of diverse global resources in order to meet student needs and expectations.  Some of the aspects of this diversity and how they are addressed in the global business course include:
	Students located in numerous countries worldwide. 
	Faculty located in several countries and faculty who travel regularly.
	Many military students (UMUC’s student body is overall 50% connected to the US Department of Defense) – Faculty with military service.
	Numerous public sector students (About 25% of UMUC students are in or directly support agencies of the US federal and state governments) – Faculty in or who have had public agency careers.
	Students with substantial work experience (About 75% of UMUC MBA students are mid-career professionals, some with international experience) – Student teams with work experience carefully distributed.
	Student expectations of immediate application for what they are learning - Adjunct faculty currently in the workplace or drawing from past experiences to demonstrate specific topics.
	Core faculty who are experienced business practitioners who enjoy integrating their experience and the experience of other well known experts in the field.
	Core faculty who consult with business and other organisations in the private and government sectors.
	Core faculty who have a proven record of excellent communication and technological skills. 
	Core and adjunct faculty who serve on international organisational boards.
	Core faculty willing to share ideas, experience and learning resources.  
	A supportive and interdependent team of faculty.
	Faculty who embrace change, including the challenges of mastering new technologies and mentoring one another in applying new techniques.

UMUC’s MBA is embedded in online technologies, with some face to face options, and has been evolving through the operational influences of the above factors. The courses that comprise the MBA include:
	AMBA 610 The Manager in Organizations and Society  
	AMBA 620 Managing People and Groups in the Global Workplace  
	AMBA 630 The Economics of Management Decisions  
	AMBA 640 Managing Projects, Operations, and Information Systems 
	AMBA 650 Marketing Management and Innovation 
	AMBA 660* Managing Global Business 
	AMBA 670 Managing Strategy in the Global Marketplace 

* A course coding change occurred after this research was conducted and this list reflects the updated code.

It is the penultimate AMBA606 (or 660) where this particular action research project was centred. The AMBA606 unit team was active in continuous cycles of observation, reflection and feedback for the purpose of this research. Parallels between subject matter and the very nature of the market in which the unit is being taught gave the teaching team in AMBA606 an imperative to push back in relation to teaching methods. The intensity of teaching in this environment and a unique combination of personalities and interpersonal dynamics created a collaboration which enabled innovative field application and significant self reflection. Lessons learned from teachers learning together while teaching learners about management as a pragmatic international business skill was the focus. The action research aimed to use the situation to build upon emerging research in the education literature (Strohschen & Heaney, 2000; Wilson & Stacey, 2004; McDougall & Nason, 2005; Zutshi & Creed, 2007) and create a view specific to online management education in this case.

The digital information landscape has altered the way management can manifest. Organisations are inter-networked globally through communication and information technology. Human relations are fundamentally altered when little or no face to face interaction takes place (Creed, Zutshi & Ross, 2008). Teleworking or virtual team working is no longer an anomaly, but the likely configuration, at least semi-regularly, in most kinds of organisations.  Education programs are expected to keep apace with these transformations. For example, the UMUC MBA can be completed entirely online, but a legitimate question is how can managers be trained in human relations when no direct face-to-face contact happens? If the context of engaging in human transaction is fundamentally established without the need for such contact, as in the case of teleworking, then it is conceivable that entirely online training has a valid place. This is the paradigm shift in the field of management education. Human relations are occurring online in the absence of normal body language and related communicative innuendos, only to be replaced by others. The form of communication has changed but its function probably has not. 

On the supply side, e-learning presents for education administrators attractive promises of economies. Technology offering cheap storage, more powerful processing, and more efficient distribution of information has been compelling in an industry driven by knowledge management. On the demand side, managers are grappling with the same information and communication technologies that universities find attractive to deploy, (Navarro, 2008). For generally similar reasons related to operational efficiency, non-university investment in ICT is leading to increased demand for managers trained in handling and making decisions in this e-enhanced environment. Ironically, the efficiencies, including labour resource minimisation, promised by these technologies can be elusive without sufficient investment in human resources to encourage innovation in the application (Selwyn, 2008). 

Action research strives to find improvement of a situation as part of its objectives. As a team, we identified that improving online education systems begins with the issue of how to improve education generally. For me, this meant a return to the literature on the philosophy and history of education. Systems of education have never been immune from shifts, perturbations, and ructions. Obvious historical changes in education have been noted by Bowen (1972). These include the development of symbols in Mesopotamia and Egypt leading to the earliest scribal cultures, the invention of the alphabet, the development of mathematics, rhetoric, philosophy and higher learning in Greece, the impact of religious conflicts in Europe, the emergence of universities and scholasticism in the Middle and Far East and Europe, enhanced by the invention of the printing press, the development of rationalism and the scientific method and, currently, the digitalisation of information. All of these events precipitated radical changes to the ways the societies involved their citizens in learning. 

Currently, Osberg and Biesta (2008) note that modern education has come to mean the transference of knowledge about pre-existing material. Telling and showing have been the methods of teaching in this context but now there is a new complexity in the learning environment which elevates the role of creativity and construction of knowledge.  The seeds of this complexity were germinating in the time of John Dewey (1963) who observed that the student’s task is to do and learn. This pragmatism impresses on teacher and learner an experiential imperative quite different to merely telling and showing. There is a potential trap with online technologies, particularly multimedia, that the fanfare and sensory excitement of such resources could remain at the level of telling and showing and yet fail to provide the doing and learning that Dewey implores is essential (Creed & Swanson, 2004). 

The environment in which teaching and learning occurs can be conceived of as a system that has a significant effect on the ability of the learner to develop ‘bildung’, or the expression of knowledge, wisdom or learnedness (Hudson, 2002; Seel, 1999). Further, Hudson, Hudson and Steel (2006) discuss the international online learning community and the systemic and interrelated nature of the pedagogical, technological and cultural dimensions of development. Such broad foundations of the teaching and learning experience reinforce the challenge we confronted in the quest for educational improvements and the question remained as to whether genuine improvement in teaching practice could be delivered through the medium of rapidly evolving technology. 

The educators of managers in the contemporary global environment encounter communication platforms for delivery and must negotiate ways to develop pedagogies for adult learners. Understanding the philosophy and practice of education, interpretation and the linkages with communication transactions is a critical feature of the modern situation. This is the junction between philosophy and practice that the thesis was intended to explore. Kanuka & Anderson (1998), for example, remind us of the growth of constructivism and the view that, “Knowledge is generated through social intercourse.” This statement at once distinguishes communication from education and, yet, inextricably binds the two. It also puts interpretation at the centre of learning. Constructivism and social constructivism converge in this milieu of interpretation (hermeneutics) and communication.

Innovative application of e-learning technologies is among the ways some universities, including UMUC, have been differentiating themselves in the global education marketplace, especially in business studies courses, such as MBA. This needs to be happening with quality control at the forefront of concerns because the rapid pace of technological change elevates the risk of problems. Plowman, Baker, Beck, Kulkarni, Solansky & Travis (2007) explain that a small change can grow into something radical. Continuous improvement concepts emerge when one questions quality in almost any context (Juran & Godfrey, 1999; Ishikawa, 1985). It is an especially relevant view for tertiary management education and the systems that are implemented for this purpose. A systematic view is one that enables a strategic approach to improving quality (Atwater, Kannan & Stephens, 2008). Einstein in (Schilpp & Einstein, 1949) sees a system as a ‘concept’ which acts as an ordering element.  The wholeness of a system demands a circuitous return from end to beginning and back to the end which enables moments of reflection to inform the recurring flow of developments, whether small or radical (Bertalanffy, 1969; Checkland, 1981). It was Lewin (1948) who equated systemic reflection to improved understanding and the process of action research. Insights such as these, and the AMBA606 team’s generally recognised desire to continuously improve, established the preconditions for an action research project.

The genesis of a cyclonic view

From a systems perspective in education, as well as business management, feedback cycles are pre-eminently relevant (Dailin, Fengyan, Shuangxu & Fenglong, 2008). For instance, Fleming & Zyglidopoulis (2008) and Lawson (2001) explain the constructive as well as the destructive potential of feedback in organisational settings. It was, in fact, from a moment of reflection and revelation regarding the negative potential of feedback in a system that I noticed the pattern of a cyclone resonated with the hermeneutic circle. At the design stage of the research, it was hermeneutics itself that led me to reinterpret the pattern in online management education and overlay the Cyclonic metaphor that provided the key variables. Heidegger (1999) provides the concept of the hermeneutic circle as a condensed representation of systems feedback loops which leads the individual to interpret or learn at the heart of a stated matter and in authentic context. Drawing on Platonic foundations, Heidegger explores the process of interpretation through dialogue and recognises how meaning and understanding stand conceptually separate to the authentic experience but cannot be explicated from that same experience. He essentially describes the journey from one’s current position, which involves some level of awareness, to a new more informed position at a higher level of understanding (Bauman, 1978). This new level of understanding comes only through a process that generates reflection. It is a process of revision, reconstruction and revelation resulting from reflective activities. An adaptation of the hermeneutic circle in Figure 1, drawing upon constructs advanced by Kolb (1984), Lewin (1948) and Nonaka (1994), indicates the practical intention of Heidegger’s concept.


Figure 1: A view of the hermeneutic circle

The loop of learning may be viewed as a systemic spiral to ensure improved understanding is the outcome, as opposed to merely repeating the same cycle. This pattern, to me, showed a circular foundation of something more complex than a closed system. The open, layered and internetworked nature of modern data and knowledge management in online classrooms inspired a richer, deeper conception of something unending. Similar conceptions have emerged in communication literature, such as the helical model (Duff, 2003), which indicate processes flowing in open ended spirals rather than closed loops. 

In practice, the asymmetrical landscape of contemporary online teaching and learning, and of the minds and emotions of teachers and learners, challenges the smooth execution of hermeneutic cycles. There is something deceptive, chaotic, even Cyclonic, about the journey towards improved understanding (Creed, 2006). The metaphor of the cyclone promised to be instructive. It resonated with the circular feedback loops of hermeneutics but brought in the messy reality of perturbation and disruption, along with other cyclonic features. 

There are some generic attributes one can observe in something Cyclonic. Characteristics of a cyclone include its spiralled nature, delicately balanced force or power, the chaos at the edge, the calm in the middle, and the transformational nature of its passage (Junger, 1997; Poe, 1841). Immense and apparently uncontrollable it may be but there are still the above observable attributes and a patterned predictability. Smith (1992) confirms that, “Powerful though a [cyclone] may be, it is really a very delicate balance of forces.” At first, this may be counterintuitive to the normal perception of Cyclonic events. That something as immense as a cyclone could be perceived as delicate is evocative; however, ecological events frequently expose the fragile balance of the natural systems of life on earth. The concept of the beating of a butterfly’s wings has been used by, among others, Lorenz (1963) to illustrate how small and delicate actions can have large, systemic effects. I began to consider that such effects need not only be upon stable or calm systems, but also create changes within the large, dynamic, and seemingly chaotic systems of the cyclone itself. Smith (1992) supports this view with the notion that the course of a raging hurricane is potentially manipulable by human actions. 

Other aspects of a cyclone began to interest me in relation to the metaphor. For instance, the phenomenon of an anti-cyclone contributes to the total cyclonic system in meteorology as well as fluid dynamics (Perrett, Stegner, Farge & Pichon, 2006). The anti-cyclone is feedback on a matching scale; a countervailing force in the macro system than serves to balance pressures and complete the universal picture of pressure gradients. Quite specific engineering views have contributed to understanding cyclones and anti-cyclones providing further insight into the ways that forces may flow in such patterns (Reitema & Verver, 1961; Tan, Zhang, Abedi, Yu & Martinuzzi, 2009). Industrial experience, for instance, indicates that cyclones have utility via their simplicity of construction and breadth of application. The physics of cyclones promised to be informative across discipline boundaries and into the field of education as the interpretive process of action research commenced. Applying the metaphor to teaching and learning, there may be much we can do, not only in a calm and controlled environment, but also within a chaotic one to effect improvement and development. Within the Cyclonic metaphor was the basis for my research of online management education in this thesis. 

Poe (1841) provides some creative insight about the Cyclonic pattern or “Maelstrom” and the fact that it is at once destructive but finely balanced; awesomely powerful, yet manipulable for particular purpose, even by those dwarfed by its dimensions. The Cyclonic action of continuous improvement intuitively appears in this dynamic. Other aspects of a cyclone, such as its power, the chaos at the edge, the calm in the middle, and the transformational nature of its passage have an educational equivalent, each one explored in detail in this thesis. Whilst meteorology was not the intended focus, the decision to use the metaphor of the cyclone (as an extension of the core idea of hermeneutics) to inform teaching practice was inspired by the radical changes and the heightened degree of complexity being wrought by the increasingly diverse and manipulable digital technologies. The fact that weather analogies also seemed to add colour and sometimes meaningful aids to interpretation provided a useful narrative.

The primary contributions of this thesis emerged from the original combination of metaphor (the cyclone) with educational philosophy, specifically hermeneutics, to generate fresh insights into teaching process in the online environment. Metaphor was helpful for understanding the complex processes (Baker, 2007). Kittay (1990, p.2) remarks on Aristotle’s approval of metaphor as a tool that, “… implies an intuitive perception of similarity of dissimilars.” This synthesis aligns more readily with qualitative arts than quantitative sciences, but it is for this reason that value can be found in the approach for the field of online education. Hagberg (2001, p.290) reminds that a metaphoric assertion … “is true by acceptance, by practice, and not by virtue of a matching of the metaphorical description to the objective features of the … [thing] ... described.” For a thesis aimed at improving online management teaching practice, it would seem this approach to the data and the analysis was appropriate, especially where actions revealed the metaphor to be relevant. The problem-solving emphasis of the action research matched fruitfully with solution-generating synectics of the Cyclonic metaphor (Gordon, 1961; Hummell, 2006). 
In other words, the proof of the metaphor was in its use through the selected methodology. 

The application of a Cyclonic metaphor in teaching and learning research provided coherence because of an established spiral pattern identified within the dynamics of the system. Despite the chaos imposed on the learning landscape by the Cyclonic forces, it remained a relatively structured system. Within the system, whatever is learnt must be relevant to real needs and remain connected to the cognitive, affective and behavioural landscape of the individual concerned (Ausubel, 1963; Novak & Gowin, 1984; Åhlberg, 1997). To draw further from the weather metaphor, Hoffman (2002) discusses the chaotic nature of phenomena such as cyclones and the fact that predictability and control can be applied, to a point. It is proposed that even chaos is governed by a set of rules that may be used to tweak outcomes (Gleick, 1987). This is observed in weather patterns and this thesis proposes this principle may transfer to learning patterns.

The concept of high quality learning provides some useful perspective (Dillon & Åhlberg, 2006). It involves the questioning or challenging of general regularities and received wisdom (LeCompte, 1994). The Cyclonic metaphor embodies significant perturbations representing challenges to the status quo. Mezirow (in Mezirow and Associates, 2000, p.22) mentions the “disorienting dilemma” that sits at the beginning of a transformative learning experience. Challenge, violence, energetic gusts, and all kinds of disruptions to the norm are among the significant events of learning. 

The effort to identify a Cyclonic pattern of online learning can be called a metacognitive search for understanding of the ways in which the individual thinks, learns and acts in the face of challenging conditions (Smith, 1992). High quality learning is a deepening, spiralling search for evidence and justification for theory and practice. This builds on the work of Corno (1989), Greeno, Collins and Resnick (1996), and Jans and Leclercq (1997). Through understanding the key information about an otherwise nebulous model, it becomes possible to contextualise online management education in different situations and cultures (Fisher & Torbert, 1995). This situational view is axiomatic since the pattern and influence of cyclical events are dependent upon individual and group circumstances and predispositions.

Management education requires both formal and informal settings (Polanyi, 1966; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Åhlberg, 1997). We can further say that Cyclonic conditions provide both patterned and chaotic events, since individuals construct and continually adapt perceptual maps of the world and their place within it based on the totality of Cyclonic forces. Nonaka (1994) proposes a spiral model of knowledge creation which incorporates Cyclonic conceptions of learning through dialogue between tacit and explicit (formal and informal) knowledge. Explicit knowledge can be expressed accurately both verbally and in text as propositions and statements as a reasonable response to the patterned nature of Cyclonics. Tacit knowledge is personal and is often difficult to express accurately in writing, and is a reasonable response to the strength and chaos of Cyclonic forces (Nonaka, Takeuchi & Umemuto, 1996).

Cooperative and collaborative responses resonate for teachers and learners confronted with the Cyclonic influences (Lieberman, 1996). The solo effort to fight one’s way to the centre of the spiral is more likely to encounter resistance than are cooperative efforts. Katz and Kahn (1966) imply that open groups that require a continuous flow of resources from the environment will learn and therefore compete more effectively. This open systems view is consistent with a circular feedback loop (Palmer, 2003), which is a Cyclonic that leads to continuous learning and improvement. The action research project engaged with team processes and explored collaboration to ascertain the role of continuous improvement.

Learning is a transferable concept in that the knowledge derived from it can be applied in new situations (Greeno et al., 1996). The centre of the cyclone is a common goal or destination for learners seeking clarity, completion, or reward for effort expended. Learning is also creative, innovative, proactive and future orientated (Mezirow, 1996; Taylor, 1997). Further to this, the cyclone pays little respect to tradition. It uses destruction, renewal and transformation as its central mechanism. 

The concept of the cyclone resonates with the circular feedback loops of hermeneutics as well as many communication models. The elevation of Cyclonic effects is a feature of online learning platforms. Philosophy of education exemplified in the hermeneutic circle converges with communication theory as it relates to online education in the management discipline. In one view, communication is the sharing of something that one already possesses (Hannay, 2001). In another view, the learning that comes from communication is still to be constructed, even if construction occurs out of existing materials, something new emerges. The hermeneutic circle takes what one already knows and aids in its transformation.

The transmission perspective of understanding educational experiences is discussed by Pratt (1998). I was struck by the idea that by looking not at transmitting content, but by developing Cyclonic methods to assist learners engage with constructing their learning from content, we may be glimpsing some fresh model of education. Transmission may be an outmoded view of communication theory, but learning is the clear objective for the self-directed, online student. The educator simply plugs them directly into the content socket, rather than the old transmission model which ran the circuit first through the teacher as transformer. This is among the ideas that are explored in the thesis. Consider the symmetry of Heidegger’s circle but in context with the ecological, constantly changing phenomenon of the cyclone. Figure 2 marries features of the cyclone with the interpretive process of the hermeneutic circle and provides the framework through which primary data from the action research are organised and discussed in this thesis.


Figure 2: The Cyclonic context unites with hermeneutics

The four stages of hermeneutics flow in the same fashion as a cyclone and draw inexorably inwards toward the central point of revelation. Recognising the perturbations of real learning environments and overlaying the Cyclonic pattern for simulation we can see some correlations between hermeneutic categories and Cyclonic characteristics. The beginning of a learning event involves review and this is when the journey or spiral commences in an orderly and delicately balanced way. As deconstruction of existing knowledge and understanding begins to happen in the revision stage there is disarray and a growing sense of chaos. The power of the cyclone results in destruction of old ideas. For reconstruction to begin there has to be a transformation of circumstances and dispositions. And it is only when the transformation is completed that the calm and inner strength of new understanding through revelation is able to replace the old pattern. The cyclone passes and a new landscape is revealed. 

The thesis started an exploration of hermeneutics which moved naturalistically into a study of change management, team work and collaboration, and the topics of ‘learning, reflection and understanding’. During the research process, one of the action researchers remarked, “This is virtually a thesis about how to write a thesis.” This is an observation that the iterative and transformational nature of understanding is closely allied with building a thesis. In addition, the act of applying action research built directly upon hermeneutic foundations. Engaging in a study of how to generate rich insight for online management education was, therefore, a circuitous route back to a similar starting point. With this understanding, it became easier to co-locate the Cyclonic metaphor and use it to inform the action research with fresh viewpoints. It is the very reason why the chapters are constructed and presented as they are. Action research has been turned upon itself in this self generating reinterpretation of the action research project conducted at UMUC.

The categories in Figure 2 indicate the foundation upon which interpretive analysis of data was generated from the research project. The thesis therefore presents the outcomes of this special case of action research in an organised fashion and illuminates a revised model of interpretation and improvement in educational practice. Cyclonic interactions provided a framework for hermeneutic analysis of transactions in an online management education team. We identified the primary research questions as:

1.	What is the nature of the Cyclonic interactions observed in the transactions of a team of online management educators?
2.	How might an understanding of Cyclonic interaction 
a.	help refine action research, and 
b.	generate rich insight for online management education?

Theory underlying Cyclonic transactions is outlined, analysed, discussed and extended. The layout of the thesis is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Layout of the thesis





Chapter One presented the structure of the thesis and explained the situational conditions of the research project and the nature of the Cyclonic transactions that were the focus of analysis. It described how I arrived at the primary research questions about the Cyclonic transactions of a team of online management educators, and how the answers have helped to refine action research itself, and generate rich insight for online management education. The AMBA606 team of action researchers were interested in reflecting, researching and improving teaching practice and, in this context, offered a unique opportunity for exploration of transactions. The core characteristics of a range of teaching and learning theories had the potential to inform and develop the cyclonic model. 

The foundation of the research required repeated cycles of literature review and reflection so that original interpretations of transactions could lead to enhancement of the theories and practices under investigation. There was a subtle mirror effect in the sense that the study of Cyclonic transactions was very like the study of the process of writing the thesis itself. The traditional, linear, objective approach of thesis writing belied the reality of a project such as this, where repeated cycles of reflection and reiteration enabled analysis to occur simultaneously with data gathering. Emergence and re-emergence of meaning had to be acknowledged and the discovery of literature was the beginning of the process as well as an important part of the creation of the original contribution that the Cyclonic model ultimately provides for management education.










Chapter Two establishes the breadth of the theoretical foundations and elaborates on the gap in the field of knowledge that this action research project aimed to address. The literature is approached in three discrete sections but the actual process was more iterative. Immersion in literature characterised the action research process. There was no clear phase of research in which literature review was the main activity. The methodology, the data gathering and the analysis all conjoined with reading and reinterpretation of literatures. The structure of the thesis required separate treatment of literature in this chapter, but readers are alerted to the action research process and the inherent requirement of the methodology to repeatedly visit the literature for fresh turns of the interpretive spiral. 

As a means of delicately balancing the extent and themes of the literature review in this thesis, in Part 1, attention is paid to education literature, especially as it relates to the history of learning technologies in the context of management education. In Part 2, the learning theories that express most clearly through the Cyclonic interactions that are the core data of the thesis are identified and explained. Justification is provided around the Cyclonic theory and its application in this work. Finally, in Part 3 the intrinsic relationship of the research topic with the methodology of action research is described. 

This structure indicates the journey I travelled as an action researcher. When I commenced this research, one of my occupations was in the development of multimedia learning resources in the Tertiary and Further Education (TAFE) sector in Australia. My insights into educational technology informed the early proposals for a thesis topic. Once my interest in Cyclonic interactions became central to the research, the full range of learning and management education theories that related to Cyclonics became relevant. Ultimately, the struggle to locate an appropriate methodology for the project took me into the literature surrounding action research. Through my other work with the AMBA606 team, it was the convergence of the philosophies of education and interpretation of learning resources with the principles of continuous interpretation through hermeneutics and action research where the thesis was finally crystallised. The endeavour to find a useful balance in these literatures as my journey through lived experience proceeded is explained in this chapter.

Part 1: Online management education

The overarching field of research was education, but the project was necessarily contextualised in the corner of the discipline where the action research team was situated. This part of the literature review established the scope in relation to the evolution of educational technology and the education of managers, especially in the context of online management education.

The evolution of educational technology

Some things about teaching appear to remain constant. The position of the teacher as someone who either knows something more about a topic, or at least knows how to find out more, remains central. The role of the student as a seeker of new information certainly stays the same. The things that seem to change in this equation are the media through which teachers and learners communicate with each other, the language that they may use in dialogue, and the extent to which the student plays a part in constructing their own ideas about a certain topic versus accepting the tenets provided by the teacher. It is in the realm of the changing aspects of teaching that educational technology has played a significant role. Consider the development of various educational technologies. It took the manifestation of external symbols in ancient civilisations to extend the transfer of knowledge from one person to another beyond traditional face to face interactions (Olofsson, 2008). Pictures and words placed onto a tangible medium, such as stone and wood, became the first educational technologies. Every educational technology since has been driven by the same general intention – to extend knowledge transfer beyond the limitations of proximal personal exchanges. 

Online technology is quite recent and may not yet have reached the learning facility of older, more tested technology. Consider the ease of using a book, for example. Writing began on the tangible fabric of rock and wood. It is only after countless iterations of writing media that the technology of the book as we know it today evolved into such a user friendly device. Entertainment as well as education evolved as functional aspects of the book. Internet technology, it is reasonable to suppose, is another kind of discontinuous information innovation in the early stages of utilisation (Oates, 2008). It will almost certainly undergo countless revisions and emerge with increasing utility in a form we may not anticipate. Our own educational facility with this technology will have to change as much as the medium itself. The changes will require new training for us to become adept. Therein lays the struggle: With constant change comes constant inconvenience in the quest for continuous improvement. The hermeneutic principle is evident in this very process of revision and representation. There continues to be a revisionary component embedded in the kinds of technologies we are currently using in education. The nature of the technological medium has transformed educational delivery, if not education itself (McLuhan, 1964; Postman, 1985) and we need to continually reflect upon and respond to this fact. 

The separation into new technological media of the human function of communication, normally integrated and experienced in real time as people interact, was a precursor to the digital era. The invention of drawing and, later, photography enabled us to reflect on realistic representations of ourselves external to ourselves. Telephony and the phonograph were among the first technologies to detach the human voice from the usual real time signals and body language that a normal conversation provides. The current suite of e-learning technologies has completed the transition from analogue to digital paradigms. Historically, the electrification and digitisation of information changed communication of ideas from a linear, anchored, contextual stream into a fragmented grab bag of digital items. The learning objects available for educators now are diverse. While the traditional books and graphics remain, they are now copied and complemented by all kinds of electronic tools available for delivery through computing and internet infrastructure. 

It is in the field of distance education (DE) where much work has been done with a variety of technologies to try to enhance educational outcomes. Baggaley (2008) notes the recent history of distance education from the reliance on telephone and postal services, through to traditional and satellite television broadcasts, and now Internet delivery options. Also noted is the cultural variance to this day regarding which technology is preferred in educational usage. For instance, North America certainly embraced Internet technology from early on, whereas Japan and China tended to favour TV broadcasts, and places such as the Philippines have recently been tuning in via mobile technology, including short message service (SMS). The choice of technology and the method of teaching through technology have had a significant effect on perceptions of the quality of education experienced. Changes in themselves are unsettling to the human psyche and test the very concept of consistency, which lies at the heart of quality control. It is, perhaps, no surprise that rapid changes in technology platforms leave many wondering about the levels of quality delivered through them. The point is that education has known many such changes and ought to be positioned well enough to handle them positively. Baggaley (2008) also observes, 
“… to this day DE tends to be regarded as a second-rate, impersonal educational option …. So why do DE institutions not universally seek to eradicate this image by adopting the cost-effective interactive educational technologies available to them? Why is DE delivery still characterised internationally by a diversity of media and methods rather than by a mainstream body of techniques universally acknowledged for their efficiency? DE institutions and teachers could move rapidly towards the ‘parity of esteem’ with campus-based education that Jevons (1987) recommended, by universally adopting the best available techniques for providing a personal, interactive style of education comparable with that of face-to-face education.”

Part of the solution requires a better understanding of the interrelationships between technology and information interpretation. Technology alters the presentation of data and the nature of data strongly influences the interpretation teachers and students make of it. Today’s evolving audiovisual communications are manipulable into non-contextual forms, detached from time and space, and dependent upon the will and intent of the sender. It is this very dependency that delineates a role for the online educator. Teaching and learning are not processes detached from the environment in which they occur. Despite the nature of resources being used, the interchange between educator and student is through human connection and relatedness, and learning resources have to be brought into this relationship, otherwise they fail in their purpose. Learning as knowledge transfer happens when one relates well to a book, or to a computer file, or a documentary, and it fails when there is no personal connection with the resource.

Learning objects independent from the learner can be facilitated (or translated through teaching practices) for learning to occur. Learning can then be reflected in cognitive, emotional and behavioural changes. During the engagement with learning, there is a distinction between imitation or mimesis (Kemp, 2006) of an object and interpretation or semiosis (Smith, 2005a) of the object. This is, for example, related to the difference between rote memory and critical analysis. To repeat what one has learned is essentially imitation and to reflect upon, then rephrase, and even alter what one has learned is aligned with interpretation.

In the absence of a teacher to assist with engagement, a digital object as a recording of something is mostly imitation, since it is not the thing itself. Is imitation on its own a sufficient way for an observing student to learn about an object? This is a pertinent question for education if its disaggregated content is being contained and distributed via recording technologies, including all kinds of audiovisual and other media. McLuhan (1964) for one questions the extent to which media impacts, changes and even represents the message intended to be conveyed. In the online medium, the role of the teacher as aggregator of objects and facilitator through the interpretation of those objects needs close attention. 

Distance education, because of its lack of regular face to face teaching, has tended to utilise captured images and recorded voice to supplement traditional textbook information. The disconnection from human interaction drives educators and students in distance education to readily embrace supplementary learning resources. This has culminated with proliferation of fully online courses, such as UMUC’s MBA.  In the online learning environment, collaborative teacher behaviour becomes an especially relevant tool in fostering a strong learning environment for students (Webb, 2009). It is through sharing of ideas and behaviours around learning objects that interpretation is facilitated. This puts collaboration between teachers and students, between students and students, and between teachers and teachers at the centre of strategies for improving the quality of online education. There may be some irony in the fact that the same Internet technology that has removed its participants from direct face to face interaction in many cases is starting to demand a more collaborative approach in its application. 

The recent phenomenon of virtual collaboration in groups in the management education sector continues to draw from traditional group theory. One aspect of this is the role of the leader or facilitator. For example, Lewin (1948, p.39) observes in relation to groups that, 
“To instigate changes toward democracy a situation has to be created for a certain period where the leader is sufficiently in control to rule out influences he does not want and to manipulate the situation to a sufficient degree. The goal of the democratic leader in this transition period will have to be the same as any good teacher, namely to make himself superfluous, to be replaced by indigenous leaders from the group.” 

To be a teacher in the midst of change is a position of leadership, and Lewin appears to make this observation by engaging with the concept of democracy in group dynamics. The idea that a democratic leader must ultimately aim for superfluousness is suggestive of eventual submission to some other role in the group, perhaps, resuming a position of learner once the leadership requirement has passed. In this sense, the teacher as a learner and vice versa becomes a meaningful observation in the context of a team. Interpreting education to be a social process, Dewey (1916) sees the importance of having a group democracy rather than some more oppressive control system. Greenwood and Levin (1998) suggest action research processes are built upon this very democracy, thus supporting my choice of methodology in this project. The collaborative team teacher is slowly replacing the star professor in the online classroom. There are implications for educators of managers and these are explored in the next section.

The education of managers

The AMBA606 team engage in a daily endeavour to work together to teach a topic full of complexity and uncertainty, and this relates quite directly with the competencies the students need to develop as graduating MBA’s. The management of knowledge has become a primary part of a manager’s job, largely irrespective of the industry in which the manager may find themselves (Prusak, 2001; Malhotra, 2001; and Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). The advent and continued development of information processing and inter-networked communication devices have made the discipline of management one of innovation and continuous reformulation of concepts. Knowledge has been transformed by technology and given new levels of malleability, reproducibility and transmissibility, thus centralising this critical resource in the decisions and actions of managers (Creed, Zutshi, Fujimoto & Parris, 2007). To lose an established strategic competitive advantage related to corporate knowledge is now just as possible as the option to create a new one. 

Notice the applied orientation of this situation. A manager in today’s organisation is not driven primarily by theoretical thinking, but by the art of making and implementing decisions. Managers most often want from research a set of actionable data, something immediately applicable (Vance, Groves, Paik & Kindler, 2007). At times, reflection is desired by managers and even called for, but only then as a precursor to decision-making, more so than reflection being an end in itself. Sometimes innovation for competitive advantage is a pathway to reflective thinking by managers but even then in short bursts, perhaps, at a workshop, or in the midst of meeting a strategic plan objective. In practice, the drive for return on research and development investment often leads to early market testing. The philosophy equates to; ‘Why wait on a good idea if it could make good profit even while testing it now? Time is money.’ The emphasis of a manager’s interest is, by necessity, on action and process for the benefit (profit) of organisational stakeholders. It is precisely this kind of student sentiment that is an invisible pressure on educators of managers in programs such as AMBA606.

O’Hara (2006, p.106) describes the increasing complexity of modern Western contexts and the need for people to embrace the uncertainty inherent in this..., “shift from a world of Newtonian certainty and predictability to one of quantum uncertainty.” This gives further support for the idea that quantitative approaches to the study of management and management education may be incomplete, in the sense that a snapshot of a constantly moving landscape holds historical interest but provides little insight for taking a pragmatic position into the future. In related support of this idea, Sadler-Smith and Shefy (2007) note the lack of systematic study of the phenomenon of intuition in management education and development. They observe that despite solid research into right brain function, emotional intelligence, and meta-cognition, management education has persisted with programs that highlight quantitative rationality. In the context of increasingly complex learning and professional environments, perhaps, intuition represents a way to better convert abstract theory into practical action? This can be as true for research into management as it may be for the applied art of daily management. 

Nonaka (1994) embeds contemporary management in the creation and strategic application of knowledge and, in doing so, settles on a spiral model as the best way to express the dynamic processes involved. For managers and organisations to stay competitive, a state of continual improvement is required and the spiral pattern is deployed to express the dialogue and interaction that sustains such dynamism. Indeed, the quality movements championed by Deming (1986) and Juran and Godfrey (1999), amongst many others, rest on a continuous improvement spiral. Such a model harks back to the hermeneutics of Heidegger (1962) which essentially encourages review, revision and reconstruction of ideas and actions as the pathway to greater understanding.

All of this is consistent with the applied nature of the management profession. A pragmatic approach is exactly what managers are taking when a continuously interpretive methodology is used to inform and educate professional development. For instance, Senge (1990, pp.73-77) refers to “circles of causality,” and wants managers to adopt a language of interrelationships, rather than a linear view, to obtain a realistic picture of decisions and actions. At the core of the idea is reciprocity, where a cause leads to an effect which in turn feeds back to affect the original cause. Even Popper (1965) views scientific knowledge as revolutionary with the aim of generating better theories. We cannot help but return to the spiral as the best visual descriptor of this pattern of interpretation and regeneration.

Communication has been transformed by technology in recent decades and this has paralleled the revolutions in information processing. Ives, Torrey and Gordon (1998) share a widespread belief that the work of managers in this post-industrial, information technology-driven, global economy is now primarily knowledge management. It is axiomatic that tools for capturing, processing and disseminating knowledge are required by managers for their daily work. A clear parallel exists between academic researchers and practising managers insofar as information technology is pervasive in their work. For instance, witness the increased usage of electronic methods of gathering both quantitative and qualitative research data (see Best & Krueger, 2004; Fraley, 2005; Johns, Chen & Hall, 2004; Mann & Stewart, 2000). 

Digital devices, rapidly increasing central processing speeds, and interconnected communication networks have enabled revolutions in data and knowledge management. Knowledge management technology in commercial operations, for example, have the capability to, first, identify customer needs and, second, to exploit this information for improved profits (Pham & Jordan, 2006). Management education sits at a nexus of competing needs; to encourage managers to reflect and grow as individuals, and to help them to develop skills that will improve decision making and, ultimately, organisational profitability. Organisations globally are investing heavily in technology and simultaneously expecting that educators will at least be familiar with these systems. Business schools are compelled to engage with the same kinds of technologies that are ubiquitous in applied management. The AMBA606 team are part of the outgrowth of this phenomenon.

The global complexities of changing technology and upheavals in political and geo-demographic trends have placed a lot of management assumptions on their heads. For instance, one might have expected that the growth of computing capabilities would raise the importance of quantitative research methods in management and management education; and it did for a while (Keiser & Paretta, 1977). Quantitative approaches add benefit by the ability to track, record, and statistically process all kinds of demography and other data from online questionnaires or activity monitoring. The reality has turned out a bit different. Counter intuitively, perhaps, more powerful computers have added to complexity and uncertainty in the fields of knowledge, knowledge management and education. While quantitative data certainly can be readily manipulated, gaining meaningful interpretations of the data is becoming increasingly difficult, especially where pure statistics is the source of analysis. What managers and educators of managers are realising is that subjectivity is prevailing in a complex world. Measurement can assist in trend identification but it is very much like weather forecasting and, for localised and individual assessments in order to make decisions, a hybrid approach to intuiting decision options from a blend of qualitative and quantitative methods is proving more reliable. The AMBA606 teaching team has learned to deploy such an approach in the curriculum as well as in daily practice in the online classroom. 

Management education: Coming together online

One way of describing Homo Sapiens is as a collaborative, interdependent species. Community is an important part of being human (Collett, 1978). The social need to come together is strong and provides support, protection, innovation and increased chances of survival. Inventing and using technology is a fundamental aspect of human nature, which some suggest is a result of our opposing thumbs and our large brains (Darwin, 1936). Estel (1959) suggests that we are hard wired to relate to tools and use them. It has been a matter of when, not if, some concept of community would emerge out of the tools of information technology (IT) that have developed over the previous few centuries.  Transportation technology may have spread community members wide apart as global exploration and empires expanded (Lindert & Williamson, 2001) but telecommunication technology has brought us back together, this time in a virtual form. Information technology as it merges with communication technology is enhancing the virtual connection between people, including teachers and managers, and improving their capacity to share, think, innovate and implement new ideas in diverse geographic locations (Creed & Zutshi, 2008). Online communities with education as a core principle are possible. The formation of teaching teams with online charters is evident in wholly online courses such as UMUC’s MBA. This raises the question of how to improve team collaboration online to enhance online education?

Consider the Koh, Kim, Butler, and Bock (2007, p.70) definition of virtual community, “as a group of people interacting predominantly in cyberspace for their own common interests, relationship building, transactions, and fantasies”. A virtual community establishes and operates itself by undertaking a number of activities in the “form of posting or viewing opinions, questions, information, and knowledge within the community’s message boards” (Koh et al., 2007, p.70). Demand for messaging services, blogs, wikis, multi-player games, and other social interaction software applications has grown as virtual communities expand. The future of higher education, therefore, appears to include expanded Web 2.0 applications (Hardy, 2007), enhanced connectivity, higher levels of connectedness in fixed and mobile classroom formats, stronger emphasis on relational considerations in learning, including more group work, and expectations of collaboration between students and with teachers who actively facilitate connectedness within and external to the classroom and the institution.

A number of authors including Brown and Duguid (1991), Lave and Wenger (1991), and Minnes Brandes and Erickson (1998) have introduced and discussed the concept of communities of practice as they emerge in virtual environments. The development of virtual environments and the capacity for community formation relates strongly to the advent of computer technology and the playing out of Moore’s Law (Moore, 1965), which predicts the unusually rapid growth of processing power. Exponentially increasing processing speeds and bandwidth, combined with advances in mobile computing and telecommunication innovations have converged to enable virtual environments to manifest conceptually and in usable form. It is now relatively cheap and easy to establish a functional work team, for example, comprised of people who have not physically met and may be geographically dispersed. In addition, the richness and immediacy of available communication technology can also facilitate forming of online relationships of people with similar interests or backgrounds even without any opportunity of physical contact. 

Despite growing participation, some questions are asked about the legitimacy of virtual relationships. There is renewed discussion in the area of trust and values in virtual communities (Hsiu-Fen, 2006; Dani, Burns, Backhouse & Kochhar, 2006). In the absence of normal human cues, such as body language, people in virtual communities are exploring how alternative symbols (such as emoticons) and other types of communication may convey the information necessary to establish secure relationships. Communication technologies have, therefore, become central tools, and the market excitement around introduction of faster and richer connection capabilities gives some indication of the premium people place on technology as a possible means for better understanding and communicating with each other despite physical separation. The primary question is fast moving from one of whether virtual relationships are possible, to one of how to best develop and improve such relationships, which are now proliferating. Rao and Dienhart (2007), for instance, describe global virtual teams operating in a therapeutic goods manufacturer and the issues such teams must confront in developing trust, including the introduction of integrated social contracts to compensate for the lack of traditional tools for fostering trust online. 

To further establish the contention that virtual communities can have legitimate uses and be derived from tangible functions, consider the role of tools in the development of humankind’s various realities. In the earliest organisations, physical, non-information based tools provided the ability to manipulate resources in the external environment, thereby creating an unnatural state. The first time arrows were developed and used, for example, they changed human reality, (just like the application of a hammer and nails), and that new reality was unsustainable unless the tools were adopted for continuous use. Latour (1994) actually suggests that the changes occurred first in human organisation and then the tools locked in the change. Whatever the case, through continued development and use of inventions such as these, the new environment was fostered and came to be accepted as not temporary, but a real and ever-present reality, albeit removed from the original, natural state of things. Ambrose (2001) explains that technological innovations are closely tied to cultural and biological evolution and reminds of the startling statistic that it took only a few thousand years from the innovation of the first bow and arrow to find ourselves developing the International Space Station. Space travel is, perhaps, a good example of a reality quite impossible without continued application of specialized tools. Today we are conquering space and connecting with one another using a combination of technological tools and virtual communication.

Since the emergence of information technology tools with mass dissemination capacity, from the printing press through to modern personal computers, information innovations have become a normal part of human existence. The tools of information technology, especially since digital capability has emerged, have become synonymous with concepts of virtual reality in that they manipulate the materials of our minds rather than our physical environment. Online communities owe their heritage and the debate about their credibility and sustainability to the first use of tools and are now incorporating exponentially faster and more flexible information and communication technologies that allow our minds and perceptions to connect and interrelate in ways previously not possible. Like space travel, the conception of working and learning online is no longer in question, but the practicalities of the situation depend upon continuous invention and sustained use of specialized information and communication technologies.

People are utilizing email, digital short message service (SMS) and many web-based software applications for fulfilling human needs for socialization, work and self-actualization. Banerjee and Kittleson (2002) provide the example of virtual communities emerging via electronic discussion lists for all of the purposes mentioned above. The evidence is growing that all kinds of people are indeed embracing virtual communication devices. IT is centralizing itself in the lives of people. Online communities of practice facilitated by IT provide both opportunities and drawbacks in relation to connection, collaboration, and communication (Snyder, 2003). 

Another aspect that should be considered as part of the online education debate is that of the potential changes in the current model of citizenship, which includes individuals, corporations and governments in the virtual society. As more and more people are communicating and interacting in the virtual society, corporations and governments each have additional roles and responsibilities to address emerging challenges. For instance, when buying a product or service online customers still expect that they are getting value for money and that it is a legitimate transaction, and companies have adhered to regulations. Such expectation has resulted in the formation of an Internet citizenship community that watches over  a number of issues relevant to all members of the community, such as, “human rights, environmental sustainability, social equity, and corporate responsibility” (Post, 2000, p.40). There is even some discussion about the origin and establishment of a ‘cyber-state’ (Smith, 2003) which conceives of a cross border community with socio-political implications.

The activities of Linden Research (2007) suggest that virtual communities embodied in web sites, such as, Secondlife.com provide compelling examples of what is possible now and into the future. Real commercial transactions involving exchange rate mechanisms between virtual currency and the US dollar are already occurring in this environment. People are generating real incomes from entrepreneurial activity in Second Life, and similar virtual communities. A full range of interpersonal and intergroup relationships are operating and there is little doubt that participation rates will continue to grow as technological functionality in the virtual landscapes improves. What is questioned is exactly which applications will prove most enduring in the virtual world (Wagner, 2007).

Information technology provides a number of tools to users and members of a virtual community that have the ability to transform the ways people communicate and collaborate with each other to consummate their objectives. One obvious use of communication technology is in bridging geographical distances and streamlining collaboration with people from different time zones simultaneously, within or between organisations. Another opportunity comes in the increased flexibility and efficiency of knowledge work. The capturing, processing and reporting of information has become largely decentralized and can usually occur outside of traditional work spaces. The mobile office can reduce costs, increase efficiency and improve flexibility for workers and organisations. A virtual community brings together people with similar interests regardless of their geographic location or physical accessibility (Metcalfe, 1997; Koh et al., 2007; Cakir, 2002). 

Reid and Reid (2004) explain that some users of digital communication technology, especially direct messaging, may be appreciative of its assistance for overcoming social anxieties, and creating relationships in their virtual communities that otherwise may not have fully formed. The absence of physical interface can mean less embarrassment and greater perceptual freedom to behave more consistently with one’s thoughts. Indeed, some surveying of SMS users suggests the medium offers a stronger sense of intimacy during an exchange compared with even face-to-face and telephone communication methods (Vetere, Gibbs, Kjeldskov, Howard, Mueller, Pedell, Mecoles, & Bunyan, 2005). Virtual technologies and communities accordingly bring people together as they can chat with fewer inhibitions over the Internet and via SMS resulting in new friendships.  

In the form of Internet, information technology acts a medium that is available and accessible, irrespective of the time, to everybody who has a computer or other digital devices that connect to the web. Retrieving messages or posting them has evolved to not require significant technical expertise and this has allowed an increasing percentage of population to communicate with one another. IT in its various facets also provides tools that allow computer users, for example, to change text font size to suit vision impaired people and apply software that allows text on screen to be read. An increased usage of communication via IT is also accompanied with environmental advantages as it is cheaper and quicker to send messages to geographically dispersed people simultaneously compared with printing and mailing the same information on paper (see Smith, 2003). For individuals, entrepreneurs, organisations and management educators alike it is cost effective to use IT to spread their message (see Lechner & Hummel, 2002 for changes in business models due to embrace of technology). 

The Internet and other aspects of the digital media provide online communities with a myriad of information and a number of ways to disseminate this information, however, as educators we should not forget that the gathering and disseminating of information generally occurs in a public domain. Caution must be kept when collecting information from the public domain as sometimes these sources have limited or no evaluation of the content credibility, for instance, Wikipedia sources are not always built upon the most definitive material. Anyone can post data on the public domain, thus creating the problems of academic credibility and plagiarism, and it is up to the individual researcher to filter for relevant and reliable knowledge. 

Communicating using some form of technology has the advantage of closing geographical boundaries and allowing for instant communication. Nevertheless, the same technology has sometimes aggravated and exerted pressure on human relationships as face-to-face communication and non verbal cues have lost their place and are neglected. It is not only personal, but also professional communication that has changed in many instances. Education can be delivered in a borderless fashion and culture clash has therefore become prevalent in online classrooms (Avery & Thomas, 2004). 

Another drawback of excessively using IT in its various forms is its impact on work-family balance. When one is inter-networked with others in a virtual community, any existing close physical connection with family or friends can more easily be impinged upon. The virtual members of a social circle can exert an invisible pressure that alters real-time behaviour and thinking. For instance, a family member sitting at the kitchen bench sending a text message or conversing with non-family by email is not communicating as they normally would with children and partner in the room. Relationships accordingly need to be redefined and adjusted between real and virtual (Dryer, Eisbach & Ark, 1999). 

Some have suggested that generational change is driving the embrace of new technology in various parts of society, including in educational domains. Generation Y, or the Millennial generation, have grown up in a digital age (Buckingham, 2006; Eisner, 2005; Prensky, 2001). This group, having being bought up in an environment filled with digital technology, may need to be educated about the different communication media and languages that are other generations are accustomed to, and, of course, the other generations must also adapt (Smith, Rogers and Brady, 2002). Many educators and managers for instance have lately experienced that generation Y students can unwittingly use the same language, emoticons and acronyms to communicate with superiors that they do with their friends. In a professional setting, with generations of teachers and managers still accustomed to face to face interaction and raised on a traditional linguistic and written communication style, this can be confronting (Oksman, 2006). Gardener (1999) concludes that literacy itself is being altered by new technologies. For all generations to be effective communicators requires an understanding of the transformations occurring in the way people interact with one another face-to-face and in the virtual environment. 

Online communities of practice have developed as a natural extension of the use of tools in human society, more recently information technology tools (Brown & Duguid, 1991; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Erickson, 1997). Online communities and classrooms are utilizing email, SMS, and many web-based software applications for fulfilling human needs for learning, socialisation, work and self-actualisation, and this provides both opportunities and drawbacks in relation to connection, collaboration, and communication. Information technology as it merges with communication technology is enhancing the online connection between people and improving their capacity to share, think, innovate and implement new ideas in diverse geographic locations (Dawson & Clements, 2004; Creed & Zutshi, 2008). This provides opportunities to consummate organisational and educational objectives through the bridging of geographical distances and streamlining of collaboration with people from different time zones. Virtual classrooms are reducing some transaction costs, increasing efficiency and enhancing flexibility. In some cases they can assist physically disadvantaged people to participate in and contribute to learning activities (Creed, Zutshi, Fujimoto & Parris, 2007). By addressing potential concerns of social anxieties, virtual classrooms are helping to establish learning dynamics that otherwise may not be possible. 

Like any tool, online communities of practice are also accompanied by weaknesses primarily about the security of personal information, privacy, confidentiality, anonymity and trust (Brey, 2005; Adam, 2005). Information technology is bringing people together on a global scale, as well as at a community level, and diverse users are warming to the possibilities. As virtual reality continues to develop in concert with information technology tools there will need to be a continued reflection upon the nature of education and the positive and negative ways that ICT can have an impact (Koh, Kim, Butler & Bock, 2007). For me, the transformations inspired renewed reflection upon cycles of learning and the particular challenge of team collaboration to enhance learning in the online environment. 

There are a number of studies published on the problems related to faculty team formation and implementation primarily in face-to-face environments. In those studies the personalities, backgrounds, and attitudes of the faculty involved were found to make a significant difference (Drach-Zahavy & Somech, 2002). Other studies have focused on the use of an intranet to enhance communication between faculty both in face-to-face and in purely online contexts (Flowers, Newton & Paine, 1998).  In either case, the implied aim of a team is to come together as one in the quest to complete specified goals. In our case, the online team situation was of particular relevance due to the nature of the educational organisation and the subject matter being taught, and there are some parallels in other cases.

An ambitious project involving the creation of cross-functional teams of faculty for all of the core courses of an MBA program was begun in 1996 at the University of Tennessee just as the Internet started taking hold. It was anticipated that faculty would change from content deliverers to learning coaches.  It was found that the very nature of the online environment created pressure for the establishment of teams and faculty collaboration as “The nature of the teaching task in the contemporary resource rich and student interactive educational institutions is dynamic, imposing increasing information-processing and decision-making demands upon both institutions and teachers” (Novicevic, Buckley, Harvey & Keaton, 2003: 151). 

This demand becomes met by more and more collaborative arrangements. The most effective of these arrangements have been found to be highly diverse in composition. The heterogeneous team is simply more robust and effective than low or non-heterogeneous team in the same circumstance. (Drach-Zahavy and Somech, 2002, p.46) Nonetheless a serious problem identified in the literature is faculty attitude stemming from traditional self-concepts, where “staff are accustomed to being solo performers and have little or no experience of team teaching” (Flowers and Newton and Paine, 1998, p.345). 

The current flux in educational understanding has sparked renewed interest in the concept of collaboration amongst learners and, increasingly, teachers (Klimoski, 2007; Raelin, 2006). As globalization, the information revolution, and the Internet have converged, some commentators have identified some emerging traits of the new society; characteristics such as the leaders and key organisations being more reflexive and knowledge-driven (Jarvis, 2000). Educators are at once driving and being caught up in the changes, which appear can better be handled by improved collaboration and reflection in educative, organisational and personal activities. Reflexion becomes the hallmark of the new learning and teaching situation. Jarvis (2000: 349) argues, “Society has become reflexive and the knowledge that people acquire is no longer certain and established for ever….” Collaborative teaching and collaborative learning have thus emerged through constant reflection on the processes of teaching and learning as mechanisms for optimally dealing with the demands of rapidity of information flows.  The positive benefits of collaborative learning have been empirically studied in operations management classes (Yazici, 2004: 110) on the grounds that “Self-directed work teams are seen as an important mechanism for dealing with today’s complex and rapidly changing business environment”. This kind of preparation for students is justified by practical observations from the field, for example, Dawson and Clements (2004, p.50) point out that, “Collaboration technologies allow work flow to be completely flexible. Anyone, anywhere, can participate in developing ideas and content”. Yates (2007) has collated evidence of successful collaboration with little or no face to face interaction through specific application of collaborative technologies. 

Collaboration and collaborative teaching are a natural response to the fluidity of knowledge. They are ways of handling risk inherent in the fluidity of knowledge. As Jarvis (2000, p.350) notes… 
From the perspective of rapidly changing knowledge, there is a fundamental shift in the conception of knowledge itself, from something certain and true to something changing and relative. This means that underneath this form of society lies experimentation itself, leading to people reflecting constantly upon their situation and the knowledge they possess to cope with it.

When studying various functioning teams in a university one may struggle to locate truly collaborative groupings.  In the MBA program at UMUC, student teams are one such situation. Student teams are usually formed by the professor without extensive regard to the relational dynamics of the team members. The team works together for a specific purpose that in most cases is to complete a class assignment.  Even in cases where the teams are self selective the tendency is to see more of a focus on completing the assignments and less of a true collaborative interaction. Teams form for a variety of organisational purposes but truly collaborative teams operate almost serendipitously from the fluctuating personality characteristics of the individual members. The relational dynamics established by the personality features of team members is a significant determinant of the extent of collaboration that will be achieved (Boyatzis, Smith & Blaize, 2006; Kaiser & Kaplan, 2006).

Faculty collaboration has, until recently, been restricted at higher education levels to research and authorship collaboration (Fox & Faver, 1984; Thargard, 1997), while at lower levels of education it tends to mean preparation for and participation in team-teaching of the same class (McClure, 1990). The AMBA606 team teach a graduate business course whose preparation is achieved by cooperative and collaborative methods similar to that used by collaborative writers and researchers and those preparing for team-teaching.  The execution of the program is achieved primarily by each individual faculty member having a section of students for the entire semester. Collaboration as we understand it does not require team-teaching, though it does not rule out team-teaching. Indeed, team-teaching is used, as a form of apprenticeship, or a method of mentoring and formation, sometimes successfully, and sometimes unsuccessfully, new faculty entering into the collaborative task of the program.  The relationship between the amount of conflict and the outcomes of team performance is curvilinear, meaning we need a certain level of conflict to create the maximum level of performance. Simply stated, too little conflict causes groupthink and complacency and too much conflict causes team decay (Brown, 1986), but how a team resolves the conflict either creates collaborative management or hinders it.

Collaboration is working together or working with others to achieve some sort of result.  Collaboration is a voluntary and motivating ideal, somewhat distinct from teaming. The latter can be executed without particular regard to the quality of the outcome. For example, one may be quite uncooperative but still be regarded as part of a team in the short term.  Robbins, Judge, Millett and Waters-Marsh (2008) explain that clarifying differences is, in fact, an important aspect of collaboration and this distinguishes collaboration from mere cooperation. To further explain, the distinction between a work group and a work team has been delineated in the field of organisational behaviour (OB).  Students of OB learn early to think about teams differently from groups. The concept of teams, includes collective goals, positive synergy, individual and mutual accountability and complementary skills. There are characteristics (in addition to cooperativeness) that can help teamwork yield more positive results. On the other hand, to be collaborative is to be successful at coming together. A poorly functioning team will not be very collaborative, while an effective team will exhibit a high level of collaboration. For example, one cannot persist at being uncooperative and still be said to be collaborative in an academic team (Bagshaw, Lepp & Zorn, 2007). 

For educators to best engage with students, who at the MBA level are mostly practising managers, it may be better for them to live and express the global mindset (Kedia & Mukherji, 1999) so necessary for cooperation and communication with widely diverse people in the global community. The act of being a global citizen itself requires cooperation, collaboration and communication with widely diverse people. Failure to understand and demonstrate these vital skills leads to failure to realise full potential in the global context. Another relevant perspective derives from the diversity of the learner population in online management education. Diversity sensitivity (Creed, Zutshi, Fujimoto and Parris, 2007) is awareness and appreciation of the differences between individuals and groups. Managers have tried, and continue, to adopt reactive and proactive methods (depending on their own and organisational cultures) to address diversity issues. While traditional approaches to diversity in the workplace tend to concentrate on assimilation of those in the minority, many organisations now focus on both accommodating and best utilizing the different skills and backgrounds of each employee (Waddell, 2005).

Emerging literature on virtual teams (Townsend, DeMarie, & Hendrickson, 1998; Kirschner & Van Bruggen, 2004) offers some insights for educators on how to collaboratively prepare the online classroom and, when combined with research into online pedagogy, there is a reasonable guidance for how to succeed at teaching students online. However, in both delivering and interpreting information, management educators need to be especially vigilant within the online environment where non-verbal cues are commonly absent, although recent innovations in audiovisual online technology, such as VOIP, podcasting and streaming media combined with rapidly improving bandwidth and file compression technology, are improving this aspect (Holt, Smissen & Segrave, 2006). The global nature of management education has particular relevance for these concerns.

When technology can be turned upon itself to encourage reflection of the processes that unite people, a more positive situation emerges. Frost and Robinson (1999) introduce the concept of the toxic handler – the vitally important person in a group who volunteers for the role of arbitrator, mediator or mentor for people expressing emotional, potentially damaging attitudes and behaviours.  These are consequences that can arise from insensitivity to issues of diversity. In a collaborative online teaching team, the role of toxic handler may be shared by a few or shouldered by one. Ideally, a coordinator or facilitator, by establishing the initial tone of collaboration, then consciously mediating collaboration in an ongoing partnership with other similarly-disposed team members, can foster the implementation of collaborative teaching and encourage toxic handling to become a shared function. Given the removal of face-to-face negotiation in wholly online spaces, this function has an added challenge. Much has been done to ensure online technologies are ubiquitously available for people to engage in virtual collaboration, but the task remains of maintaining the positives and minimising the negatives.

Lipnack and Stamps (1997) share with other writers in the late 1990s the euphoria of new technologies and the ways people can create virtual teams. The excitement was eventually consolidated and, now, Ross, Backhaus, Bolesta, Creed, Stewart, and Hladik (2005) go further to propose a model of collaborative online management teaching which considers the ‘zone of relational dynamics’. This refers to two broad facets of relational dynamics in the collaborative teaching team – the personality and disposition of the coordinator, and the personalities and dispositions of the other team members. In this mix of dynamics, and amidst the disparate cultural backgrounds of team members and the added ambiguity of virtual spaces, a facilitated level of diversity sensitivity can be delicately balanced.

To be collaborative and inclusive is to express the predisposition to global thinking (an inter-networked, global mindset) that management education requires of its learners (Kedia & Mukherji, 1999; Business Week Online, 2006). This view invites the expectation that collaborative communication could meet natural resistance depending on the nature of the personalities of the participants, and even the nature of the subject of study. For example, the inherent value of collaboration for a teaching team may not be as arguable in geographically bound subjects; however, when resistance is overcome, the benefits of a wider scope of information processing should be apparent regardless of the subject type. Some benefit to sharing collaboratively even on ideas that are highly localized can usually be discerned, for instance, the interpersonal and interdisciplinary transfer of ideas is a recognised source of innovation (Loertscher, 2007).





Part 2: Cyclonic interaction

The study of transactions in a rich action research project required the identification of parameters, or patterns, or boundaries with capacity to contain and explain the voluminous data but sufficient definition so as to contain it for meaningful analysis and reporting. The delicately balanced power of three fields, hermeneutics, management education, and relational dynamics were surveyed for literature in which cyclonic patterns persist.

Hermeneutics: The primary cyclone

The hermeneutic cycle is a deceptively simple concept through which one can sense the emergent and networked nature of teaching, learning, changing and starting over again. Hans Georg Gadamer in Shapiro & Sica (1984, p.55) reminds us that the earliest conceptions of hermeneutics dealt with interpretation of text and the transition from a predominance of rhetoric in the reformation era, to that of text in the Gutenberg era. The current era of digital information brings hermeneutics to a position more in alignment with applied teaching and learning in the online environment. Creed (2005) points out that the feedback loop essential for organisational learning and success is not far removed from the cyclical representation of hermeneutics in education.

It was the realisation that most learning theories include some kind of feedback mechanism that led to a desire to more deeply investigate this Cyclonic archetype. There are many educational and non-educational theories that recognise the importance of cyclical feedback. Operant conditioning, social learning theory, and cognitive dissonance theory are among the many learning theories that include feedback mechanisms. Homeostasis, reproduction, and the water cycle are among the countless phenomena that confirm that feedback cycles exist in nature. The evolution of consciousness and the tangible features of memory and critical thinking provide further evidence of the importance of feedback cycles in the realm of human learning. The closing of a feedback loop is a neat conclusion to any cycle. The problem is that cancellation of forces is implied by complete closure. Even the well known feedback cycles mentioned above turn out not to be completely closed systems. If they were, equal and opposite forces would surely negate each other and leave nothing changed or learned or improved. Adaptation happens to be enabled by asymmetry. It raises the question about the asymmetrical source of a Cyclonic action in learning situations. What exactly causes a cycle to become a spiral? The ancient Greek atomist, Epicurus, proposes a ‘swerve’ at the atomic level of events to account for the variations that would otherwise not occur in a bland, deterministic universe (Purinton, 1999). The swerve would account for the sweeping and advancing curves of Cyclonic activity. The fact remains that people have free will; we do appear to come together and interact, and feedback does happen to contribute to further development of complex systems.

For a spiral to commence, a feedback cycle must become slightly off centre. A tip, or a flip, or a swerve has to initiate to one side or the other of the system; otherwise no movement will occur at all. This is an historical dilemma revisited by Kumar and Dempsey (2002) when they explain the ancient conception of kundalini; the energy from the base of the spine traditionally represented as two coiled serpents. Kundalini is the source of heightened human activity (in physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dimensions) according to long established Eastern philosophies (Krishna & Hillman 1967). Two serpents is a significant symbol for this philosophical conception because duality is one of the preconditions that would allow spiral actions to initiate. Kumar & Dempsey (2002, p.149) discuss the right-sided propensity of an initial shift in kundalini in that it moves from the left side of the person to the right as a precursor to further experiences as the spiral proceeds up the spine. Krishna and Hillman (1967) also characterise kundalini with right and left sided streams, and provide warnings about too great an emphasis on the right sided awakening of the energy. The implication is that a delicate balance has to be negotiated for the improvement (learning) process to succeed. Argyris and Schon (1974, pg.19) distinguish single from double-loop learning. Single loop learning is finite, complete and concrete. Double-loop learning, of course, requires the learner to experience disconnection from finality – It creates a ‘ripple’ after the first loop that builds impetus for change. The effect spirals through another loop. It is the beginning of a magnifying Cyclonic pattern that is set to take the learner through change. 

The energy of human activity appears to cycle around but rarely completely meets to negate itself because there are two foundational streams, construction and destruction, at the centre of the phenomenon. Schumpeter (1950) observes the socio-political results of this human energy in his model of creative destruction. The twin streams must spiral onwards and upwards not quite meeting, following the dual pathway by which creation and destruction interplay. Jaynes (1976) accentuates this concept at the human level by assigning to the human brain two distinct halves each with different functional abilities that affect communication not just within one’s own mind but between the minds of those with whom we communicate. Jaynes (1976) sees consciousness growing historically from the gradual merging and interplay between right and left brain, but never a complete merge, rather a type of evolutionary dance serving to explain how art and science, soul and mind, have coexisted, at times in different proportions, for humans. Sperry (1981) in his Nobel lecture speaks of the remarkably well developed nature of consciousness and intelligence exhibited by both hemispheres of the brain (from experiments of surgically separating the hemispheres) the two streams of which happen to be moderated in healthy humans by internal cognitive negotiations. The action research for this thesis has studied communication transactions as well as learning and how these express through dualistic, bicameral mechanisms to generate hermeneutic, spiralling and Cyclonic phenomena. The context is online management education.

The education of organisational managers is a challenging scenario that has parallels with the training of artists, most of whom require a reasonable, practical context in which to translate theoretical ideas into real world practice. Theory, of itself, is not the satisfying thing for managers that it may be for philosophers, mathematicians and the like. The dichotomy between theorist and practitioner persists and experienced managers (those engaged in professional practice), especially, are often wary of consultants and academics for espousing impractical solutions to practical problems (Brennan, 2004). There needs to be a closing of the gap and this can happen with a hermeneutic spiral from the practical experiences through to revision of understanding and development of new theories, and a return to implementation.

In a literature review of the most influential essays in hermeneutics, Bleicher (1980) observes that it is possible to distinguish three branches of hermeneutics: Hermeneutical theory, hermeneutic philosophy and critical hermeneutics.  This thesis surveys the philosophical bases of Heidegger and Gadamer, and builds upon the critical contributions of Apel and Habermas. There is exploration of the nexus between the philosophers and the critics in online educational practice. Bleicher’s work helps determine that Heidegger’s hermeneutic circle is about as practical as one can get in terms of interpretive theories and it resonates strongly to the Cyclonic definition in this thesis. However, the research project ensures that the critical perspective also needs to be reconciled in the practice of online teaching. Gadamer (1996) observes that praxis is not to be assumed to be only the application of theoretical knowledge. In fact, aspects of practice influence research. Habermas (1998) adds that hermeneutics is both a form of experience and grammatical analysis at the same time. For me this indicates a continually emerging theme that positions the online management educator at a critical nexus of theory and practice jammed between technology, communication and education. Action research methodology neatly fits this situation.

Heidegger also offers a broad philosophical treatment of hermeneutics in a number of seminal texts. For instance, Heidegger (1999, p.10) points out that, “Hermeneutics is no longer interpretation itself, but a doctrine about the conditions, the objects, the means, and the communication and practical application of interpretation.” This appears to be Heidegger’s own call for a practical perspective of hermeneutics and it leads me strongly to the investigations of Cyclonics and my efforts to find in the educational communication equation in online management education some principles that may apply in this and, perhaps, other educational disciplines.

Understanding equates to misunderstanding in the sense the same hermeneutic cycle is utilised to arrive at either conclusion. It is important to be realistic about the risks of the negative outcome. On the other hand, the hermeneutic cycle does not end with outcomes of a single cycle; it is an ongoing process of interpretation and reinterpretation. Figure 4 makes the point that the process, more than the outcome, is the focus of the model and the direction of frequent turns of the cycle ought to be toward improvement of understanding. I suggest one can extend the cycle to manifest as a journey.


Figure 4: The hermeneutic journey

There is lack of symmetry in this diagram which suggests a pragmatic view. The closing of one loop does not necessarily lead us back to the same beginning point but, instead, branches to another level which may or may not be closer to where we anticipate we ought to be going with our understanding. Drawing on the idea of a journey, Campbell (1968) describes the metaphorical, archetype of change, growth, and learning and identifies cyclical stages he calls, ‘separation, initiation and return,’ that the central character, or ‘hero’, must traverse. The idea of a journey is pragmatic in relation to real experiences. Asymmetry distinguishes our learning cycles – some are fast, some slow, some irregular, but the journey is still evolutionary and spiralling.

This variant of hermeneutics has similarities with the helical model of communication. The practicalities of communication ensure that a good understanding of interpretative processes is essential. F.E.X. Dance in Sereno & Mortensen (1970, pp. 103-107) moves the theory of communication away from linear, process-driven models, which were dominating the work of educators and technologists in his day, back to people and experience-driven concepts and developed a helical model. Dance comments that, “Communication while moving forward is at the same moment coming back upon itself and being affected by its past behaviour.” For me this represents a foundational concept for modelling online management education in the context of the teaching team activities at UMUC. However, Lysaught (1984) suggests Dance’s helical model is abstract, almost unusable in management or organisational contexts. This was a timely reminder that, although the conceptual framework may be reasonable, there was an unwieldy gap at the level of application of Cyclonics that would benefit from more research. Along with the views of Duff (2003) and Senge (1990), it inspired an adapted view of hermeneutics that became the core model of this doctoral inquiry across the interrelating disciplines of communication, hermeneutics and online management education. Figure 2 in Chapter One draws most directly from this theoretical convergence and adds the overlay of the Cyclonic metaphor. 

Working as a teacher of managers creates the imperative to translate theory into practice and practice into theory at comparatively high rates. When the hermeneutic cycle is taken to its logical extreme, the roles of teacher and learner are effectively reversed at various times during the educational process. Most academics who have been consultants to industrial management will appreciate the sense of learning that comes from the experience, sometimes greater than any evidence that management might have learned as much in return. Through dialectic, interpretive processes object and subject are seen to be mutually constituted (Carr, 2003).  Such mutuality supports the concept of a journey taken through a series of interpretations toward improved understanding. This pendulous path positions teacher and learner in revolving roles but, like two travellers talking in the back seat of a car, the destination can be reached sometimes with the dimmest awareness of the journey taking place.

Some school administrators (non-teachers) would like to believe teaching and learning is easy, especially when hermeneutics is a reasonably simple concept, on paper. The steps are few and self-evident…. review, revise and reconstruct are the cornerstones of the philosophy. The words have a kind of facility, even beauty, which belies the inherent struggle the whole process imparts. People who have worked in design may be familiar with the hard work required to obtain something of simplicity.

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.
Leonardo Da Vinci.

“Chalk-face” educators will know what DaVinci meant by this. For instance, it’s easy to say we should dismantle a faulty object and reassemble it so it works better and, when it is done, it is easy to point out that it was the dismantling and reassembly that was the salvation of the object. What is rarely said is exactly how to do all this specialised demolition and creation. The art of teaching well becomes the practice of making learning look simple but this belies the hard work of design, training and rehearsal. There are many anecdotal tales of people drawn from industry because they were successful there and asked to teach, only to discover their teaching technique was ineffective. It seems axiomatic that those good at certain things will also be good at teaching, but it is not always so. When the online teaching environment is added to the mix, an even more complex set of variables comes into play. 

The task of teaching is certainly fraught with difficulty, and that is not to mention the problem of working with other people. Many who work in educational institutions can recount tales of funding problems, political restraints, administrative entanglements, and industrial relations issues that variously impede teaching practice. Ramsden (2003) discusses how common it is for courses to be designed around tradition and administrative convenience. It is difficult to see great change on this front, especially in large established institutions. 

In many cases the translation into online education has been a simple mirroring of traditional delivery. For instance, what was once a lecture is now a Powerpoint and what was once a tutorial is now a discussion thread. One view is the limited scope teachers have to restructure course delivery systems is limiting a truly hermeneutic approach to online management education. Another view may be the best educators can take any delivery system and turn it upon itself in hermeneutic scrutiny. The latter takes a lot of creative effort and can be an uncomfortable experience for the educator, students and the institution when interpretive analysis reveals significant problems in the systems.

Cannon and Newble (2002) highlight the major concern many departments or schools have when proposals are tabled for a change to teaching practice.  Such concern generally translates into delays over resources that are required for the practitioner to continue their work. Ian Birch and Don Smart, in Mitchell and Goertz (1990) foreshadow the economic rationalist perspective.  In fact, John Meyer in Fuller & Rubinson (1992) specifically discusses the centrality of the economic model of education, (wherein good education boosts a country’s GDP), amidst questions about the relevance of this view, but acceptance of its prevalence in many parts of the world. Implied is that teaching related only to aspects of the economy currently paying the most will be most favoured by policy makers.

The standardization of education than can be made possible by some technological applications is attractive to some policy makers and administrators. Hermeneutics in educational practice asks more of students than rote learning and more of teachers than moderation of assessment. On line technology can be utilised to standardise course delivery, but it can also be used to enhance a hermeneutic approach. It really depends on what is mandated by policy within institutions. One main point to take from this discussion is that of the struggle to improve quality. Hermeneutics is not as easy as it might appear in online management education and even traditional learning environments. The work of the good teacher is yet cut out for them. Failure to understand the fight, the struggle, of an interpretive process is a failure to engage effectively with education. Optimistic realism is, perhaps, of more practical use as a teaching attitude than the opposites, or other combinations of these variables.

A review of research in management education, especially within the rising tide of digital media implications, reveals many pertinent areas of difficulty for practitioners. Education may be interpretive and sociological, it may be hermeneutic in nature, but it is insufficient to rely on this recognition without further thought about the difficulties of the position. Brown (2002) writes of a subtle sociological shift whereby technology once merely supported the individual, but now it is increasingly helping define relationships between individuals. If this is so, the entire context of hermeneutics in online education shifts to a digital foundation. Conceptually, this ought to be a good thing, after all, a digital process would play into the hands of a model that continually deconstructs and reconstructs. 

Perhaps, one factor is the sociological juxtaposition of a world divided between digital and analogue, between old-fashioned educators and digital facilitators, or the very real political resistances that occur between old ideas and new? Creed (2004), when discussing the fact that learning designs today depend as much, if not more, on technologists as they do educators, concludes, “There remain limitations on the convergence of the educator and the technologist.” This is an industry-based assessment of the difficulty of translating good educational ideas into practical learning resources. This may be a function of the poorly defined interface of instructional design and multimedia design (Dillon, Prosser & Howe, 2004). If it is so difficult to manufacture learning objects which function according to pedagogical design, why should not similar failings be present in educational praxis? What seems easy may not, in fact, be so.

Further observations by Creed (2004) include, “The limitations on responsiveness to student needs may be counter to some of the rhetoric about online resources. The critical bearing point and the central role of developers as technologists place a natural barrier to real time responsiveness.” This reveals a real practical problem with the essential feedback mechanism of hermeneutics. This does not deny the relevance of the model but serves to highlight the fundamental difficulty of achieving the hermeneutic ideal, whether in classroom teaching or in creation of learning resources as part of the education process. 

Creed & Swanson (2004) bring to light the learning potential of online classrooms, pointing out that…”It.. [online technology].. is getting fast enough to respond more effectively to the psycholinguistics of what is now known as the writing process.  Students can see what they think quickly and revise as rapidly as if revisions were nothing more than a second thought.” This is in context, however, with the risk of information overload and the new epidemic of plagiarism that entices learners into reproduction of information rather than engagement and reinterpretation. 

Digital technology may create one set of problems in education, but politics might contribute to many of the others. For example, Wain (2003) reminds that a “concern with schooling” is what first brought about the profession of philosopher of education. In practice, it is the school, the systems, the power bases, the people, who define daily the dissemination of education, far more readily than an individual who tinkers with the definition or description of a teacher. An illustration of this is the author’s experience in 2005 endeavouring to introduce a weblog (blogging) tool into an undergraduate course in an Australian university to assist learners to engage more directly with online research and assessment. It was quickly discovered the university could not provide direct technical support or resources to assist this (although since resolved). Alternative routes to achieve the objective needed to be devised. Educators reading this will have many such examples of barriers encountered in their quest to achieve a simple ideal of teaching praxis. What should be easy so often turns into a much harder road.

If hermeneutics is an ideal worth pursuing, the educator then wishes to find a set of strategies for overcoming the kinds of restrictions to successful practice. Creed (2006) explains that some of the tools needed to traverse the barriers include; Optimistic realism, networking in the bureaucracy, thinking locally rather than universally, learning while teaching, and immersion in the paradigms.

Optimistic realism is a frame of mind that can help. It is a predisposition for finding a path to greater understanding of management in the online environment, as opposed to being negative about it, which generally appeals to the applied perspectives of management students, especially working adults. Realism rather than fanaticism about the potential of online media to assist management education, especially in the context of increased globalization, pervades the discipline. 

Networking in the Bureaucracy is a useful political skill in the social structure of education. Given the realities of educational institutional bureaucracies, the need to be connected properly through the formal and informal channels is elevated. To achieve anything near to the hermeneutic ideal, the simplicity of learner-teacher interaction, the full range of available resources must be accessible, and this is often only achieved by being politically astute, well-connected and approachable within the organisation, also knowing who else is similarly disposed.

Thinking locally rather than universally is a mindset that assists critical thinking. Counterintuitive, at first, treating teaching and learning in the online environment as much as possible as a one-to-one interaction between educator and learner generally elicits positive feedback. In the same way that relationship marketing campaigns seem to be more effective at increasing the sense of need satisfaction in consumers, the fostering of direct local relationships in education can increase positive perceptions and improve learning outcomes. Conversely, the mass-production of online education, while having some pedagogical value (for example, limited use of multiple choice knowledge test, and so on), tends to have greater administrative value, and can, when overused, lead to perceptions by students of teachers taking the expedient rather than professional road.

Learning While Teaching is the essence of the principle of understanding. The model of the hermeneutic journey accentuates the interrelated nature of teachers and learners. Online management education is a poignant example of the way teachers learn much from students, who are often industry-based, experienced, and seeking an academic qualification for advancement. Academia itself is a reflective profession and the teacher as researcher is the epitome of the teaching-learning continuum. Perceiving of oneself as solely one or the other would threaten to short circuit the hermeneutic cycle.

Immersion in the paradigms is a response to the changing media of information. Hermeneutics first involved interpretation of text in the Gutenberg era. There is nothing to suggest this was not appropriate then or, indeed, today, given the right environment in which to pursue study of physically printed text. Teachers and learners who embrace this tradition in the interpretive process ought to be successful on their hermeneutic journey. Of course, in the context of the emerging era of digital information and the growing field of management education in a competitive globalising environment where credentialism is, rightly or wrongly, pursued, to immerse teacher and learner in the digital paradigm can be equally appropriate. ICT is associated with the rapid pace of change in management and management education. 





Management education: Theory and the cyclonic pattern

Major educational theorists and related learning theories were surveyed and summarised in preparation for this research project. When it comes to learning, understanding, interpreting and remembering there have been many researchers working on the issues. The literature revealed rich variants of hermeneutic and cyclonic patterns and further encouraged this action research to deepen the understanding of transactions. Many prominent learning theories happen to involve cyclonic mechanisms and are introduced here to indicate the pervasiveness of this pattern in the literature. Much about the cyclonic pattern is implied in these theories and it was planned that my thesis, by explicitly addressing the inherent pattern, should build something additional into the threads of research that have been growing the education literature. The following are examples and are not exclusive of other theories that may express cyclonic characteristics.

Connections between sense impressions and responses form the basis of Thorndike’s Connectionism (Thorndike, 1931). This is a successful theoretical iteration of the feedback cycle which was applied frequently in education in the United States in the first half of the 20th Century. In fact, the theory lives on in stimulus-response psychology (Skinner, 1976) and neural networking fields which have become embedded this Cyclonic conception. 

Knowles (1975) discusses self-directed learning and the concept of “Andragogy” being the adult learner’s version of pedagogy. Adults guide their own learning in any environment and tend to operate through these principles, (1) Adults need to know why they need to learn something (2) Adults need to learn experientially, (3) Adults approach learning as problem-solving, and (4) Adults learn best when the topic is of immediate value. Each of these, in order to manifest, requires feedback to inform and confirm the processes (Forrest & Peterson, 2006). 

Andragogy is distinguished from traditional pedagogical approaches in that the main emphasis is process rather than content (Holton, Swanson & Naquin, 2001; Zemke, 2002). Naturally, as in any other formal academic subject, content is important in AMBA606. Teaching focuses not exclusively on theory, but largely on what students do with the contents of theory. The andragogical model as first articulated by Knowles (1998) is based on the idea that an adult wants to take responsibility for their own learning, and that the process should move toward self-directedness in the learning.  Andragogical theorists have argued that adults learn differently than children in a number of fundamental respects primarily having to do with motivation. Adults tend to need to know why something is important to learn, they want to acquire their own processes and strategies for dealing with information, they want to be able to relate the learning to their previous experiences, they prefer a task or problem orientation, and they need a relatively safe environment to be able to risk showing they lack of knowledge about something which is the beginnings of wisdom. 

Andragogy requires that the teacher be a facilitator of each student’s learning process rather than merely providing the content (Bolton, 2006). In this action research, AMBA606 was a blend of andragogy and pedagogy. There were certain goals and expectations for the course which were different from those the students might craft for themselves.  The navigational environment of the online classroom tended to enhance the effectiveness of the andragogical approach.  

Creed (2004) discusses the concept of a “revised edition feedback loop” in the context of the development of online management learning resources. Online resources tend to
require more frequent maintenance and revision than many print resources. Educational resources are created for a purpose. The purpose in the mind of the educator helps determine the style of educating along a continuum. At one extreme is the educator as an end point, where the learner is encouraged to view the educator as the final authority in all learning sequences.  Figure 5 reveals at the other end is the educator as a hub, not assuming expertise, but being there primarily to connect the learner with further resources. This is especially apparent in education in a practical industry like management, but the central tenet merges with most disciplines of education (Garvin, 2000). Online resources can assist an educator in their role at any point along the continuum. This correlates to an extent with the continuum in the educational debate between constructivism and designed instruction (Tam, 2000)


Figure 5: The continuum of education

For example, online journal articles are valuable for learners. The constructivist educator, who is more likely to assume the role of the hub, may suggest to the student to go and find a journal article to support a particular topic or argument. The mild constructivist might suggest a probable source. The extreme constructivist will not. Their goal is to have students construct their own search and analysis thereby becoming masters of the topic through their own endeavours. In the spirit of good andragogy, they are pointing learners to their learning, not handing it directly to them (Jonassen, 1996). Instructional designers are more likely to see their role as an end point in the learner’s education. This is fundamentally pedagogical. If a journal article is required for reference in study, the direction to it will be specific; it may be supplied directly to the learner. At the extreme it may be authored by the educator themselves as the ultimate authority on the topic. Each point on the continuum, it may be argued, has a place in education depending upon the style and preferences of the educator, of the learner, and, of course, the nature of the learning topic. In addition, the availability and type of resources will affect which point on the continuum the educator positions themselves. 

Creed & Swanson (2004, p.224) assert that…. 
Features of online management education currently receiving strong attention by developers and marketers, such as quality of the graphic design interface, multimedia exemplars, audio and video streaming, Flash animations, and other learning objects, while not without informational impact, do not have the strongest educational value unless used in conjunction with educator intervention especially requiring learners to engage with written and verbal analysis of such objects. 

This is another way of describing the feedback loop that is essential in communication and learning. Education is not passive; it is an exchange requiring attention and action.

Dale (1969) promotes experience as the greatest of educators. He believes that people remember most what they experience. It is proposed that in management education the experience we most want learners to have is academic engagement. The role of an academic is to critically process, analyse and challenge human thought. The product of a tertiary education system ought to be people who are adept at achieving this objective. The experience most defining of academia is reading and writing words. The use of words, their interpretation, their organisation, their context, meaning and implications, is critical to learning and assessment in higher education. It is an essential experience in itself. Now that online education is expanding, it may be prudent to ensure this objective does not become lost. 

Multimedia capability in tertiary education is burgeoning. Audiovisual experiences are more frequent in online classrooms, and they can certainly be emotionally charged. Video grabs and animations are useful demonstration tools. However, it can be suggested such viewings are simulated experiences. Where academic learning is the primary objective, there needs to be much deeper engagement with presented material, ideally through verbal or written language that critically analyses and reprocesses the material. In the tertiary education context, wordplay is the real experience that creates the most effective learning. Watching sights and sounds is passive. Writing critically about sights, sounds or other stimulus is vitally academic and is the core of learning and assessment in higher adult education. It is informative that hermeneutics itself was first concerned with interpretation of text. 

Identifying graphic design, audiovisual tools and other multimedia objects amongst the more passive educational experiences to some resource developers and marketers seems counterintuitive. For instance, there are undeniable emotional responses elicited by good video presentations. The academic value of emotion is not realised, however, until the individual encounters, engages and transforms the emotion via intellectual analysis. Until that time, there is passive receipt and acceptance. Critical understanding of why a certain emotion is conveyed by a certain media presentation is the core of academic experience and is not generally achieved by presentation alone. 

In To Think, Frank Smith (1992; p.125) suggests that, "... educational institutions ... should be places where relevant and worthwhile thinking is embedded in every activity of the day, not as an exercise or subject matter, but as the way things are done." In spite of all the possibilities being wrought by digital media, the written word dominates as the substantive experience of online learning. Pre-packaged online materials are replacing not the teacher as a mentor and guide but the lecture and the textbook. Interaction with the professor continues to be the centrepiece of education, no matter what the medium. And, of course, that interaction continues to take place on campus if they have the means and the mobility to attend a college. If not, the virtual campus has its place but not as some abstract, isolated experience. Instead, the best practice in off campus education is a simulation of classroom interaction with a pivotal central position facilitated by the Professor. Without devaluing the best kinds of off campus education, this implies that real classroom interaction may be a preferred mode of learning for many. 

Essentially writing is an activity, not a passive experience, and it is an activity that is learned by doing. It is common knowledge that there is no difference between writers and non writers except the fact that writers write. The following framework of the writing process reminds us that the act of writing is better described as reformulation. It is a creative activity, a laborious reconstruction that reinterprets knowledge into a new understanding of the thing under review. This is essentially the academic education experience and it needs to be remembered amidst the daily bells and whistles of online education.

Dale's (1969) ‘Cone of Experience’ has, at its foundation, direct, purposeful experience. This merges with the general literature on writing that says to encourage the beginner to start to write there needs to be some preconditioning. They need to expect a real world audience, have a genuine purpose to write, and have a mode in which to write. The online environment provides a useful mode. Online management education is entered into with purpose. The online classroom encourages synchronous and asynchronous discussion, which equates to an audience ready to read what the writer formulates. 

Tertiary adult education in the online environment enables learners to continue the development of writing skills. Even sophisticated delivery platforms such as WebTycho, with accompanying multimedia technology are utilised more for their textual communication tools, like conferencing and email, than for playing or downloading audiovisual objects, although that use has increased. The point is that the educational value of a learning delivery platform continues to rest in its ability to stimulate written exchanges. Perhaps such exchanges are motivated to some extent by audiovisual stimulus, but the role of facilitator remains critical to bring it out, and the role of writing as the expression of academic analysis of the stimulus is central. The point that learners also keep demanding text driven learning tools may be worth noting.

The cyclical nature of the data to accompany learning is supported. Another learning theory, ACT-R, conceives of the organisation of the brain into segregated, cortico–striatal–thalamic loops (Anderson, Bothell, Byrne, Douglass, Lebiere, and Qin, 2004). Feedback through this cyclical mechanism interacts to produce coherent cognition. Following from this view, Aptitude-Treatment Interaction (ATI) according to Cronbach and Snow (1977, p.51) recognises learner diversity and they assert that,  "Learning style differences can be linked to relatively stable person or aptitude variables, but they also vary within individuals as a function of task and situation variables." This theory depends on feedback mechanisms, a Cyclonic characteristic, in order for task and situation variables to be effectively managed.

Attribution Theory (Weiner, 1974) deals with the ways individuals interpret events and relate this to their thinking and behaviour. The theory recognises a strong reciprocal relationship between self-concept and achievement. This involves self-perception which requires a circular reflection between the variables. The iterative process is also clearly demonstrated in Cognitive Dissonance Theory (Festinger, 1957) which explains how perceived differences between attitudes and behaviours are accounted for by negotiated adjustment. This adjustment can only occur by a cyclical interplay between behaviours and attitudes as the individual seeks to rationalise and cope with dissonance.

Cognitive Flexibility Theory asserts that effective learning is context-dependent, which implies the need for feedback in order to inform understanding. This is especially true in technological, digital environments where context is frequently detached from the original object. Hermeneutics is an essential loop in a learning landscape that is characterised by change, flux and flexibility, so that understanding in context can emerge. In the Conditions of Learning theory, Gagne (Gagne & Briggs, 1974) recognises both the hierarchy and the cycle involved in the sequence of learning, which leads one to recognise an inherent spiral. Then Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller, 1988) proposes that learning is maximised when the amount and type of stimulus is appropriate to the cognitive processing capacity. Instructional designers have sometimes used this theory to justify careful construction of simulated learning environments so as not to ‘overload’ an individual learner. This is essentially an effort to control or moderate the learning feedback cycle to ensure a spiral movement rather than a short circuit. 

"The development of human intellectual functioning from infancy to such perfection as it may reach is shaped by a series of technological advances in the use of mind " (Bruner, 1964, p.1). This statement is an insight into Bruner’s Constructivist Theory. Constructivist learning environments encourage thoughtful reflection on experience. The scaffolding of learning through the appropriate deployment of technology is a component of constructivism, but Bruner also recognises the social structures in that process. The ways that people interact through the technology are important to the construction of learning. Other theories tend to support this view. Social Development Theory (Vygotsky, Veer, & Valsiner, 1994), Social Learning Theory (Bandura, 1977) and Situated Learning Theory (Lave & Wenger, 1991) all share a reliance on social feedback loops as reinforcers of learned behaviours. The social construction of our environment would not occur without cycles of reinforcement gradually adding dimensions and levels to the experience. 

Insight into the processes by which our social systems learn and grow comes from the theory of double-loop learning (Argyris, 1985). In fact, it is single-loop learning, characterised by efforts to control the environment, compete, protect self and others defensively, save face, discourage inquiry, and generally close down the cycle that seem to be predominant in humans of many kinds. It is only when double loop learning is achieved that more positive outcomes emerge; characterised by attributes such as, shared control, participatory actions, open conflict resolution, free and informed choices, minimal defensiveness and intrinsic motivation. The double loop is essentially the cycle turned into a spiral. The challenge is made clear by Argyris (1985) that the double loop is not the norm in individuals or groups, and we can become stuck in single loops unless purposeful efforts are made to break into a positive upward spiral.

The battle against closed-mindedness or single loop learning manifests in the rationalist notions of Gestalt Theory (Wertheimer, 1944). Tracing, organising and creating a journey through one’s experiences are for Gestalts the most effective ways to create learning. Storytelling is one way to generate such journeys and there are long indigenous traditions supporting the general rigour of learning through narrative (Moorfield, 2006; Colorado, 1988). An emphasis on problem solving processes is one hallmark of the Gestalt view and this is where the relevance of action research and the focus of this thesis upon the application of management education tend to align. Applied and holistic pedagogical approaches, such as Waldorf Education (Uhrmacher, 1995) and Situated Learning Theory (Lave & Wenger, 1991) integrate storytelling as well as community-based problem solving and are further illustration of Gestalt notions.

Where education theory merges most succinctly with management education is in the theory of Experiential Learning. Lewin (1951) built on Gestalt ideas to develop foundational concepts around Experiential Learning. Rogers (1969) and Dewey (1963) also contributed to this field. Building on experiential learning concepts, Kolb (2002, p.122) asks of educational experiences with digital information.… “Is there any there there?” The substance of the current tranche of on line learning platforms may be anathema to education. He suggests that digital media have destructive elements that need to be consciously harnessed and controlled if they are to be turned into educational value. “Computers are meta-tools. …….that can morph into different forms and different kinds of interactions.” With this Kolb is suggesting that good management education can occur online, despite some opinion in academic circles that the online experience is somehow inferior to traditional classroom opportunities to interact face-to-face. Kolb’s conception of the online realm as a space means it can be designed well or poorly. Good virtual space arrangement by teachers would reasonably lead to good learning experiences. Just as moving complex furniture in a room requires more than one person, so the virtual space may be improved by collaborative efforts to rearrange the objects within.

The interrelatedness of organisms in ecosystems is the foundational idea in systems theory as it emerged from the biological sciences (Bertalanffy, 1950; Checkland, 1981; Odum, 1994). The cyclonic conception extends the ecological metaphor and puts a focus on the processes in management education that are simultaneously systemic and iterative. Online management education sits at a juncture with the educational theories just reviewed, along with communication, systems theory and hermeneutics. Teaching and learning in the online context at UMUC in AMBA606 is a unique situation with curious convergences of practices and theories. Senge (1990) discusses systems thinking and learning in the management context. He elevates the significance of team work from the simply mechanistic to the truly organic in contemporary organisations. Heralding my identification of the term Cyclonics through the concept of “circles of causality,” Senge encapsulates for managers that organisations rely on teamwork and teams rely on educative and communicative feedback loops. This work precedes the expansion in online management education that occurred in the late 1990s. Without specifically addressing online teaching and learning, the Cyclonic model is embedded in Senge’s work. After all, teachers are managers of many parts of their own online classrooms. The intuitive simplicity of systems thinking appeared ripe for focused and meaningful systematic research in the online environment. I was then caught in the challenge of reconciling diversity and relational dynamics as part of the action research methodology. The AMBA606 team had to apply learning theories in this work and I was in a position to participate, observe, reflect, revise and document this experience. The human relations issues were frequently noticed and discussed by me and others in the team.

Diversity and relational dynamics

Given the globalised and diverse nature of learners and teachers in the field of management education, Creed, Zutshi and Ross (2008, p.330) raise the question, ‘How do we define and explain learning?’ There are a number of interpretations and definitions, all of which focus on awareness of new information or different way of doing things. All living creatures, regardless of their species, go though a learning curve as part of continuous environmental adaptation. Humans learn in a combination of ways, dependent on their learning preferences, backgrounds, experiences and learning styles. Observation, reading, listening, training (in and out of classrooms, or jobs), and individual experiences, are some of the mediums of learning new information. A typical learning sequence for someone in an established economy involves going to a school to get an understanding of the basic concepts followed by an undergraduate degree in a choice of field such as marketing, management, information technology, medicine or law. In the past few decades, subsequent to globalization forces, having an undergraduate degree is not sufficient to remain competitive in the marketplace and accordingly entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs (or corporate managers) alike are furthering their knowledge by undertaking advanced university degrees and other types of vocational training. Globalization and the rapid uptake of technology (including Internet), together, are transforming education as it has been known, with subsequent evolutions in the way learning occurs and the way in which knowledge is managed. E-learning and new forms of knowledge management are hallmarks of the global technology era.

Definitions of learning that properly capture the nuances of the practice, and the art, of being a student or a teacher vary between commentators. There exist a number of standard descriptions of learning, but a valid question often pertains to the exact nature of learning.  For example, is learning a process or a set of characteristics that become manifest in a person? Ramsden (2003) asserts that learning is about altering the way one perceives phenomena related to a subject. This definition accedes to the fact that learning is, at least, not a noun. Stepping outside the formality of Western languages, we find instances where the subject, rather than acting out the verb is recipient of the action, as in ‘learning is happening with Mary, or learning is going on with Mark’. 

Biggs (2003, p.13) proposes that learning is about “conceptual change”. This definition approaches the fact that context of a situation determines learning, almost as much as the individual learner’s perception of the context. Laserna (1990), from her work in Columbia indicates how ease of learning is associated with the environment in which learning occurs.  Likewise, Nandwa (1990) reveals how learning in Kenya is embedded traditionally in the social community and occurs within the medium of the oral literature which belongs to the community. Change to the Internet environment, therefore, requires management of the processes as well as the structure and context against which learning occurs. From the perspective of individuals and businesses in the global economy, positioning learning as a type of personal, social and organisational change is a productive area that can enable a clearer perspective of what learning is, where it happens and how it occurs.

Loi and Dillon (2006) reassert the ecological view of learning as emerging from a system in which both stasis and change play their parts. In the ecological metaphor, information can flow through the landscape (the learning space) and become transformed. This is the point at which the Cyclonic thesis can refine our understanding of online management education. The emergence in management literature of a knowledge management field brings to a junction education and organisational management. It represents the realization that learning is central to continuous improvement, and that appropriate organizing of information establishes an environment in which knowledge can be gained, stored and transformed. While all members within a given social organisation do not necessarily think alike, they will over time come to share a body of common ideas – knowledge (Olsen 1968). Davenport and Prusak (1998) see knowledge as a combination of experiences, values, context, and expert insight. The continuing quest for improved organisational performance through creativity and innovation as a means to gain and sustain competitive advantage depends on continuous learning at individual and organisational levels. Through learning, information can become knowledge. With knowledge, a new cycle of information is generated, processed and re-examined to refresh the learning cycle.

E-learning is an approach to facilitate and enhance learning through information and communications technology. The equipment and software that is used in this endeavour is collectively referred to as e-learning technology. Since learning has already been defined as a context and process resulting in transformation or change, we need to consider the extent that change can occur through traditional versus new educational media. Postman (1985) discusses the obvious intellectual revolutions that have occurred in the recorded history of humankind. Fifth century Athens changed from an oral culture to a written one and Plato’s writings often acknowledge the issues involved. Sixteenth century Europe is noted for its introduction of the printing press which exponentially expanded the quantity of writings emanated around the world. The digital era is currently burgeoning and thinkers as diverse as Marshall McLuhan, Aldous Huxley and George Orwell have attempted to capture the essence and direction of expected changes. Since revolution is the operative word, it may take a long time to assess the impact of digitized electrons on human ways of communicating and learning.

On a broader front, Smith (2005b) explains that Reeves and Nass (1996) studied individual reactions to the computer and found that the computer elicited feelings that are usually attributed amongst people in a face-to-face group. It appears that people may not make unconscious distinctions between the real and the mediated thereby taking what the media presents as the real thing. As a result, educators often need to intervene in online education to be sure critical thinking emerges as an accurate response. People can react quite emotionally to subtle variance in application of language. Post a discussion thread message with a word that can be interpreted ambiguously, and the flame begins. Alternately, leaving an online classroom unattended for long periods may result in students to feel ignored.

As academics we have experienced, and found that there exists, a direct relationship between the extent of involvement and spontaneity of our responses in the learning management system, and the level of student satisfaction. Students, especially distance or off-campus ones, appreciate and publicly applaud the academic who is quick and responsive but not so the academic who fails to address the issues within 24-48 hours from the time of posting the query. Rightly or wrongly, these experiences are reflected in our student evaluations and hence academics are under immense pressure to have a quick turn around of student queries. The challenge, however, faced by academics is not that they do not wish to respond to the students, but rather whether they have time, as many universities do not incorporate the time required to respond to student queries as part of academic workloads.

Mezirow (1997, p.6) points out that one aspect of transformative learning is communicative learning, which involves, “understanding purposes, values, beliefs, and feelings.” It seems that some reference to “scaffolding” might be important in transformative learning. Weigel (2002, p.10) refers to the constructivist origins of the concept and how it elevates the role of the teacher as facilitator in an information rich environment. The scaffold, (the learning design and facilitated support) would be essential for a learning transformation to be complete. Weigel (2002) more directly discusses scaffolding in terms of online education. The potential for miscommunication and personal distance online may make a scaffold between concepts more important. Technology can connect people, but it can also act as a barrier to rich connection unless some structure and facilitation are provided.

The human ability to socialize rests on relational skills. Creed, Zutshi & Ross (2007) encourage all to, “leverage Information and Communications Technology (ICT) to capitalize on communication and collaboration improvement mechanisms”. However, to connect and remain connected may involve processes quite distinct from understanding of content. Educators need to be cognizant of the difference and even design distinct pedagogy around the theme of connectedness. The emergence of widespread, mobile, interconnected networks of computers and communication technologies portends a new learning environment that strongly supports pedagogy of connectedness (Downes, 2006). Just how this will play out in the context of gender and labeling needs further exploration.

Irrespective of the extent of technology being used by a university to distribute its material and communicate with its students, “if they do not deepen the learning experiences of students, they are not worth much … e-learning should enable students’ to become more proficient learners” (Weigel, 2002, p.1, 2; see also Anderson and Elloumi, 2004; Eastmond, 2003; Philippe, 2005; Selwyn, Gorard & Williams, 2001). Accordingly, it is essential that we as educators make a genuine effort to enhance our students learning experience, keeping in mind our personal limitations of technology utility and, moreover, the course and university’s expectations and guidelines. Online teaching experience offers a number of advantages such as being cost-effective, offering flexibility to educators and learners, instantaneous communication and access to myriad of web resources. Universities and educators however need to be cautious that their on line delivery does not become a “discouragement and isolation” (Weigel, 2002, p.8) experience for students. In online teaching, the educator needs to become a facilitator (see Mezirow, 1997; Nachmias and Shany, 2002; Simpson, 2001).

There is evidence in education literature that females and males have different learning and teaching styles. While not the primary focus of this thesis, there is further scope for exploring whether conformity to stereotypes is a feature of connectedness. Certainly, standardization is an important prerequisite for fluent communication, and this precedes connectedness (Garcia & Lamsfus, 2005). As educators or designers of educational material for online courses we cannot deny this difference in learning and teaching preferences between individuals, regardless of their gender. We need to accommodate these differences.

Plaisted and Irvine (2006, p.2) describe Web 2.0, the new generation of social software and interactive online applications, as encouraging the learners to “selectively participate, actively or passively, in the generation and selection of content and discussion”. This is fundamentally social connectedness and relational awareness. When exploring the relationships between the use of technology (in this instance, online teaching) and gender, the review of the literature reveals a general perception that males are equipped differently to deal with technologically-oriented teaching and learning delivery methods. Even though this may be true in many instances, it is also accurate to say that with adequate education and training especially starting at a young age, the genders can be equal when using technology. The implications of these findings for university educators may include:
	Incorporate a collaborative approach into curriculum design
	Design distinct pedagogy around the theme of connectedness
	Make a genuine effort to enhance student learning experience, keeping in mind individual limitations of technology awareness
	Aim to acknowledge positions that are implied in texts and conversations about differences
	The choice of technology, and emerging advances in technologies that enhance connectedness, seem the most promising for closing the gender divide

Human learning relies on efficient and effective social networking. This climate of high technology, social evolution and Cyclonic changes must always be given historical perspective in the educational landscape. To some extent, what goes around comes around in educational thinking.

A broad dissection of the art and practice of education is undertaken by John Dewey in a number of seminal texts. Dewey (1963, p.19) observes that there is a ‘brutal reality’ at work in education. The teacher has more knowledge than the student. The student’s task is to do and learn; an activity that is often painful. In the online context, this suggests that teachers may have equal access to knowledge through ICT but continue to be more advanced than students in relation to application and experience. There remains a harsh aspect of education when a student realises they still have to apply what they learned – to demonstrate a full and complete understanding, rather than just a rote memory. The pain of the journey and the growth of an individual through changes is implied in this understanding.

Dewey’s transactional approach to education is a widely read theory (Biesta and Burbules, 2003) which is also essentially Cyclonic in its conception. Information inwards engages with information moving outwards and combines to form present conscious knowledge. Dillon (2004) observes that an ecological metaphor is most relevant for understanding learning, knowledge and ideas and the interactions that occur through contemporary ICT. The cycles of feedback and evolution of understanding appear synonymous and are worthy of further investigation in the context of online management education.
White & Jentsch (2005, p.96) in relation to ecology explain that flux or change is an important part of sustainability. The system must change to survive, “disturbance can be locally destructive and yet be essential to conservation, contributing to species persistence, ecosystem function, and stability at larger spatial scales.” Flux is cyclonic. Transformation is chaotic and cyclonic. There is something about destruction that is, ultimately, creative in the sense that learning has to become a part of the regeneration.





Part 3: Action research





Action research is the kind of methodology where complexity, change and reflection converge (Davis, 2007). The steps of action research are summarised by Lewin (1948) as; identifying a general or initial idea, engaging in reconnaissance or fact finding, planning, taking a first action step, evaluating, amending the plan, and then spiralling upwards to take an adaptive second step. In these cyclical stages one can suggest that action research is essentially hermeneutical. Experience and feedback contribute to the art of teaching, learning and a sustained spiral of inquiry and continuous improvement of understanding. 

It is the artistic nature of the educational experience; especially as new online technologies are taking effect that is the source of much uncertainty about what constitutes best practice. The subjective and the hard-to-define are commonplace in education. Discovering something new, or a deeper truth about something already known, is part of the attraction of educational research. What we do with our new knowledge once we have it is an important part of the research cycle. Those who fund our projects certainly like to see pragmatism expressed in the outcomes. Of all the qualitative approaches, action research occupies a uniquely applied space. The anthropological spirit of immersing oneself in a situation, scientifically observing, and then deeply reflecting on lived experiences, is intrinsically human. It is appropriate then to look at the human relational fields of management and learning and think about the role action research can play.

Action research is described by McNiff & Whitehead (2006, p.7) as “a form of enquiry that enables practitioners everywhere to investigate and evaluate their work.” Management education and online technology, where they converge, are ripe for enquiry of this kind. Applied disciplines respond to the moment and the process rather than being dependent upon outcomes, except to the extent that the process leads to improvement. However, the results of improvement can be quite different to the vision that may have first motivated the foray into action research.

A manager in a global organisation, who is caught up in daily decision making dilemmas in a fast-paced working environment rife with information and communication technology (ICT), will know intuitively that action research is a meaningful way to manage knowledge ‘on the run.’ A teacher faced with large classes full of diverse and disparate students and grappling with online technology to enhance learning will know intuitively that action research (more than, for example, a formal questionnaire) is likely to yield appropriately rich information about how to improve processes. Such scenarios are consistent with the definition of action research by Carr and Kemmis (1997, p.162) as…”a form of self-reflective enquiry undertaken by participants in social situations in order to improve the rationality and justice of their own practices, their understanding of these practices, and the situations in which the practices are carried out.” This is consistent with the principles behind researching professional practice (Radnor, 2002).

Further, Thorpe (in Somekh & Lewin, 2005) reminds that action research starts with the imperative that change should occur as part of the emancipation from the problem. This position of action research as something that does not pretend it is objective and, in fact, embraces subjectivism as a way to develop solutions to human problems, is a defining view. Action research critics may have a point about lack of objectivity and universalisable outcomes (Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 2006) but supporters have a point about pragmatic and emancipatory outcomes being of benefit for humanity generally, as well as for the professions and the particular problem under investigation. For Lewin (1948, pp.202-3), widely regarded as the researcher who named the field, “action research is a comparative research on the conditions and effects of various forms of social action, and research leading to social action. Research that produces nothing but books will not suffice.” In these comments, it would seem that the pragmatism of the field is resonant.
 
While action research may not uncover a broad principle of ultimate truth, it can at least attend to problems in processes and build a body of knowledge to focus inquiry into different problems in different fields. It is useful to heed the warning from McTaggart (1996, p.248) that action research may be wrongly denoted as a method and should instead be seen as a “series of commitments to observe and problematize through practice a series of principles for conducting social enquiry.” This is not to deny the relevance of an action research approach, but to be realistic about the differences between interpretive practice and more traditional empirical research. In response to critique of action research, Bogdan and Biklen (1992, p.223) describe it as, “a perspective that people take toward objects and activities.” As long as practitioners are being systematic in a replicable way, and their interpretations and analysis follow appropriate rigour in relation to truth claims, then much of the critique dissolves. Drummond and Themessl-Huber (2007) are honest about the diverse epistemological basis of action research. They also reassert the dual aims of action research being to generate knowledge and change social systems. With limitations and benefits in mind, I was able to consider the action research approach in context with the professions.

Management, education and action research

Action research has emerged robustly in recent years out of the care professions, including teaching and nursing. In the context of nursing practice, Lykkeslet and Gjengedal (2006) remind of the work of Heidegger (1962) who refuses to separate life from being, and affirms the connectedness, understanding, doing, exploring and discovering dimensions that characterize such work. Research into nursing, therefore, is justified in using action research and other interpretive approaches. To be professional and to live and connect with the participants of research is appropriate if one is to understand with richness and emancipative depth of knowledge. Nursing is certainly a lived and living profession, in much the same way as teaching and other applied disciplines. 

In management, Leavitt (2007) has emerged with the metaphor that big organisations are ‘unhealthy’ for the people who work in and around them. He posits that most people have a semi conscious dislike of large companies and, despite often willing them to succeed, thereby, profiting stakeholders, generally have to overcome an inherent distrust of them that can ultimately manifest in unhealthy perceptions and actions by individuals. This metaphor provides an interesting parallel of management with nursing, in the sense of understanding, empathy and reflection being necessary skills to work in a human environment filled with negative emotions of sickness and distrust. Once again, action research is a model somewhat suited to operate in such an environment in the search for solutions.

Turning to the discipline of education, Carr and Kemmis (1997, p.179) portray action research as a “critical educational science.”  This conclusion is drawn from analysis of criteria including objectivity, nature of interpretive frameworks, degree of minimisation of distortions of self-understanding, applicability of discoveries to overcoming resistance to change, and the extent to which reflective research leads to clearer understanding. Since the objects of research in this model are the very practices of the researchers themselves, there is no claim for complete independence from subject matter. Fien and Willamson-Fien (1996) identify the nexus between global managers and their education for professional development purposes. Their view is that participation is a prerequisite, along with critical awareness, global concern, and exercise of power. This is confirmation of the immersion of subjects in the objects of action research.

Rindova and Fombrun (1999, p.706) explain that an organisation’s …. “competitive advantage is built through a social influence process.” This emphasis on social factors is well aligned with the experience of health and education professionals and leaves the manager in these fields with qualitative research tools as a primary means of engaging with and condensing social principles. It is clear that management sometimes deals with physical or monetary resources but movement and change in these resources is not exclusive and impacts immediately and profoundly on human resources. For example, when the budget is changed, suddenly someone has more or less money, or more or less equipment with which to complete their work. This principle applies for most decisions to implement technology into processes, be they in education or other kinds of human activities.





Action research as a management learning tool

Dirkx, Mezirow and Cranton (2006, p.125) explain that, “Many contexts involve practical reasoning—reason directed toward action rather than figuring how the facts stand—determining how to figure out what to do and how to do it.” Management and management education fall squarely into this definition on many occasions. Applied knowledge and practice are the cornerstones of the management discipline and a transformative and action-oriented approach is appropriate. Globalization continues to aid in the transformation of organisations (Wolfram Cox, 2001). Technological change accompanies and magnifies the need for managers to respond with flexibility and an eye to innovation.

Action learning is one way in which work groups in organisations have been facilitated (Bach, Haynes & Smith, 2007). Taylor, Jones and Boles (2004) describe the action learning approach that was applied successfully to the development of the UK’s New Entrepreneur Scholarship Scheme (NESS) when it was piloted by Manchester Metropolitan University Business School (MMUBS) and a number of agencies, including the Prince’s Trust, to provide skills to entrepreneurs from socially disadvantaged backgrounds. Such applied approaches to testing while implementing are analogous to a large proportion of daily management decision making in commercial, as well as non-commercial organisations. The management profession is charged with doing, with acting, so action research to test ongoing, experiential implementation of ideas is relevant. Managers have problem-centred needs and the working out of solutions is prioritised ahead of impassive observation in many instances (Marsick & O’Neil, 1999). This leads to the need to further consider how the education of managers in action research cycles is enhanced or inhibited in the context of e-learning technologies. 

One expression of increased use of online technologies in management education is enhanced ‘mental tactility’ (Creed & Swanson, 2004) that comes from increased emphasis on writing required by messaging, conferencing and email systems that are used throughout much of the main learning platforms, and often in online management education. The reflective process of improving writing is akin to that of critical thinking required of managers in applied settings. This is one example in which lived experience is a most authoritative means to assess skills development. Such value of experience in education is supported by Dale (1969), Rogers (1969) and Dewey (1963). Action research can be a means of simultaneously tapping and tracking experience while improving educational outcomes.

Despite all the positives, significant barriers remain against the widespread adoption of action research in online management education. McNiff & Whitehead (2006) are realistic about the change imperatives of action research and the resistance to change that will naturally occur as people move to protect positions in an organisation (see also Waddell, Cummings & Worley, 2004; and Lewin, 1948).  Such positioning occurs in all kinds of organisations. Online management education is not immune from this issue as academics and university administrators work with sometimes conflicting priorities. 





Chapter Two established the breadth of the theoretical foundations of this research project with attention paid to general education and management education literature, learning theories with cyclonic characteristics, and the intrinsic relationship of the research topic with the methodology of action research. Uncovered was a delicate balance of theoretical concepts that would potentially affect the work of the online management educators. Revealing relevant connections with cyclonic characteristics, the literature established the need for educators to engage with cycles of feedback to ensure improvement of understanding, especially in the pursuit of collaborative faculty teamwork in the online environment. The current state of technology in management education was surveyed to identify how online management education could deploy and develop further the application of action research. This literature was read and interpreted many times over in the process of completing the action research. The iterative nature of the process was affirmed by my lived experiences with the AMBA606 online management education team. AMBA606 utilised its human and technological resources to aim for quality educational outcomes. Collaborative team building, reflective research into online teaching practices with related publications, and the development of models of educational communication all emerged from the knowledge management in this unit team during the period of action research (see Backhaus, Bolesta, Creed, Ross & Stewart, 2005; and Creed, Ross, Stewart, Bolesta, Hladik & Backhaus, 2006.) The methodology had close connection with the subject matter of the research project. The next chapter builds upon action research literature and explains in detail the methodology for this research.






The title of this chapter would ideally imply strategic, systematic research with moments of divergence and uncertainty in the results. This would have been nice. Instead, I transparently observe how the reality of this project became a string of tumultuous changes of direction and entire transformations of theory and purpose as the interpretive cycle of action research became a spiral. To partake in this experience was not a clean process. However, to explain what happened can take a more crystalline perspective. In hindsight, I can explain the action research methodology and, in fact, identify the most central role the method played in the entire project. Action research itself is based upon hermeneutics and informs Cyclonic theory. 

Chapter Three expands the rationale for action research methodology in this project. Data sources are identified and the methods of collecting, categorising, organising and analysing the data are examined and justified. The aim of the methodology was to allow both an original contribution to knowledge, as well as to facilitate change in the case.  Both action and research were intended outcomes, since action research provides the flexibility and responsiveness required for effective change plus a good level of adequacy of data and conclusions. The ‘action’ part of action research had to be geared to assist effective change. The ‘research’ part of action research required data and interpretations to be appropriate and assured. To these ends, I provide an account of the participants in the project, the issues and solutions related to research ethics, and a rationale for each of the main data sources; email, online discussion threads, talk, and documents. I also explore the impact of cycles of reflection on the data, and describe the other design imperatives that helped determine the structure of the research. The chapter concludes by leading into the methods of analysis that follow from the data collection methodology.

Action research and this project

While a variety of qualitative and quantitative research methodologies are appropriate in different management and management education situations, in this case, action research provided an option for rich interpretive feedback that promised to directly address the primary research question. Reason and Bradbury (2004, xxiv) explain that, “Action research is a participatory, democratic process concerned with developing practical knowing in the pursuit of worthwhile human purposes, grounded in a participatory worldview.” The heart of the problem under investigation in AMBA606 was one of teaching practice. With e-learning and online technologies being central to the mix in teaching practice, there was heightened complexity in the communication media and a demanding set of interrelating influences for learners and educators, when compared with pure face to face settings. Radford (2007) takes the view that complexity in educational contexts requires action research to aim not for reduction, but rather more correctly provide accompanying critique of teaching practices. Reflecting on lived experiences in this technologically augmented context offered the practitioners more immediate feedback and quality improvement opportunities than most other kinds of research (Dick, 1999). This was not to exclude but to prioritise research methodology. 

Online management education has been burgeoning and the competitive nature, not just of the education sector, but also of the global industries demanding more highly skilled graduates adds pressure for continuous improvement of commercial education (Alstete & Beutell, 2004; Taylor & Pettit, 2007). Chambliss (1996) describes a similar experience for John Dewey in the early part of the twentieth century when industrial development was rapidly overtaking the agricultural society. Dewey could see that interaction with the new technological culture of the day was necessary. Reciprocity between school and the wider society was his intention. Dewey’s pedagogy of active experimentation with a guiding hand by facilitators is much aligned with action learning, which is integral with action research (Zuber-Skerrit & Margaret Fletcher, 2007).  






The AMBA606 team have lived and worked in a variety of countries and settings across the USA, UK, United Arab Emirates, Sierra Leone, Japan, Australia, Russia, Canada, Germany, South Korea, China, Mexico, UK, Hungary, UK, Tanzania, China, and more. The action research team included members residing in several countries and travelling in more. It was from this geographic diversity and consequent differing beliefs that enhanced credibility emerged in a course that educated students in the principles of organisational administration in an international environment. This diversity spanned different cultural backgrounds, religions, familial upbringings, professional norms, ages, and gender.  Thus a high level of cohesiveness of and sharing among this essentially virtual team was important to maintain.  

It was necessary to involve those who could influence the desired change.  I had to consider to what extent the stakeholders would be involved, and how, and also whether all relevant informants would be sampled.  Core action researchers at UMUC included Professors Jane Ross and Wilf Backhaus, James Stewart and Monica Bolesta. Executive in Residence, Mr Maurice Hladik was also integral to the team. Professor Ross was course coordinator and committed to the emancipatory principle of this action research. Professors Backhaus, Stewart and Bolesta and Mr Hladik were strong proponents of continuously improving online management education and worked cohesively with Professor Ross. My role as research assistant in the unit positioned me closely to the core team and to the processes that promised to lead to emancipatory outcomes. Senior administrators, Professor Mike Evanchik and Professor Bryan Booth, were also supporters.

The researcher’s role in the action research 

Among the most important design factors were the ethical issues. Hilsen (2006, p.23) calls for action researchers to “live our ethics.” The central role of people and relationships in this participatory action research project demanded almost constant attention to ethical stance. Bergum and Dossetor (2005) explain that ethics is grounded in relationships. Ethical relationships are nurtured and sustained by reliance on communication and mutual concern. It is the relationship itself that supports and informs ethical interaction, activity, decision making and exchanges (Barth, 1967). According to Habermas (1999), dialogue between parties is the only way that acceptance of norms of behaviour can occur and lead to a relational ethic that is practical and effective. The fragility of relationships in the context of communication challenges must be acknowledged. It is easy for intended or inadvertent insults to self, friends or family to create discord (Creed, Zutshi & Ross, 2009). 

Coghlan (2007, p.293) refers to the significant effect that “insider dynamics” can have on the success of action research. The ways that people interacted in the context of policy and politics in the organisation were notable challenges. First consideration was UMUC and how they viewed their involvement with the research and the identification of them in relation to me and University of Exeter. I needed to be careful that industry secrets were not compromised and that personnel involved were not pressured or improperly represented. 

The standard permissions regarding involvement in discussions and recording were obtained as part of the research process. I engaged the support and participation of senior management in the program, who acted according to university policy. I obtained their support in writing. I also informed participants about the nature of future research related to the thesis. As the research focused on the educational and communicative processes more than the characteristics of individuals, problems related to personal, social, or professional risks, stresses, discomfort to participants, power relationships, limits to free and informed consent, privacy issues, and confidentiality and anonymity, were somewhat minimised. That is not to say ethics issues could not have arisen, but I carefully documented progress, kept communication open and documented between the parties, and informed everyone of the outcome of research reporting processes.

Design, conduct, analysis and reporting phases of this project had to factor in the ethical issues discussed throughout. Past experience and prior knowledge inevitably affected the research, and design had to take this into account. Frankham and Howes (2006) describe a similar experience and their observation that participation creates disturbances that initiate and inform ongoing design adjustment. For instance, I have been a student of one of the educators in the unit under study. I have also been employed as a research assistant in the same unit. I was challenged by potential biases. I may have brought preconceived ideas about the program and the relevance or otherwise of educational models in this context. My previous engagement with the team had potential to create preconceptions and biases in the members. I acknowledged this as part of the action research methodology but also identify the qualitative nature of the methodology and the emancipatory intentions of the objectives. Every effort was made to richly and deeply reflect upon the circumstances. The interconnections between people and processes were accepted and utilised to generate momentum in the project. To take an arms-length, quantitative methodology may not have yielded the type of data that this method was intended to produce. 

Given my personal immersion in the lived experiences of the project, it was certain that biases or prejudices would affect the research. Acknowledgement of potential bias was the first step and maintaining constant dialogue while being attentive to issues of relational ethics constituted the balance of the task. Developing data-gathering techniques that enhanced objectivity was important, for example, framing questions and actions in such a way as to avoid leading participants to an answer. This was balanced against the need to obtain rich enough information to inform relevant analysis of interpretive cycles. Ultimately the action research methodology forgave, even embraced, subjectivity, as long as the ensuing analysis recognised the opportunities and limitations.

The potential for bias was undoubtedly present, especially as income was provided to the researcher by the institution. My dual role as a researcher as well as an active participant in the teaching team was reflected upon by me, as well as the team, at regular intervals during the research period. An unfavourable research conclusion could have ramifications for longer term viability of the school. I was also concerned about my employability at the school in the event of unfavourable research outcomes, or the reception of research reports. Regular and open communication with the main administrators occurred and may have helped to prepare the people in power for the impact of results (positive or negative) now they are finally reported. A further consideration is that, at no time was the income from UMUC my primary source. I retained full time employment at institutions in Australia. For the period of research I was employed by South West College of TAFE designing learning resources (for the first year) and Deakin University respectively (in other years). My work at UMUC was always driven by the desire to learn more about the processes occurring in the AMBA606 team than the small reimbursements that came from my part time status in the team. 

For the action research at UMUC, I needed to consider how sub-cultures and underlying values of the institution affected the research during the data gathering. The university predominantly served US military, Maryland residents, and a large and growing number of out-of-state and international students. It specialised in distance and flexible education. There was a non-traditional approach to most of the offered courses, meaning contemporary trends toward online education were quite favoured. Research that supported these underlying values would certainly be welcomed by administrators. 

The institution was primarily an online university. It was the recipient of the “2005 Most Outstanding Online Teaching and Learning Program” by the Sloan Consortium (Sloan-C). UMUC’s mission was primarily to serve the needs of off campus adult learners. In this light, there were certain pressures for the university to continue to rate highly for online education outcomes. The expectation was high for rhetoric to match values. It seemed to at the time, but this research may or may not have supported this view. 

I also grappled with how familiar I had to be with the spoken language of research participants. In order to interpret what was said and what was meant in relation to cyclonic principles I concluded that it was important to know the language being spoken by research participants. Language refers to the operational terminology (jargon) educators might employ to respond to questions about teaching practice and its relationship to parts of the cyclonic model. It was interesting to notice the differences between what people say and what they write. Recent research supports the view that interpretation of sounds is completed in separate parts of the brain compared with interpretations of the written word (Hocking & Price, 2009). Since online communication was a large component of this project via email and discussion boards, I was more dominantly interpreting the written language used by respondents, although, corroboration was also sought through verbal media at appropriate times. The researcher's familiarity with current jargon became quite important in this context. Various education disciplines share a reasonable amount of jargon, but there are some cultural variations and a few individual differences in interpretation. The qualitative focus of the study was also subject to interpretation from philosophical and practical perspectives. Wellington (2000) mentions Piaget's stages of development and the fact they are probably used unwittingly by teachers in classroom practice. In this context, the methodology had to be designed to pay attention to unconscious as well as conscious teaching activities. I needed to remain conversant with educational journals and observe the discussion language used daily by online teachers.

The use of action research was appropriate since a complex social phenomenon was the subject of study, but interpretation of observable phenomenon in the context of the model was not immune from the dangers of misinterpretation. The four research problems of gaining knowledge, the status of data, the design of research, and extrapolating from results, as outlined by Schon (1971), could not be completely avoided, but were at least considered when using this interpretive methodology. Gaining knowledge was a political process which was entwined with my own perceptions and the issues of access provided by the administrators in the institution in which the research was based. The status of data changed with the passage of time, and with change in the composition of teaching teams in the unit under study. Getting the design right and adjusting analysis to cater for data discrepancies was important. Regarding research design, a mathematically rigorous experimental approach was not practical in this context. Results needed to be analysed against this backdrop. Research design was in the interpretive action research paradigm, so the search was for meaning in context. Extrapolating from results was, therefore, not warranted. The interpretive design aimed to study the particular situation in depth, thereby gaining a rich perspective without a pressing need for extrapolation.





Lived experiences in the WebTycho classroom as well as communicative engagement with members of the teaching team were primary sources of data. The online context of the AMBA606 team meant a predominant reliance on virtual forms of data collection. Creed & Zutshi (2008) acknowledge the increasing influence of virtual communities and teams and the growing field of knowledge globalization that affects research in the online context. 

With burgeoning complexity arose the need for corroboration between the different data sources in this project. Corroboration, similar to triangulation, is among the three measures of validity proposed by Eisner (1991). Consensual validation (agreement upon soundness of description, interpretation, evaluation, and thematics) and referential adequacy (where readers are able to understand the significance of the research outcomes) are the others. In a related view, Avramidis, Bayliss and Burden (2002, p.146) remind that “bricolage” is an appropriate means of harnessing a complex range of data sources. This is another kind of corroboration and became a critical tool in this project.  Bricolage has been defined as, “making do with current resources, and creating new forms and order from tools and materials at hand” (Baker, Miner & Eesley, 2003, p.264), and draws from anthropological and improvisation theory (Levi-Strauss, 1966; Chao, 1999, Innes & Booher, 1999).

The benefit of bricolage, as well as its caveat, is the fact that, “the bricoleur speaks through things, as well as with them” (Dezeuze, 2008). This hermeneutical aspect of the methodology seemed to fit with the primary aims of the project. I chose a method by which I could readily assemble the diverse items of data and begin to discern and decipher categories for analysis, and establish grounds for possible validation of my findings from a variety of perspectives. An element of improvisation was evident as I addressed the complex and changing online environment and grappled with continuous reflection and interpretation. But there was also a sense of richness about the data and opportunities to collate and compare in ways that enabled corroboration of concepts to emerge.

In this project, bricolage (through improvisation in the midst of recognised situational complexities) and corroboration were methods by which data from direct observation, recorded discussions, analysis of teaching materials, reflective diaries, record sheets, and other transactional items were related to each other in either support or contradiction of the primary aims of the research. Such use of multiple types of data was intended to add credibility to analysis of rich interactive phenomena. Additional support for this approach is provided by Denzin & Lincoln (1994) and Oliva (2000). Validity is addressed by Lather (2001) who calls for a discourse of relational practices in concert with the views of Habermas (1999) and Stroker (1997), who explicitly link corroboration to validity. For Eisner (1991), consensual validation is necessary and, accordingly, I have had aspects of my research methodology reviewed and published as a conference paper (Creed, 2007). The consent of all of the action researchers in the 606 team who participated in the project adds weight to the consensual validation process, but this aspect of the process, like action research itself, is continually evolving. Referential adequacy is another of Eisner’s validation tools and reviews of this thesis are among the tests of this kind of validation. The reviews I have received on all of the conference papers and journal articles so far published from the themes of this research also aided referential adequacy. Critique is always part of the validation process and I have used the feedback about my methodological descriptions to continuously adjust the building blocks of my approach, somewhat like the bricoleur seeking better alignment in the assemblage of corroborated events. 

From within this methodological framework emerged a palpable sense of voluminous data from diverse directions and it was my task to locate corroborations of the emerging transactions within this environment in a continuously adaptive way for the purpose of gaining meaningful data from the action research. The spiralled or cyclonic nature of action research methodology is noted by Lewin (1948) and contributed to my decision to use a cyclonic research pattern to study similar kinds of patterns. To gain a foothold in an otherwise complex and swirling system, it was necessary to establish the position and flow of entities and data across the project. Only then could patterns be identified for coding in preparation for data collection. A lengthy period of consultation and reflection with the action research team and my research supervisors enabled a snapshot identification to occur. Figure 6 portrays the environment, entities, forms and flows of data that this research needed to tap at the time. It is possible that situational elements of this may have changed in the time that has elapsed since completing data collection. 


Figure 6: Environment, entities, forms and flows of data collection

Cycles of reflection were continuously running as the data collection proceeded and flowed into the period of writing up the thesis. At the moment this very paragraph was written, reflection upon previous reflections was occurring. The primary data sources were carefully selected for richness when the research was being designed. Opportunities for reflection and reiteration were evident in email, online discussion threads, personal accounts and audio recordings, and general course and procedural documentation. All of these sources of data contributed to corroborative observations. There is an established literature on the advantages and disadvantages of these sources of data which guided me in their appropriate selection and application in the method.

Sources of data: Email

The advent of information and communication technologies has led to increasing dependence on group discussion and decision-making with email, rather than face-to-face, interactions as the central media (Alpay, 2005). James and Busher (2007) acknowledge the recency of email as a data source, but are also clear about the potential for corroboration with other sources, especially due to its utility in forming narratives useful in organisational contexts. The benefits of email communication can include, spatial convenience if the group members are geographically dispersed, a democratic approach whereby all participants are, at least, socially compelled to express opinions or ideas, and automatic documentation of communication events for later review, evaluation or reflection. The potential problems of email communication can include, discontinuity of dialogue from one recipient to the next, reliance upon written communication skills for clarity of the message, potential ambiguous interpretation of written material and, usually, an absence of immediate and direct feedback, either by return email in terms of real time, or through speech and body language that would normally occur in face-to-face communication.

As a revised form of the traditional art of letter writing, it is reasonable to draw on established epistolary research practices to analyse email. The use of written exchanges to explore dialogue between parties can provide rich insights. “Letters…reveal the connections between an individual, society, and culture —they reveal how an individual constitutes him/herself in different textual worlds (Leskelä-Kärki, 2007, p.22). Building upon precedents in educational research (Anderson, Gonzalez & Lee, 2006; Rose, 2004), critical epistolary for me became a powerful and substantial component of this action research. In this research I used email to track communication flows. It also fed directly into my reflection diary. In the online context, email was often a speech substitute with team members frequently writing down what would, in a traditional face-to-face setting, normally be spoken. This made email an integral trail of interactions and communication transactions. It was one of the richest veins of data for this project. 

Sources of data: Online classroom discussion threads

Riley (2006) suggests that online discussion helps to generate critical learning as well as to develop important communication skills. Such theorists as Vygotsky elevate language as a pivotal tool for human development and socialisation Wertsch (1985). The internal function of language involves manipulating cognitive processes. Its external function expresses through communication and socialisation (Vygotsky, 1962). Since online discussion threads revolve around written language, there is significant weight given to analysing the interactions that occur. To critically evaluate learning it is important to track and record both the social and cognitive components of language used within social learning activities. To write as if one is speaking requires both cognitive and social factors to be considered. An online discussion forum that uses writing as a speaking substitute enables social and cognitive components to be evaluated. 

Wegerif & Scrimshaw (1997) discuss the research into peer talk within educational settings. It is essentially a framework for evaluating language as a social learning tool. The main types of peer talk are identified by Fisher (1997) as disputational, cumulative and exploratory. Wegerif and Mercer (1997) build on this and describe the three peer talk types; Disputational talk, which expresses individualistic, competitive interactions, protection of the speaker’s position, short exchanges of assertions, challenges, counter-assertions and disagreements; Cumulative talk, which expresses positive interactions and feedback, accumulation of common knowledge through related experiences, confirmations and elaborations where the speakers define themselves, and; Exploratory talk, which expresses critical engagement of participants, constructive statements and suggestions, justified challenges and counter-challenges, publicly accountable knowledge, visible reasoning (Wegerif & Mercer, 1997). This view implies the social quality of talk in relation to critical thinking and social reasoning (Riley, 2006). Since online discussion is dependent on writing as a substitute for speech, this dialogical framework may be applied in the analysis of transcribed online discussion as an evaluative tool providing an assessment of the quality of peer talk within the online forum.

The WebTycho classroom in AMBA606 provided a rich tapestry of weekly conferences. Conference threads gave indications of teacher style and some related feedback. Teaching team members, including adjuncts and assistants could access each other’s classrooms as co-teachers, observers, and so on. This offered opportunities to observe cyclonic interactions in the context of the coding and categories in Figure 2. There was also in AMBA606 a classroom dedicated exclusively to faculty so they could share and discuss teaching ideas and processes. It was a central repository of developing thinking in the teaching team and was a source of transactions in isolation from the student teacher interactions that dominated the normal online classroom. In general terms, higher levels of cumulative and exploratory talk were expected in both kinds of classroom. Disputational talk was expected as a natural part of human interaction, but the educational objectives of the classrooms, plus the anticipated facilitation of shared learning by teachers, should have minimised disagreements and exhibited the more collaborative forms of talk, especially at the level of MBA education. 

Sources of data: Personal accounts and talk

The AMBA606 teaching team engaged in teleconference talk for an average of 2 hours twice a semester. Web-based talk tools such as that available in Elluminate software added extra talk sessions since the cost effectiveness in the global context was improved by this technology. Annual face to face meetings were used to supplement the communicative aspects of talk. The personality differences in the team, at times, elevated different types of talk. I also recorded long face-to-face talk sessions on two separate occasions with the core action research team in Camrose, Canada. The process of analysing these recordings, with the benefit of cross referencing, revealed rich layers of perspectives that were not always explicit at the time of recording. There was cross referencing of insights with data from other sources, including discussion threads, email and documents.

The centrality of speech and dialogue in communication, learning and understanding has been deeply analysed since Plato and before. Speaking is akin to thinking. Smith (1992, p.9) refers to thinking as the “business of the brain.” The axiomatic nature of this statement is supported when Bruner (1966, p.102) observes, "as between reading, listening and speaking, one falls asleep most easily reading, next most easily listening, and only with the greatest difficulty while speaking." It would appear that the brain is highly attentive when engaging in talk. Thinking is at least a valuable precursor to talk and, certainly, ought to proceed during talk, and long after talk has concluded.

Personal accounts through talk revealed one set of insights but later review of recordings helped uncover other layers. Argyris (1985) mentions the usefulness of recording conversations, which can be later transcribed and become a means of identifying issues that add to what is revealed in the real time experience. It is a form of cross referencing with the benefit of hindsight and the added value of reflection. Woods in Adelman (1981, pg.17) discusses his successful application of “cross-validating” talks. This suggests that for those instances where a singular conversation is insufficient for drawing conclusions, a method of follow up with other subjects is appropriate to enrich and validate the veins of information opened by the original discussion. Mezirow & Associates (2000) elevate the traits of awareness, empathy, control and emotional maturity for those engaging in discourse that may lead to learning. 

Sources of data: Documents

The AMBA606 course syllabus, the UMUC public website, the UMUC procedure and policy manuals for staff and students, and a range of other published items in the classes of documentation that were not integral to processes of dialogue (as with email, and discussion boards) were the subject of interpretation and analysis at certain stages in this thesis. Corroboration of data obtained from other sources was often possible through examination of these core documents.





Cycles of reflection 

Cycles of reflection indicated by the spiral in Figure 6 became both a method of analysis and an action research tool that added to the data that would be used for the next round of analysis. The cyclonic pattern of action research was embedded in the concept of reflection. Corroboration happened cumulatively and systematically as I worked through the cycles. Iterative levels in the spiral were at once analytical as well as informative of the next round of insights. 

Eliminating error and broadening the scope of understanding are the two broad aims of reflection in action research. Marquardt (2004) considers reflection upon questions as the crucial component of learning related to action research. Macmurray (1961) views action as the determination of the future and goes further to describe the capacity to act as freedom. In freedom, he asserts, one can see a capacity to move and a capacity to know and each of these is dependent upon the other. The problem comes from a lack of full information about what we know, as well as techniques of movement. Ultimately, therefore, reflection upon the inevitable errors we make in our actions is the only way to marginally improve. 

My research diary became a powerful tool for inspiring reflection upon collected data, as well as providing the spiral upwards to reveal further data that would feed the next cycle of reflection. Making notations as the data came in enabled immediate impressions to be recorded. Returning to these entries to adjust my views was the way by which I deepened the cycles of reflection. The German realist, Johan Herbart, sees reflection as the combining of acquired ideas into unified wholes (Chambliss, 1996) as part of an open process of thinking which moves to ever increasing unity. This proposes a growing reality based on cycles of reflection and precedes other educational philosophers and pedagogues, not least Heidegger, Locke, Dewey and Hume, who advocate the role of feedback (reflection) in the path to improved understanding. More recently, Oliva (2000) counters perceived criticism of some qualitative research by pointing out that, 
..as numerous authors already have amply demonstrated (Denzin & Lincoln,
1994; Eisner, 1991; Fish, 1980; Foucault, 1973; Gardiner, 1992; Garratt &
Hodkinson, 1998; Lather, 1993; Scheurich, 1996; Smith, 1997; Wolcott, 1994),
once we let go of traditional criteria for assessing research and validity, it is
still possible to think with reflection and in nontraditional ways about
method and validity.





It was necessary to bring together Eisner’s types of corroboration (Eisner, 1991), Wellington’s sequence of qualitative analysis (Wellington 2000), and arrive at a rationale for the different forms of coding that would effectively explore the Cyclonic model in this action research setting. Wellington (2000) describes a sequence of qualitative analysis that involves immersing (sensing) in the raw data, reflecting (stepping back and thinking objectively), taking apart (breaking data into parts, selecting, filtering and categorising) synthesising (finding patterns and irregularities), relating, knowing when to stop, and presenting the findings. These are complex but essentially patterned events that resonate to the cyclonic ideal while themselves enabling the researcher to study cyclonic transactions. There had to be sufficient time and energy dedicated to these important steps in the analysis of data. To a large extent, this analysis started and proceeded from the first point of data collection. The action research method itself reflected the iterative approach and explained the very clear sensation of immersion in the process and the outcomes that I felt during this project. The potential danger was to lose objective sensitivities by being too immersed in the cyclonic transactions. This is where corroboration combined with bricolage concepts became useful. I tabulated category codes around the themes of cyclonic interaction and used these codes to inform research diary entries. 

Corroborating evidence was first compiled through all of the data sources of the action research project to build a possible case for the cyclonic conception. Then repeated cycles of action, reflection and the collection of further corroborative evidence were added to the base model.  Gottlob (2000) explains that additive methods of corroboration involve building upon an existing base of knowledge with more knowledge of similar semantic content. Significant probability reliability can be achieved by this method, especially where very large numbers of observations are available, which was the case in this project. Deuze (2006) acknowledges the nature of online environments where compounding quantities of information, especially through heightened connectivity and communicative collaboration, enable bricolage by researchers to generate many new configurations. However, he also notes the need for tradition (precedent), essentially through corroborative observations, to take a hand in the knowledge construction process. 

In developing the coding framework for data recording and analysis, I took account of the foundational hermeneutic literature and began interlacing it with other cyclonic theories as outlined in Chapters One and Two. I also studied the pattern of a cyclone in nature. Cyclones in literature, such as the Poe (1841) account of a maelstrom, also provided alternative perspectives to inform data categorisations.  This approach prevented unrestrained proliferation of categories through the combinatory possibilities inherent in large quantities of collected information. The question about the nature of the interactions was deeply qualitative; therefore, reflection upon the categorisation of data in the schema was required to improve the alignment of corollaries.  After a year or more of revisionary cycles, I had the five fundamental cyclonic categories which began to reconstruct the action research data as the project proceeded. This was consistent with constructivist inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 2000; Cresswell, 2003). 

The results and analysis in Chapters Four and Five represent the outcome of multiple reflections and prolonged consideration of the nature of the phenomena according to the cyclonic categories that I condensed from literature, observation and repeated cycles of reflection. The applied question of how this new understanding could refine action research itself and how online management education might be better understood in this context was used to prioritise the naturalistic approach to commentary (Agostinho, 2005). Ultimately, the commentary from my reflections diary explored and tested the emerging categories and the rationale for applying transactions to the coded schema of Figure 2. The cyclonic criteria were destined to become organisers for the thesis itself. The continuous diary record was sifted according to repeated reflection periods. Iteration and reiteration ensued to produce the condensed version of results. The hermeneutic process engulfed the coded categories, which emerged, filled with action research transactional data, morphed, and reformed to ultimately become the features that this very thesis expresses through its chapters.

A constant group of core people were part of the action research team and provided the bulk of the data that was included in this thesis. Table 1 is a summary of the distinguishing characteristics of these participants. Included for each are the position, gender, and locations, and key research contributions. 

Table 1: Action research participants
Person	Position	Gender	Key research contributions and consent for inclusion	Location during research period
Jane	Course coordinator	F	Active facilitator and mentor. Consent given 	Dubai and Alberta, Canada
Wilf	Adjunct faculty	M	Active facilitator and mentor. Consent given 	Alberta, Canada
Andrew	Research assistant	M	Active researcher. Consent given 	Victoria, Australia
Monica	Teaching faculty	F	Active facilitator and mentor. Consent given 	Connecticut, USA
James	Teaching faculty	M	Active facilitator and mentor. Consent given 	Germany, England, and USA
Maurice	Executive in Residence (EiR)	M	Active facilitator and mentor. External industry perspective. Consent given 	Ottawa, Canada
Mike	Program founding member and director	M	Passive observer. Consent given 	Maryland, USA

The issues of anonymity and confidentiality were reflected upon during the project. Ultimately, the action research generated a story that integrally relied upon the identities and roles of the core team of researchers in Table 1. The option to use pseudonyms was considered but many of the corroborations in Chapter Four rely upon explicit knowledge of the identities involved. Where issues of particular sensitivity to individuals or organisations were touched upon, concerted effort was made to ensure the affected parties were not specifically identified. Formal consent was sought and gained from each individual named in this thesis to have their words and identities included in the analysis. 

The method of action research established a general qualitative approach but the situational elements were bound to impose their own issues on the design. For example, the educators were geographically dispersed but employed to teach online within a single unit in a post graduate degree. There were seven educators (research participants) on the team and it was preferred to have input from all teachers on the unit team. The search was for meaning and understanding in relation to the primary research questions about online teaching practice and cyclonic transactions. Reciprocity was a core feature of my relationship with the educators and the online unit being studied. Cycles of reflection and deepening spirals of discovery precipitated a gradual emergence of patterns that either aligned with or altered the conception of the cyclonic archetype that focused the primary research questions. 

Personal accounts and talk had to be collected and structured in such a way as to be meaningfully related to the primary research questions. Periodic phone conferencing and online Elluminate Live appointments allowed for discussion and exploration of personal accounts to be diarized. There were established meetings during each semester into which research agenda items could be added. The core action research team met for specific conferences related to their work together. My role as a research assistant in these meetings involved accounting for research developments. Structuring data collection in this fashion enabled deep, reflective discussion of key research events.

One pertinent feature of the method was the lack of distinction between conducting the research and engaging in the writing up. It was clearly in the writing process that additional elements of analysis came to bear. Hermeneutics was originally conceived as a method of interpreting text and this cyclonic intention emerged clearly in the thesis writing process. Writing happened during the research, reflection became part of the analysis, the writing up was a big part of analysis, and reflection altered views from commencement to completion of the project.

Interpretation of qualitative data can be fraught with the risk of misinterpretation. The hermeneutic circle itself implies this possibility. Equally, iteration and reiteration of qualitative analysis of data gathered is intended to lead to increasingly accurate interpretation of the complex phenomena that will be studied. Miles and Huberman (1994) offer some guidance on methods of analysis that includes data reduction, data display, conclusion drawing and verification. They suggest reducing the data initially by collation, summarization, coding and sorting into themes, clusters and categories. Upon reflection, this was a most time consuming phase of the research project. The cyclonic model in Figure 2 was the end result and its sketched simplicity belies the complex process of reflection and reiteration that developed the coding, themes and categories to best display the data to reveal the patterns and insights that I needed to form conclusions. Corroboration and bricolage of the various data sources was more convoluted than a finished thesis may indicate.





Table 2: Data source summary
Media	Frequency	Intensity
999 = online staffroom	1 forum with32 topics	418 postings between May 2004 and August 2007 at average 50 words per post amounts to 20,900 words
SW = Story’s Way face to face meetings	2 separate meetings	464 minutes recorded at an average 70 words per minute amounts to 32,480 spoken words.
TD = telephone discussions	3	369 transcribed words
E = emails	Inward 3665Outward 300	Average 50 words per email amounts to 198,250 words exchanged
M05 = MERLOT conference 2005	1	1 research paper of 7000 words and 1 team presentation of 1 hour.
AIB = Academy of International Business conference in 2005	1	1 research paper of 7000 words and 1 team presentation of 1 hour.
M06 = MERLOT conference 2006	1	1 working paper of 2000 words and 1 team presentation of 1 hour.
EL = Elive meetings 	2	60 minutes recorded at an average 70 words per minute amounts to 4,200 spoken words.
D = Course documents	10	Average length 3000 words amounts to 30,000 words.
Summary	3986 separate communication events	302,199 words filtered for analysis

Naturally, not all of the rich, raw data derived from the thousands of transactions could be used in this thesis. The coding and organising process distilled the data into the categories required for meaningful analysis. The interim step between the raw data outlined above and the concise version of the data is presented in Chapter Four. The processes of data compression which moved from raw data to finished narrative were closely related to the categories of cyclonic characteristics. 









Coding rationale: Delicately balanced power 

Another feature of cyclones in nature is their balance and associated fragility often stemming from very weak and tentative beginnings, and from small perturbations (beginnings of spirals) in the system, such as those previously described. I applied the features of delicately balanced power in filtering the quantities of collected transactions data into manageable chunks. While the force of change in the body of the cyclone itself can be strong, it need not be imbalanced. In online education, as a learning change germinates on its spiral path, it grows from a realisation that the old way of working needs to be reviewed. To start the review requires a driving force to shift the old pattern and initiate the transformation. This initial driving force is directional and purposeful in the sense of deconstructing the established pattern, but it is not necessarily always large or chaotic. The deconstruction is not initially through chaos but through patterned imposition. Once initiated, the spiralling force of the cyclone begins to geometrically alter the landscape of the teaching team and its interactions. This is a delicate balance in the beginning. The tipping point into chaos has not yet occurred. In essence, this second stage is about reactivity rather than being especially proactive. The innovation had already occurred when the spiral pattern started. Now we were looking for counter actions to become the source of the balance that characterise the forces in this stage.

Coding rationale: Chaos at the edge

I applied the features of chaos at the edge in filtering the quantities of collected transactions data into manageable chunks. When sufficient force had gathered in the system, the relative chaos of change began to strip the landscape, but only at the edge of the cyclonic spiral where forces were swinging widely. In online education, a tipping point occurs when the learner, positioned in line with the edge of the developing cyclone of information, is unable to resist the force of change. Revision of data and knowledge is unavoidable at this point. Examples of transactions that reflected these characteristics were identified and explained.

Of initial interest were the major events of the research project where change was most apparent. As with any identified time period, it was possible to pick the key moments where change was most visible. These were the defining moments that most people would say precipitated further changes. While I acknowledge these events in this part of the classification, I make the point that the pre and post stages were equally relevant to the practices of the teaching team according to this thesis.

Coding rationale: Transformational passage













Chapter Three confirmed that action research was an appropriate methodology for this project and provided the rationale for coding the transactions collected into discrete categories in the cyclonic framework. The environment, entities, forms and flows of data collection were identified and related to appropriate action research methods. Some sense was given of the repeated cycles of data collection and the integral connection with interpretation and reinterpretation that are the foundation of hermeneutical enquiry. This was not a methodology that could be planned and applied with unchanging transactional criteria that could subsequently be presented in numerical configurations. The process of generating cyclonic categories was integrated within the data collection process and subsequent iterations of the coding enabled and encouraged adjustment of the categories of observed phenomena. Processes of bricolage and corroboration were applied to ensure, respectively, the generation of innovation and improvisation as components of the action research objectives, and a consistency of methodological tradition. The next chapter outlines the results of the study, establishes initial analysis as required by action research, and sets the stage for the concluding discussion to emerge from the cyclonic process. 




With the cyclonic pattern situated at the centre of the method by which rich volumes of data could be filtered, the action research took a fresh and more focused turn through the cycles of interpretation. The next spin of the spiral was associated with more effective categorisation of data coming from the various sources. A rich and deep set of data became available in the period of May 2004 to August 2007 through all of the data sources suggested in Figure 6 (on page 85). A process ensued of organising the data as transaction items, establishing lines of analysis in accordance with the model proposed in Figure 2 [reproduced here from page 22 for ready reference], and reflecting upon the events during and after their expression. The discussion of these results in Chapter Four builds upon the categories in the cyclonic model and develops a foundation for concluding analysis in Chapter Five. The data was organised with reference to the variables in Figure 2, the cyclonic characteristics of spiralling inwards, delicately balanced power, chaos at the edge, transformational passage, and calm in the middle. 


Figure 2. The cyclonic context unites with hermeneutics

From the outset, the correlation of this with the hermeneutics of review, revise, reconstruct, and reveal was utilised and enabled analysis to flow from the organised data. 
At first, it was difficult to discern from the frequency and intensity of transactions in this study how a cyclonic pattern may emerge. Action research methodology meant that, from the beginning of the literature review and right throughout the data gathering, there were cycles of reflection each contributing to revelations that built upon the body of understanding (Carr & Kemmis, 1997). Repeated reflection upon the transactions led gradually to dim awareness of the nature of some of the cyclonic characteristics. As literature and my experiences began to converge, so the pattern slowly came to light. What I first observed was a dual stream of cycles (data patterns) spiralling around each other. Key events initiated the first spiral trajectory, that is, a dyad of communication transactions would represent dialogue between AMBA606 team members. The spiralling stages actually appeared to be initiated by the beginning (and ending) cyclonic pattern with absorption towards a conclusion, or central point. In other words, where transactions lead to something new, there was a type of calm, but this was temporary, especially as the environmental and relational dynamics constantly changed. 

Justified by the continuous interpretation required by hermeneutics and action research itself, the commentary of transactions in this chapter moved beyond reporting facts and, by necessity, commenced the interpretation (analysis) process. Repeated reference to research objectives was made in order to ensure the iterative cycles built towards improved understanding. All the time I was gathering, recording and interpreting data I needed to continuously relate to the key research questions: 
1.	What is the nature of the cyclonic interactions observed in the transactions of a team of online management educators?
2.	How might an understanding of cyclonic interaction 
a.	help refine action research, and 
b.	generate rich insight for online management education?

Commentary of key transactions

The following exposure and discussion of the data builds upon the categories in the cyclonic model in alignment with teaching actions and develops a foundation for the concluding analysis in Chapter Five. It was clear that analysis was emerging the moment data came in and, while the thesis had to be presented in a logical progression, readers ought to notice the close connections between Chapters Four and Five, as well as between categories within the current chapter. The thesis structure diagram on page 24 shows thematic interrelationships and positions Chapter Four in the transformational passage aspect of the cyclonic framework.

Table 3 is the result of an iterative mapping process initiated during one of the cycles of reflection. It categorised communication transactions according to the cyclonic model. This grew to become the filtered version of the thousands of transactions and enabled a concise treatment of the main cyclonic transactions in the results and discussion chapters of this thesis. Corden and Sainsbury (2006, p.1) address the role of verbatim quotations in qualitative social research pointing out that, “inclusion of excerpts from transcripts help to clarify links between data, interpretation and conclusions, discussed variously within concepts such as validity, reliability, credibility and auditability (see for example, Beck, 1993; Greenhalgh & Taylor, 1997; Spencer, Ritchie, Lewis & Dillon, 2003; Long & Godfrey, 2004).” My action research data was rich in transactional communications that I was ultimately able to categorise according to the cyclonic framework. Among the data presentation vehicles are direct quotations interlaced with detailed analysis linking cyclonic categories to observed phenomena from the action research. This established a foundational order in Table 3 from which further analysis was drawn in this chapter and concluded in Chapter Five.

Table 3. Concise transactional data table

Table 3. Concise transactional data table	Spiralling	Delicately balanced power (review)	Chaos at the edge (revise)	Transformational passage (reconstruct)	Calm (Reveal)
Jane	999. 20/06/04Course development issues. 2004 - 5 Sub title: Thinking about thinking, and writing about thinking.In our beginning work together we need to remind ourselves of the reasons for our interest in subjects and the ways in which we think and write about them. Please feel free to express your passion about what it is You like doing about this stuff; what your teaching/learning style is; your preferred methods. Express your fears about the material and its demands This is the beginning of an online symposium which should help us focus better on the subject matter of AMBA 606 and our relationship with it, as well as help us identify the things that should come out of our experience with the students and the course content. Because we have such a diverse team, our possibilities for rich theoretical and practical content is good. We can think of ourselves as being like a Hollywood production team! Everyone contributes to the theoretical, content, and artistic unity of our endeavors. We can tell when a movie is not working - this interactive symposium process should enable us to get a better grasp on what we do that works - and what doesn't! We will learn more about which ideas are worthwhile, which processes work well and how we are actually contributing to the development of global business.999. 3/07/04As disciplines expand, the cross fertilization of ideas is inevitable - managing the breadth of ideas is not easy as the philosophers of science and Andrew remind us: "Know the philosophy, practice the art, and watch as the science falls into place."What does all of this mean for our AMBA 606 course named "Organizations and the External Environment"?  It seems to me if Dunning and the AIB, including JIBS, do not yet have a firm grasp on what constitutes international business, it should not surprise us if we do not - nor should we be frustrated if our own definition and treatment of it is not as tidy as some might like.999. 7/07/04It is kind of fun to be looking at what we do through the writings of Dunning, someone we haven't directly used in our AMBA 606 assigned articles or texts.Mike's point that we try to focus on international business issues, such as transaction costs, is well taken. As I read Dunning, however, it is precisely the non-exchange or non-economic aspects of international business that are the most difficult to quantify and manage; he calls these the behavioural costs. In our AMBA 606 syllabus we have identified material that falls within the domain of conventional exchange, plus we try to address the behavioural elements/costs as well - although we do not make transaction theory and transactions costs as central to the discussion as we could do.999. 30/08/06One question that came to my mind is:  "Do we need a shared mission statement for what we do as a faculty team in AMBA 606"?	E. 16/05/04All,  Please note James' observations and mine below re. use of globalEDGE and EIU materials. We can discuss at faculty meeting. Thanks, Jane From: Jane Ross To: James J. Stewart Sent: Saturday, May 15, 2004 8:10 AMThis is a good idea, James. Have you used them before?  They are quite good and certainly present a lot of variety and options. I'm trying to get a feel for how to work with Hill, but not have students (or ourselves) be overly dependent on Hill.  I believe it will be necessary to enrich weekly assignments - as we have done, and perhaps more - with current events material from the public press. I think we will also have to be observant that our students use the EIU material well, without dependence, which would be easy to do since the material is so readily there. From: James J. Stewart To: Jane Ross Sent: Saturday, May 15, 2004 1:39 AMI will be using globalEDGE exercises for extra credit this semester, Jane.  From: Jane Ross To; Wilf Backhaus ; Monica Bolesta ; Jane Ross ; James Stewart ; Andrew Creed Sent: Friday, May 14, 2004 3:42 AMAccessing the globalEDGE exercises is very simple. There are globalEDGE exercises to go with each chapter.E. 6/6/04Andrew, I'm going to ask students to send you the useful country-related websites they encounter.  Also, perhaps you would update with the AMBA 606 faculty, reminding them you are available to their students (or however you want to do this).  E. 14/08/04Mike R, these are interesting questions and observations you raise.  Certainly stimulating ones! Your example of the Pioneer seed company in Iowa is an apt one in the "local state/national environment".  Maybe many of the assumptions students make about business models "at home" tend to be intuitive.  Our job is to help students take their intuitive understandings from things familiar to higher levels of abstraction.  In our program and courses they should be developing their ability to adjust and adapt their own understanding and use of the models from one situation (and course) to another. Thanks for helping us think more about business models and how to use them in our classes.SW1 24/05/07We are not conscious enough in our program about what the student needs are, our own teaching style, or what we do with the situational learning progression…its quite different in an MBA compared with a medical program.	E. 5/05/04Andrew, Will you please care-take my classes from Monday - Wednesday? I'll let the students know they should ask you. Also, please notify the students in those cohorts when you have completed the Toolbox. Mike has asked that we place a note in the classrooms indicating you can assist students with web page set up, etc.  E. 2/03/05Hello Class, We thought this update on China/Australia based on interchange between Andrew Creed and Professor Stewart (AMBA 606, Section 9005) would be of interest to you.  It's usually helpful to look at a familiar issue from a different country perspective.  Enjoy.SW1 24/05/07I recall what James said last night…It always amazes me that I get back to Europe and it is still there and functioning well, because all you hear about these days is India and China…SW1 24/05/07Given the global scope, our course is more complicated [than others in the MBA] We are doing the integration and we are doing the competencies because it matches what we are teaching.SW1 24/05/07Why are we calling the chapter ‘money?’ I’m not happy about the title. 	E. 15/08/04Let's play Team AMBA 606 Dinner Party! Who would You invite to the dinner if you could invite absolutely anyone in the world, past or present, except your spouse ... please fill in the blanks and circulate to all ...Next stage of the game -- Where should we have the Dinner Party (when everyone has registered, we can take a vote, or figure out some other way to decide). Register your ideas for the place ... I can arrange for the Great Hall at King's College, Cambridge ....E. 3/08/05What we need is a stronger foundation, theoretically, a stronger model. We need to test what we know and anything we come up with to the ground what we know, apply it to cases we can think of.SW1 24/05/07We had subversion [from staff not prepared to play by team norms]	E. 3/11/04Maurice Hladik is our Executive in Residence.  If you are wondering about individualized input, well he has done it and does it.  This term he is volunteering his time and contributes particularly from his vantages points in industry, sustainable technology developments and government relations.  He has also provided independent observations and questions - goading us with the need to constantly ask ourselves what students of our course (and the program) should know and be able to do on completion (of the course and the program).  Moreover, Maurice brings us insights direct from his background in diplomacy and his regular forays into higher echelons of power.SW1 24/05/07Max Weber advised long ago that organisations can avoid going down…I always thought it was so exciting to work with organisations here [going down] so they can get to here [revived].SW1 24/05/07This model… it doesn’t matter where you are in the world, it still applies… it’s a framework, a model, it’s multidimensional.SW2 4/08/07We have worked for a good three years at UMUC on the value proposition…everybody’s put into it…but nobody’s really doing anything about it…can we get beyond it? 
Wilf	E. 10/5/2004 On the issue of outsourcing, the economist Stiglitz just wrote the following column in which he concludes: "The time for America to worry is now. 999. 4/07/04I agree that this is part of the problem, as our understanding of what constitutes international business seems to be constantly changing.SW1 24/05/07We do not have to expose people to the idea of globalization any more… now we have to expose people to the idea that their company may want to become global.SW1 24/05/07What accounts for why a student fails this course? A lot of it is a certain inflexibility of mind…..there’s nothing particularly hard about the content, but the level of hard thinking and soul searching required is almost unique to this course…. We have to adjust the syllabus to the changing nature of the course much more often. 	SW1 24/05/07[looking at history]…Britain during the industrial revolution was essentially the China of its day. Its manufacturing was so good that everybody went and bought British stuff.SW1 24/05/07We have this ongoing discussion about stuff [changes to the syllabus] and then we have to live with it, we say OK this is it, because of our deadlines……but that’s all part of the process of collaborating….not being mandated.. but we have the responsibility to make decisions… what happens if someone does not buy into a joint decision?SW1 24/05/07[We could teach straight from the text and not actively collaborate as a teaching team]…but we would be doing a disservice to our students…our goal is to coach these people to harness their resources.. to take what they know and come up with their own solutions.. so they can better customise their solutions for themselves….we are walking the talk of how to survive in the era of globalization.SW2 4/08/07In Descent into the Maelstrom the older brother is the one who committed more to the boat…time and sacrifice, and discipline to achieve optimal results… then you cannot see outside of the box anymore… and you’re hoping the boat will carry you through the maelstrom. Whether you shift or not, the maelstrom will shift things.	SW1 24/05/07I was looking at 4 personality types in the global mindset paper…. Can we stack those in the same way as situational learning? I can identify what this one is… this is global and this is local, but I can’t figure out what the vertical axis should be…SW1 24/05/07The question I have for James about Europe is… Is it just the orchestra playing on the deck of the Titanic?SW1 24/05/07We tried very hard to accommodate some people but what do you do when you can’t accommodate them? …..You can’t collaborate with people you cannot trust.	SW1 24/05/07Friedman is saying… please explain this with your old theories… this is not going to go away.SW1 24/05/07Remember the slime mould model? Under stress they build a tower which sends out spores that become more slime moulds…then the tower dies…this is what collaborative teams do. SW1 24/05/07The institution [organisation] is a method or a way of doing things….whereas you are the agent, you come with the mindset…	SW1 24/05/07Here’s a fact of life…To be good at anything takes 3000 hours… to be world class takes 30,000 hours… that’s from sports psychology. They figured that out already.SW1 24/05/07In order to successfully collaborate you have to be able to fit in….One needs the ability, the willingness and the discipline to restrain one’s own ego considerations…. There has to be a tolerance for disagreement…and afterwards the ability to accept or commit to the decision made by the team for the team.SW1 24/05/07Punctuated equilibrium is the realisation that you’ve been stuck in one state for too long.SW1 24/05/07One of the things Hume says is, ‘money is opinion.’SW2 4/08/07Where are the flip points? Sometimes decisions made inside the organisation that make it impossible to flip. They’ve optimised beyond the 80-20 rule…they tried to get 100% of the market, the return, or whatever, and they don’t have any flexibility and when changes come along they are too brittle.SW2 4/08/07The value proposition asks what we ought to be doing, not what are we doing? The approach should be ‘What are we doing and should we continue to do it?’
Maurice	E. 2/10/04You are so right, measuring accountability means a structured learning environment with no particular premium paid to creativity.  Unfortunately, the reward for "Jumping through the hoops" may be limited to good passing grades and not necessarily effectiveness in a business career. It was suggested that MBA's in the past were a hot item and somehow today the product is not quite as good.  Perhaps the influence of accountability precludes any simulation of the rough and tumble world of business in the classroom.E. 3/05/05This is superb piece of work that pulls the concept together nicely.  My comments, which may or may not fit such an advanced draft, are as follows.  I think that all of you have read my earlier comments in another context that the process described in the paper closely reflects the real world in a company with a global reach.E. 5/05/05I do not see a gap but rather a convergence.  I think we have set the stage that sustainable practices are going to be forced upon society and business (read opportunity here) by global economic expansion in a world with finite and largely non-renewable resources or in other instances where renewal does not match consumption.	E. 16/10/04I wish to draw an analogy between the MBA program (not limited to UMUC) and the automobile manufacturing industry. I see the educators as the vehicle designers while the students are their own self assemble unit and the likes of me, as EiR or whatever, as is the guy out on the Interstate, gravel roads etc.   I have real live experience with the vehicles and have a vantage point (only one of very many to be sure) on what models work best.  I am in the fortunate position of having a line of communications back to the designers.  I am thus reporting in on my perceptions of how the MBA model, in generic terms, is performing out there. I think design improvements are possible and if others should agree, then the University that embraces graduating MBA graduates that have the best reputation in the business community as effective managers would be in a league of its own.E. 10/02/05 Can't wait to chime in but in Berlin where lap top connections are a challenge. Distance and virtual working relationships are such a key element of conducting business today. While not rocket science, working effectively in this environment requires skills that the UMUC experience provides so well. I am a benefactor of this. More to come when I have a proper keyboard.E. 19/05/05Friedman's latest book is a most captivating read - almost any aspect of US commercial and academic activity can somehow be assessed in terms of his writings. One is easily led to enthusiastically agree on some point and then immediately find fault with his next idea.  For me, I mostly come out on his side.	E. 30/03/05Monica, I have had a much greater role in developing this than normal so I feel moved to comment.  I am looking at the old week 11 which seems more of a challenge than the new one below. That was the intent anyhow.E. 28/05/05Jane, Distilling complex issues into comprehensible short pieces is something that should be taught.   Here is why. For senior Shell executives making a major investment proposal to the executive board (multi millions of dollars involved or it would not be a board issue) they are allowed 6 slides and 10 minutes to do their thing.  There is a guillotine rule on the time and the 7th slide will not be allowed.  This is the only way that the board members can review all the material needed to keep a massive conglomerate functioning.	E. 15/10/04A week from next Monday I will be in Sacramento to brief the energy guy in Schwarzenegger's office on what cellulose ethanol could do for California.  On the following Thursday in DC to address a joint meeting or the US Biotechnology Industry and the National Chemical Association on how there will be a convergence of the two industries in a biorefinery scenario.   - a bale of straw will be treated as a barrel of crude with a host of chemical products being extracted.There are 10s of thousands of jobs out there similarly paced.  Let's make certain our graduates are the very best on the market to flourish in such an environment.E. 5/07/05Just this morning there was a bit on the CBC on doing business in China and the sorry state of the rule of law. 	E. 3/03/05The keystone concept works well for the keystone player themselves. But what is the impact on society and the entire economic ecosystem? While Microsoft is an impressive corporation, I still think we would be better off with competing, but compatible, operating systems for our computers. Ditto for Wal-Mart and what they are doing to communities and the existing retail sector.  Competition is healthy but market dominance is not.E. 4/05/2005A couple weeks ago a futurologist, Richard Worzel ( see below), who has no connection with Iogen, predicted in a keynote address at the World Congress on Industrial Biotechnology and Bioprocessing in Orlando that Iogen would emerge as the world's largest energy company by 2025.  Farfetched to be sure, but his prediction was based on the idea that our source of energy comes from the photosynthesis of living plants and that this is the most renewable of all resources. You just cannot use it up - the fundamental of sustainability.  Indeed, the annual global energy from photosynthesis is many times the requirements of all human activity.   Leaving the exalted position that he predicts for Iogen aside, he is probably right that this form of energy has the most potential for sustainable growth of anything else around.
Monica	E. 23/04/05In my quest for knowledge (LOL) I have located a great website that I think we can definitely discuss and integrate into our class and program: http://teaching.berkeley.edu/bgd/collaborative.htmlWe do a great deal of this now anyway but it worth your time to read through since I think teams are a big issue right now in our program.E. 22/09/04Hi Team 606I found these two articles in PowerWeb and thought you might like to read them .....or share them with your students.  Enjoy	E. 28/04/04I added some more to the article..it is in purple.  Hope this helps.  Please let me know if you want more.E. 9/02/05So none of you are dominant personalities in the virtual environment ..LOL. In many ways I think we have more of a crutch in this environment because it is harder to communicate our ideas through the email.  I think we are so used to each other that this has not caused us any issues.  Maybe we are just a "strange" small group of faculty.Yes, but I also think a great deal has to do with our individual personalities and respect for the other person.  In my opinion we (as a group) would "gel" just as well in a face to face situation..might even have more fun :)  I look forward to spending time with you as a group because I have such a good time.  It does take a very open mind to absorb another persons opinion even if it is completely different from our own.  The one nice thing that we all share is our desire to know "more" and this encourages us to have an open mind.  We like to debate and exchange ideas because it solidifies our own opinions. Maybe we should develop a collaboration, personality test ...I am not kidding on this one.	E. 18/06/04 Hi Team 606, I thought about the team competition idea some more after the conference call.  I even asked my class in the conference section if they would be willing to submit their final team project for a 606 course wide competition.  They like the idea. I think it will excite the students and build school spirit. The hardest part will be coming up with a good prize for the team.  What do you think team 606?	E. 2/02/05I feel the students do "not have to be friends to work in a team.  They need to be professional, courteous, and respectful to get the job done."  	E. 11/09/04I am far from a star but I will tell you a few things I think help.  1) I try to answer questions from the students very quickly2) I try to make comments about the positive aspects of their work along with the more constructive criticism.3) I try to link current articles and news worthy material to the class (make it real an applied).4) I try to get them to interact with eachother as much as possible.5) most important secret...I do not sleep much..LOLE. 5/02/06Okay, I have received three emails today asking me about tricks to get the evals up.  First before you look at my list I am making the assumption that we are all content experts which is why you were hired in the first place.  Here is Monicas strategy.  1)       Surround the entire class with a positive tone.  This goes for all your written and verbal communications.  If the students hear any hint of negativity it will reflect in the way they feel about the class.  Even if you personally do not like something or a specific topic like statistics..do NOT let the students hear it through your communications. 2)       Answer all questions quickly.  In this class (especially) the students are very uncertain and full of anxiety so if you respond quickly you do not let the bad emotions fester and grow.3)       Respond in a calm and non-reactive way even if the student is off the charts with anxiety. 4)       Provide very detailed feedback with all the graded assignments so they know how to get a better grade next time.  Also do this early in the week so they have time to ask questions. 5)       Personalize your feedback when possible so they get a sense that they are not a number in your classroom.  If the students think you care about their grades and show an interest..I honestly think they try harder. 6)       Try to make the class fun and interactive.  If you do not interact in the conference areas why should they? 7)       Respect the students and they will respect you. 8)       Be fair with the grading. 9)       Hold Elluminate help sessions. 10)   If you are unsure about something please ask me to help you.  
James	E. 29/08/04Thanks, Moni.  Attached indeed are pix taken this week in Mallaig, Scotland that suggest one of the examples of the short-term costs of sustainability, derived from EU-mandated limitations on offshore fishing.E. 6/10/05I think that we teach in an era of spoon-feeding vice one of self-learning - even when we have pointed the students to specific pages.E. 4/03/05I'm confident that our ability to use IT will improve over time.  I can remember when it was necessary to turn aircraft propellers by hand to get the engine started, and the time before automatic chokes in automotive technology made winter car starts much easier.E. 13/08/05I'm looking forward to meeting you F2F, hopefully at next month's GSMT/BEP faculty meetings.E. 22/09/05Here's a "take" from today's WSJ on the impact of current hurricanes. Perhaps it could be said - this is the learning point - that nature can still greatly affect the course of business.  In other words, it's a notable part of the external environment facing organizations.	E. 12/09/04Hello from New York City, fellow AMBA 604 faculty.  I'm connected wireless via Orange, a British-based ISP now also operating here. As we strive to increase our student course evaluations and improve retention at UMUC, some added student "handholding" may be a good idea.E. 15/10/04Jane, as far as I know, both Moni and I use extra credit opportunities.  However, everyone teaching should have an opportunity to weigh in.E. 10/04/06There is no doubt that team work remains unpopular with many UMUC students.  However, it is practiced at UMUC, strongly in the AMBA program, because it helps one with the mandatory teaming encountered so often in today's workplace.E. 14/04/06Perhaps it is time to give some specific thought to what is required to think and write at the same time in a highly integrated course.	E. 2/05/05I personally did not need "many times" to realize that the AMBA 999 classroom was a mixed blessing, ie, not always collegial. Another problem was that contributors varied greatly in the frequency and scope of their postings.  Some of our then-AMBA 606 faculty contributed not at all to the 999 classroom.  While that was also true for email, the latter could be easily targeted to those interested in and willing to contribute to a particular topic.E. 1/07/05Another concern that I have re Elluminate is winning over faculty to it.  Based on my Impatica experience, that could be challenging. Perhaps that's not all bad - as Carol implies, we should be spending more time on seminar substance than on technology assistance.  That's true even in AMBA 604!	E. 16/05/04Feedback will frequently be provided via a PureVoice audio file.  This enables to me to provide additional, richer feedback beyond that which can be typed into a text box or an attached written document.E. 28/04/04Andrew, thank you from me.  I hope that you will also agree to continue being our Down Under expert, as you were for me last semester, when you addressed to my students the reasons for Australia's continued national success and the bases for the highly competitive posture of Australian wines.E. 25/06/04Wilf, please ensure that your excellent Week 9 overview is placed in the tool box; I'm probably a Franklin Root disciple when it comes to entry strategies (he was a Wharton prof). Perhaps the most important single point is to impress upon students that "standard" strategies are offered only for learning purposes; in the real business world, businesses, as you suggest, come up with the particular strategy that they think - or hope - is right for them.E. 18/02/06I do a course summary in AMBA 604.  That never draws any comments.  The students are, like, gone on break. In contrast, in TMAN or UMUC Europe courses taught with a comprehensive final exam, my reviews did attract questions. Perhaps - ha-ha - my summaries are so clear that they need no questions ... somehow I doubt this.	E. 28/06/04Andrew, thanks indeed for your help to students in 9053 on the extra credit opportunity involving "how Australia did it". I'm sure that those who took advantage of the opportunity learned from you.  Best regards, off to buy some Australian wine
Andrew	E. 2/08/05On the MERLOT debriefing, my general perception is the session went as well we may have hoped for a team of essentially virtual workers. Collaboration is obviously an ongoing theme in teaching and learning circles - and for us.E. 4/08/05Hey, This is a great discussion. There are some strong questions and themes in the words you have written. You and Wilf have obviously been doing some deep thinking on this issue. The framework of some excellent section headings is taking shape. I've just picked up a copy of Bakan's book at the library and will see what else we can draw out of it.SW1 24/05/07So 606, due to its frequently changing syllabus, is the part of the MBA that is keeping the program relevant and in a competitive position.	SW1 24/05/07So, we are teaching students to come out with a state 1 mentality (commercial, independent) through a state 2 approach  (syllabus, assessment, guidance) to teaching….that’s the hidden trap…you can flip unexpectedly as a student or teacher into state 1 or state 2 and be unaware of the flip.	E. 13/06/04 Regarding news, well, there is no logical separation in business studies between what is currently important and what must be embraced in rational analysis. There is clear separation between what faculty discuss via email (soon via a 999 classroom) and what eventually becomes presented in the classrooms. The faculty discussion serves its purpose to condense the best of current news. Daily news discussion among faculty to me simulates the water cooler. It goes without saying the professionalism of an academic team would ensure only the topic-relevant items make it to class each week - and this is, in fact, what is happening, to the great benefit of the program.	E. 22/06/05Hello AMBA606 students, It's about half way through the semester and I want to keep you updated on some important issues relating to your study. The Week 6 sections of the Toolbox needed some fixes which have now been done. Thank you to all who notified about this. You will now find the McBrearty audio files in the right location in the mulitmedia archive. One really exciting aspect of this course is the Practical Insight series being provided by our exemplary Executive in Residence, Mr Maurice Hladik. What a terrific opportunity to get, in a very real sense, field data about the application of global business theories.  I often reminisce about my own experience as a past student of this very course. In my role as research assistant today I feel very privileged to be able to glimpse, from my permanent home in Australia, the amazing and diverse perspectives you are bringing as learners into the WebTycho classroom. It is most interesting to watch your team work develop and quite inspiring to see collaborative the web pages grow with research and application. If I can in any way help you or your team continue your project research and development, please do ask. For example, perhaps some of you are focusing on Australia as one of your countries - well, I live here and may be able to offer additional insights on particular issues. Regarding the AMBA606 Toolbox, I really do appreciate it when a broken link or other problems are identified. The Toolbox is an organic resource which grows and changes with each new semester. It thrives on your feedback. So, to conclude, I wish you well on the remaining journey through this most fascinating study of global business. Please communicate with me if you have further questions, suggestions or observations. My dedicated conference in your WebTycho classroom is the best place to share a message, but please also email me when you post something there, just to keep my focus. (My attention is spread across a number of classes). You should also know that the AMBA606 teaching team is very supportive and collaborative. Sometimes as a learner you may feel, especially at the half way point, that some of the academic theories need more explanation. Please do ask questions of clarification of your Professors. The team is truly motivated in helping you master the material in this course.SW1 24/05/07It starts at the team leader level…ideally we are all sharing…but it has to be initiated, or facilitated by an initiator at some level.	SW1 24/05/07Students and staff in universities try to test your boundaries frequently. Power is used and abused. A big part of how you get through that is your response. I assume in the nicest possible way that people are out to get me. But I also have an inherent desire not to light a fire. I want harmony.SW1 24/05/07Money is relational.SW2 4/08/07There’s an interesting sub-text at the end of ‘The Maelstrom’ where  the brother who survives is quite fragile…. Shaking, hair gone white overnight. It raises the point that maybe sometimes it is better to go into the maelstrom. In the business context I guess this is where liquidation and creative destruction is a legitimate option.
Mike	E. 7/07/04It does appear that John Dunning is one of the pre-eminent scholars in international business. I think it is good to review his work in developing our approach to international business, which I think already bears close resemblance to his.I would to suggest that perhaps the business transaction could be the focal point of a useful definition of international business. The adjective "transnational" seems to be used to describe all sorts of things international. Bartlett and Ghoshal coined the term, I think, back in the late 1980s. Maybe we could look at international business from the perspective of transnational business transactions.I'm attaching a recent article by John Dunning which takes a look at the foundations of theory in international business. I found it very interesting.	E. 11/09/04Hi everyone - I have had a chance to go through the summer faculty evaluations and had the averages compiled by seminar. Congratulations toMonica and her 600 team! they came out on top. For the second consecutive semester, the dept's overall average was 4.0. Great job everyone!			











Communications that indicated evolving understanding from revisitations of the same or similar discussion points were examined for their relevance to this category. Examples of observed transactions from the research project that reflected the cyclonic characteristics were identified and explained. To begin, there was a trail of a spiral pattern embedded in key postings from Table 3. The following commentary enabled me to systematically expose and express the data in this form.

There is innovative and proactive behaviour implied in the spiralling stage of the cyclonic model. In the 999 online staffroom on 20/06/04, Jane Ross posted a message about, “Thinking about thinking, and writing about thinking,” where she encouraged the team to... “feel free to express your passion ….[and]… express your fears about the …. demands. This is the beginning of an online symposium ….[about]…. the subject matter of AMBA 606 and our relationship with it, ….. Everyone contributes to the theoretical, content, and artistic unity of our endeavors.” This was the facilitator’s effort to initiate some movement in the team atmosphere. The beginning of a spiral of events was embedded in these words of invitation. The extent to which this would build into a cyclonic force was still undetermined at the time of posting. The requests for positive input were one way to get momentum growing, but the added referral to negative issues, such as, fears and demands, held this potential. Inviting people to talk about problems often gets stronger responses (Van Hoye & Lievens, 2007).

Another spiral was initiated on 10/5/2004 when Wilf Backhaus sent an email to the whole 606 team, saying, “On the issue of outsourcing, the economist Stiglitz just wrote the following column in which he concludes:…”  and the Stiglitz quote ensued. This communication and its context were aimed at creating a shift in team behaviour. In the tradition of the hermeneutic circle, there was reflection upon current material in the unit, in this case, outsourcing, and sharing of perspective amongst the team. As part of the cyclonic process, it emerged from the calm of the centre, or the end of a prior interpretive cycle where there may have been time and space to reflect. The nature of this cyclonic interaction related to the action research process by raising alternative views for the team and encouraging reflection upon the content of online management education. Another integral team member provided by email a similar example of the initiation of a spiral of action on 23/04/05 when she said, “In my quest for knowledge (LOL) I have located a great website that I think we can definitely discuss and integrate into our class and program. We do a great deal of this now anyway but it is worth your time to read through since I think teams are a big issue right now in our program.” And again on 22/09/04, she explained, “I found these two articles in PowerWeb and thought you might like to read them ... or share them with your students.” Each of these examples depended upon timing and relevance for the task at hand for the teaching team. Experiences had already been had and now some innovation to spark off a new spiral of development was being anticipated. Would the effects of these open communications differ if delivered face to face? Maybe, but the online context was established and these transactions were among many examples from these team members of efforts to encourage team-wide reflection through the medium of shared email.

Another example emerged by email from Jane on 10/11/2004… 
To those of you who will not be able to attend the Graduate School Fall Meeting, 9/18/04, please note the program below, and especially the fact that you can tune in from a distance via the Webcast. I am planning to attend this session - hopefully to learn how we may use Yahoo Messenger in our faculty team and classes. 
This gentle push by the team’s primary facilitator exhibited the beginnings of a perturbation in team activity of the kind that could simultaneously build peer collaboration and review, as well as create a new direction for teaching practices. Back in the 999 staffroom, Jane Ross followed up on feedback about the course from the team by posting on 3/07/04 … 
As disciplines expand, the cross fertilization of ideas is inevitable - managing the breadth of ideas is not easy as the philosophers of science remind us: ‘Know the philosophy, practice the art, and watch as the science falls into place’.….. nor should we be frustrated if our own definition and treatment of it…. [international business]… is not as tidy as some might like.
This was in response to a difference of opinion in the team about the nature of the curriculum at the time. The inclusion of a philosophy statement was to initiate a spiral of reflection. At this point the cyclonic forces being initiated could create positive effects (through self reflection on the philosophy) or negative ones, perhaps, through personality clashes out of differences of opinion. The director of the MBA weighed into discussion by email on 7/07/04 with the view… 
I think it is good to review [Dunning’s] work in developing our approach to international business, which I think already bears close resemblance to his….. business transaction could be the focal point ….. ‘transnational’ seems to be used to describe all sorts of things international. …. Maybe we could look at international business from the perspective of transnational business transactions.
 Jane built on this spiralling discussion in the 999 staff room on 7/07/04 with the comment … 
It is kind of fun to be looking at what we do through the writings of Dunning….. Mike's point that we try to focus on …. transaction costs, is well taken…… In our AMBA 606 syllabus we have identified material that falls within the domain of conventional exchange, plus we try to address the behavioural elements/costs as well - although we do not make transaction theory and transactions costs as central to the discussion as we could do.
Here again is comment designed to initiate movement of discussion. She acknowledged positions and left an opening for development of the dialogue. The transformation was not yet happening but the commencement of vector movements was spotted and it was up to the reactions and responses of the team from this point to determine directions and extent of transformational forces. Evidence of the start of a new spiral was also present in the 999 staffroom on 30/08/06 when Jane posted, “One question that came to my mind is:  ‘Do we need a shared mission statement for what we do as a faculty team in AMBA 606?”’ This was an intentionally provocative observation aimed at sparking reflection. A mission for a team that already worked under the university mission statement was, on the surface of things, questionable. However, it was a discussion stimulator that enabled the team members to think more deeply about the reasons behind the status quo and, perhaps, even to question it.

Wilf stated in the 999 staffroom on 4/07/04, “I agree that this is part of the problem, as our understanding of what constitutes international business seems to be constantly changing.” His comment raised the systemic nature of the spiral pattern. System-wide change can rarely be initiated by a single individual. Wilf’s contribution advanced the debate that had already started about the 606 curriculum. With more than one person raising questions about the status quo, anyone else in the team who may have considered resisting the need to reflect was now necessarily involved. The spiral pattern was set. Other data sources contributed to the gradual exposure of a spiral pattern in the communications and behaviours of the 606 team. At the first face-to-face meeting at Story’s Way on 24/05/07, Wilf explained that, “We do not have to expose people to the idea of globalization any more… now we have to expose people to the idea that their company may want to become global.” This initiated a new movement of discussion which had embedded within it the concept of a spiral. The old idea of wanting to define globalization had come around to just accepting that a company would probably want to become global. Teaching to the old idea would need to be quite different than teaching to the new. 

Questioning previously unchallenged positions is one indicator of the shifting ground that characterises the beginnings of a spiral. Wilf demonstrated these seeds of a spiral pattern at the first Story’s Way meeting on 24/05/07 when he asked, “What accounts for why a student fails this course? A lot of it is a certain inflexibility of mind…… the level of hard thinking and soul searching required is almost unique to this course…. We have to adjust the syllabus to the changing nature of the course….” As a single opinion, this comment may not account for the larger shifts that have to occur throughout the team and the UMUC administration for the suggestion to become reality. However, it is a clear example of the type of interchange that, unless understood for its spiralling nature, can act as the unseen initiator of cyclonic transformations. Consider the cyclonic ramifications if new teaching policies were implemented without understanding the ‘inflexibility of mind’ that Wilf mentioned.
 
An email by Maurice Hladik on 2/10/04 provided another spiral insight; “You are so right, measuring accountability means a structured learning environment with no particular premium paid to creativity…. Perhaps, the influence of accountability precludes any simulation of the rough and tumble world of business in the classroom.” He was providing his view as the executive in residence for the 606 team and was naturally grounded in the cut and thrust of his daily business operations. The comment went to the core of the old debate about theorists (teachers) versus practitioners. The ways that the team would respond to this comment would determine whether the spiral would form into a cyclonic transformation.

By email on 3/05/05 Maurice explained his response to a draft of a research paper being developed by the 606 team, “This is superb …..My comments are as follows..….. the process described in the paper closely reflects the real world in a company with a global reach.” In these words, written by the executive in residence, who had a lot of ‘street credibility’ in the 606 team, was vindication of a spiral pattern set in motion by the decision to write a research paper as a team. The feedback had the effect of priming the paper development spiral. Maurice continued to provide communication designed to initiate spirals of action in the 606 team. In an email sent on 5/05/05 he explained… 
I do not see a gap but rather a convergence.  I think we have set the stage that sustainable practices are going to be forced upon society and business (read opportunity here) by global economic expansion in a world with finite and largely non-renewable resources or in other instances where renewal does not match consumption.
 This particular comment was part of a broader debate within the 606 team over the topic of sustainability and helped to keep alive the idea of writing a research paper on the topic. Sustainability was raised as a possible overarching syllabus theme by the executive in residence (before he officially assumed the mantle) in discussion with the 606 course coordinator sometime during 2001-2002. The spiral of discussion about this issue came around again in 2005 and, despite some initial positive inroads; there was continued uncertainty about the level of emphasis the concept ought to be given in an MBA program. The momentum for change at this stage was not cyclonic but the spiral that might eventually facilitate the bigger shift was well formed.

Asserted opinions, friendly reminders and subtle implications were common hallmarks of the EiR during this research. Other examples of this valuable, spiral-creating input were by email on 30/03/05 and 28/05/05 respectively, “..I have had a much greater role in developing this than normal so I feel moved to comment.  I am looking at the old week 11 which seems more of a challenge than the new one below.” And,…
 Jane, distilling complex issues into comprehensible short pieces is something that should be taught.   Here is why. For senior Shell executives making a major investment proposal to the executive board (multi millions of dollars involved or it would not be a board issue) they are allowed 6 slides and 10 minutes to do their thing.  There is a guillotine rule on the time and the 7th slide will not be allowed.  This is the only way that the board members can review all the material needed to keep a massive conglomerate functioning…
In each example are the seeds of new discussion which did proceed and eventually created big changes in the syllabus. The latter comment eventually led to changes in the weekly conferences and the major assignments, where executive summaries got a stronger emphasis by team consensus.

James Stewart weighed in on 6/10/05 by email to provoke another spiral of discussion with the opening comment, “I think that we teach in an era of spoon-feeding vice one of self-learning - even when we have pointed the students to specific pages.” This, of course, was referring to a common debate about teaching styles and easily fired up further exploration of the necessary emphasis of teaching within the online MBA. This team member’s ability to initiate a spiral of new discussion was also evident in an earlier email on 4/03/05 which stated, “I’m confident that our ability to use IT will improve over time.  I can remember when it was necessary to turn aircraft propellers by hand to get the engine started, and the time before automatic chokes in automotive technology made winter car starts much easier.” For me, this comment resonated well with the theme of the action research and went to the core of our considerations about online management education. He went further into the spiral with an email on 13/08/05 saying, “I'm looking forward to meeting you F2F, hopefully at next month's GSMT/BEP faculty meetings.” A clever way of reminding that technology has its limitations even in a wholly online MBA. It led the core team members to keep thinking about what exactly had to happen to make the online education experience sufficient. Further, with implications for the cyclonic model under investigation, James emailed on 22/09/05 with the observation, “Here's a ‘take’ from today's WSJ on the impact of current hurricanes. Perhaps it could be said - this is the learning point - that nature can still greatly affect the course of business.  In other words, it's a notable part of the external environment facing organisations.”

My involvement in the 606 team as an action researcher also contributed to occasional perturbations in the team teaching atmosphere. During July, 2005, the virtual team met for a workshop presentation at the MERLOT conference in Nashville. On 2/08/05, I responded to the presentation team, “On the MERLOT debriefing, my general perception is the session went as well we may have hoped for a team of essentially virtual workers. Collaboration is obviously an ongoing theme in teaching and learning circles - and for us.” This occurred near the beginning of some significant team reflection and accelerated development of the action research into online teaching team functioning. The spiral pattern once again had not yet become forceful, as it would through the culmination of action research, but the directional settings were made by the development of a workshop. The analysis and writing that emerged after this workshop proved significant. Only days later, on 4/08/05 I emailed to say…
Hey, This is a great discussion. There are some strong questions and themes in the words you have written. You and Wilf have obviously been doing some deep thinking on this issue. The framework of some excellent section headings is taking shape. I've just picked up a copy of Bakan's book at the library and will see what else we can draw out of it.
The seeds of transformation were laid and research was initiated in order to advance the article writing process.

It was almost two years later, in face to face reflection at Story’s Way, that the spiralling nature of these kinds of discussions was reiterated, especially in the light of an evolving syllabus. I remarked on 24/05/07 that, “..606, due to its frequently changing syllabus, is the part of the MBA that is keeping the program relevant and in a competitive position.” This was an observation about the process of continuous change and improvement that the 606 team had necessarily been applying during the action research period. The aim had from the outset been to improve the team teaching approach and the syllabus was an integral tool for achieving a meeting of minds. The fact that the MBA itself needed to be seen by its wider market – practicing business managers – as up-to-date, evolving and relevant suddenly made the action oriented approach of 606 seem all the more powerful and meaningful.

Delicately balanced power (review)

Examples of transactions that reflected these characteristics were identified and explained. For instance on 16/05/04 Jane Ross responded to a string of emails related to online learning resources…
All,  Please note James' observations and mine below re. use of globalEDGE and EIU materials. We can discuss at faculty meeting. Thanks, Jane 
From: Jane Ross 
To: James J. Stewart 
Sent: Saturday, May 15, 2004 8:10 AM
This is a good idea, James. Have you used them before?  They are quite good and certainly present a lot of variety and options. I'm trying to get a feel for how to work with Hill, but not have students (or ourselves) be overly dependent on Hill.  I believe it will be necessary to enrich weekly assignments - as we have done, and perhaps more - with current events material from the public press. I think we will also have to be observant that our students use the EIU material well, without dependence, which would be easy to do since the material is so readily there. 
From: James J. Stewart 
To: Jane Ross 
Sent: Saturday, May 15, 2004 1:39 AM
I will be using globalEDGE exercises for extra credit this semester, Jane.  
From: Jane Ross 
To; Wilf Backhaus ; Monica Bolesta ; Jane Ross ; James Stewart ; Andrew Creed 
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2004 3:42 AM
Accessing the globalEDGE exercises is very simple. There are globalEDGE exercises to go with each chapter.

This exchange indicated review of a spiral pattern already established by the suggestion that the new resources were available. There was reflection upon the materials and sharing of perspective as part of the increasingly cyclonic process. The team coordinator was assisting the spread of information about a new approach thus adding some force to the initial impetus as an encouragement to change rather than a requirement. 

An example of delicately balanced power in the context of a peer review opportunity came by email from Jane on 9/06/2004…
The Week 7 globalEDGE question proved to be an interesting one with a range of student responses based on the PPP concept and depending on whether students used the Big Mac Index for 2002 or 2004.  I realize the question isn't as straightforward as I thought it might be, and would appreciate hearing from you which five countries should be identified from the May 2004 Big Mac Index and why.
This invitation elicited a range of opinions that ultimately helped to deliver refinements to this assessment exercise. At this point, however, the delicate balance of review was evident. There was no commitment yet to make changes, merely to consider the feedback in lieu of a decision to transform the exercise. Another example of the delicately poised review stage was offered on 6/6/2004 by Jane Ross who wrote to me by email, “Andrew, I'm going to ask students to send you the useful country-related websites they encounter.  Also, perhaps you would update with the AMBA 606 faculty, reminding them you are available to their students (or however you want to do this).”  In this communication there were signs of imposition of delicate and subtle force by the team coordinator so as not to initiate large perturbations in the system but to be sure the transformation was sufficiently motivated. It was different to initiating a spiral with a mere suggestion – this was a clear, controlled and directional force, not dissimilar to the one that sparked this next example posted by me on 13/06/04…
Regarding news, well, there is no logical separation in business studies between what is currently important and what must be embraced in rational analysis. There is clear separation between what faculty discuss via email (soon via a 999 classroom) and what eventually becomes presented in the classrooms. The faculty discussion serves its purpose to condense the best of current news. Daily news discussion among faculty to me simulates the water cooler. It goes without saying the professionalism of an academic team would ensure only the topic-relevant items make it to class each week - and this is, in fact, what is happening, to the great benefit of the program.
This was a reflective reaction to a challenge from others in the team about how news can best be integrated into the international business curriculum. The revision at this time was irreversible as I had been asked to provide a perspective on the question. This was to feed debate broadly for the team about the value of applying news in global business education.

A subtle variation of review emerged in dialogue between Jane and an academic from another team in the MBA. On 14/08/2004, Jane replied to this external person and copied the 606 team…
These are interesting questions and observations you raise.  Certainly stimulating ones! Your example of the Pioneer seed company in Iowa is an apt one …..  Maybe many of the assumptions students make about business models ‘at home’ tend to be intuitive.  Our job is to help students take their intuitive understandings from things familiar to higher levels of abstraction.  In our program and courses they should be developing their ability to adjust and adapt their own understanding and use of the models from one situation (and course) to another. Thanks for helping us think more about business models and how to use them in our classes.
Copying the teaching team on this communication to someone outside of the team (but who had a long, distinguished history in the online MBA program) also represented patterned imposition of force in a way designed to stimulate positive change. It raised the issue of context of communication and the effect this could have on the delicately balanced energies of the review phase of the cyclonic pattern. 

At the first face to face meeting at Story’s Way on 24/05/07, more review was invited by Jane when she indicated, “We are not conscious enough in our program about what the student needs are, our own teaching style, or what we do with the situational learning progression…its quite different in an MBA compared with a medical program.” To consciously compare the MBA with another discipline provoked equity perceptions and was a type of delicate force used for a specific purpose. At this stage, we were grappling with the proposed change from a 13 week program to 10 weeks, combined with the challenges of dealing with business-oriented millennial students with their predilection for purchasing their degrees. The quality of the online MBA and the teaching styles depended upon maintenance of quality without disillusioning the modern online student, and this challenge was creating significant concerns. Review as part of the evolution of 606 into the future was the undertone of this dialogue.

Continuing the encounter at Story’s Way on 24/05/07, and demonstrating delicately balanced power, I found Wilf’s historical perspective to be significant. The discussion had turned to course content and we were reviewing what should stay and what should go in 606 as the online MBA underwent its transformation from 13 to 10 weeks. Wilf then commented, “[looking at history]…Britain during the industrial revolution was essentially the China of its day. Its manufacturing was so good that everybody went and bought British stuff.” Once again we had juxtaposition being used as a tool to assist in the establishment of balanced perspective. What happened then compared with now was important. It was similar to Jane’s use of the external academic’s view. Seeing one way in opposition to another way established a tension which was the source of balanced review. Of course, in this tension was the potential for tipping the balance into chaos at the edge, the next stage in the cyclonic model. Such a clear perspective had the potential to usurp the structure already forming in the new syllabus but it was stated in a delicate enough way as to prevent a spiral into chaos. 

Moving from content back to the process of team negotiation of syllabus changes during the Story’s Way discussion on 24/05/07, Wilf debated that…
We have this ongoing discussion about stuff [changes to the syllabus] and then we have to live with it, we say OK this is it, because of our deadlines……but that’s all part of the process of collaborating….not being mandated.. but we have the responsibility to make decisions… what happens if someone does not buy into a joint decision?
There were more personal dynamics setting the undertone for this remark. Despite the positive tone of collaboration in the 606 team, persistent conflicts derived from individual opinions and differences had been playing out. This was true for students in the program as well as for various 606 team members. For Wilf, it was axiomatic that…
[We could teach straight from the text and not actively collaborate as a teaching team]…but we would be doing a disservice to our students…our goal is to coach these people to harness their resources.. to take what they know and come up with their own solutions.. so they can better customise their solutions for themselves….we are walking the talk of how to survive in the era of globalization.
 I could sense the potential in these remarks for tipping the delicate balance between students and academics. There was a desire to change the minds and actions of others in the team. Of course, this was just discussion at Story’s Way and not yet fully formed action. The pattern for change was established but it remained in balance yet, meaning that change, either gentle or forceful, was not yet manifest in the online teaching environment.

Referring to one of the literary masterpieces that had inspired me to come to the study of cyclonic interactions in the teaching team (Poe, 1841), Wilf continued his insights at our second face to face meeting at Story’s Way on 4/08/07…
In Descent into the Maelstrom the older brother is the one who committed more to the boat…time and sacrifice, and discipline to achieve optimal results… then you cannot see outside of the box anymore… and you’re hoping the boat will carry you through the maelstrom. Whether you shift or not, the maelstrom will shift things.
 Once more the evidence of desire for change was present but the balance had not been shifted. Thoughts had not yet become actions for change. The delicately balanced power of review was simply brimming at this stage of the discussion. The invocation of Poe’s maelstrom brought freshness to the developing system of thinking.

In some ways, metaphors and analogies were helping to define this stage of the cyclonic model. In an email on 16/10/04, the executive in residence gave this one…
I wish to draw an analogy between the MBA program (not limited to UMUC) and the automobile manufacturing industry. I see the educators as the vehicle designers while the students are their own self assemble unit and the likes of me, as EiR or whatever, as is the guy out on the Interstate, gravel roads etc.   I have real live experience with the vehicles and have a vantage point (only one of very many to be sure) on what models work best.  I am in the fortunate position of having a line of communications back to the designers.  I am thus reporting in on my perceptions of how the MBA model, in generic terms, is performing out there. I think design improvements are possible and if others should agree, then the University that embraces graduating MBA graduates that have the best reputation in the business community as effective managers would be in a league of its own.
This was a detailed example of the patterned imposition that was especially conducive to the role of executive in residence. The use of analogy quite powerfully established directional thinking in relation to roles and responsibilities. Once again, this transaction was not yet exhibiting the full force of cyclonic change, but the persuasive qualities of the analogy established a delicate balance of power and really encouraged a review mentality for the team members.

Providing another example of the usefulness of the EiR role in establishing the review stage of the cyclonic process, Maurice sent an email on 10/02/05 in response to an emerging online debate in the teaching team about virtual collaboration and how it may translate into good graduate outcomes at UMUC. 
Can't wait to chime in but in Berlin where lap top connections are a challenge. Distance and virtual working relationships are such a key element of conducting business today. While not rocket science, working effectively in this environment requires skills that the UMUC experience provides so well. I am a benefactor of this.
The timing and the context of this input were as important as the message itself. Maurice’s view as a potential employer of MBA graduates was respected, as was his message at a time when decisions about investments in new online technologies, such as Elluminate Live, Breeze, and other applications, were being discussed. While not a decision-clincher or a direct cause of immediate and rapid change, this communication certainly added weight to one angle of the debate and contributed to improved review. 

In similar fashion, Maurice commented by email on 19/05/05 about the possibility of adding a new book to the course reading list, “Friedman's latest book is a most captivating read - almost any aspect of US commercial and academic activity can somehow be assessed in terms of his writings. One is easily led to enthusiastically agree on some point and then immediately find fault with his next idea.  For me, I mostly come out on his side.” It was testament to the course coordinator’s magnanimity and general team-building abilities that opinions such as Maurice’s were sought about the new book from all team members, including casual assistants such as me. The opinion of the EiR, in particular, as someone rigorously and daily engaged in commercial activities, carried weight. However, the final decision about the book was not yet taken, so this remained an example of delicately balanced power in the review stage.

A further example came from Monica by email on 28/04/04, “I added some more to the article..it is in purple.  Hope this helps.  Please let me know if you want more.” She was referring here to the shared editing being done on a research paper by the 606 team. The paper was already structured and the writing was well underway. The spiral of development was proceeding and Monica indicated here that she had made a few improvements. This was not a major revision since it was really helping to fine tune existing material. In the context of data for this thesis, this was a very fine line and, ultimately I decided that it constituted a review. The paper had not yet been accepted for publication. It was being collaboratively developed and we were mid-stream in the writing stage. There were no real innovations in the offing to indicate the beginning of the spiral, and there was no significant directional change being tipped off by this input. Delicately poised it may have been, therefore, this was categorised as review.

A really insightful narrative on the nature of teaching team collaboration came from Monica by email on 9/02/05. The comments came as the writing process for the research paper on team collaboration was kicking off. In other words, the spiral had been initiated and now some follow-up was happening. 
So none of you are dominant personalities in the virtual environment ..LOL. In many ways I think we have more of a crutch in this environment because it is harder to communicate our ideas through the email.  I think we are so used to each other that this has not caused us any issues.  Maybe we are just a "strange" small group of faculty. Yes, but I also think a great deal has to do with our individual personalities and respect for the other person.  In my opinion we (as a group) would ‘gel’ just as well in a face to face situation …. might even have more fun :)  I look forward to spending time with you as a group because I have such a good time.  It does take a very open mind to absorb another persons opinion even if it is completely different from our own.  The one nice thing that we all share is our desire to know ‘more’ and this encourages us to have an open mind.  We like to debate and exchange ideas because it solidifies our own opinions. Maybe we should develop a collaboration, personality test ...I am not kidding on this one.
This was a rich review and a good example of the finely balanced power that is characteristic. There was much to flatter and motivate team members but also a challenging remark was made at the beginning and some couched warnings given about the difficulty of online communications and the need for an open mind when collaborating so closely. There was little here to unite the team in immediate transformational change, so it sat as a clear expression of review in the cyclonic model.

So much of this second stage of the cyclonic model emerged from online dialogue and mostly in response to the types of communications denoted as spiralling in the first stage. The categorization of data rests in the reactive nature of communications and behaviours. For instance, this email from James Stewart on 12/09/04 followed a lead already established and added its own insight, “Hello from New York City …..  I'm connected wireless via Orange, a British-based ISP now also operating here. As we strive to increase our student course evaluations and improve retention at UMUC, some added student ‘handholding’ may be a good idea.” As well as contextualising some of the unique challenges of a travelling faculty teaching collaboratively in an online MBA, the essential response came at the end when he supported the previously circulated conjecture about more ‘handholding’ as a way to improve student evaluations. He provided further examples of reacting helpfully to team communications when he responded to another query by email on 10/04/06, “There is no doubt that team work remains unpopular with many UMUC students.  However, it is practiced at UMUC, strongly in the AMBA program, because it helps one with the mandatory teaming encountered so often in today's workplace.” And then he followed up in response to another line of discussion on 15/10/04, “Jane, as far as I know, both Moni and I use extra credit opportunities.  However, everyone teaching should have an opportunity to weigh in.” James proved to be the kind of team member who could most concisely and wittily produce a summative view of any issue being discussed which, in itself, was a powerful review tool. Another example of his biting yet useful perspective came by email on 14/04/06, “Perhaps it is time to give some specific thought to what is required to think and write at the same time in a highly integrated course.” This was in reaction to the team discussion about competencies of graduates emerging from the MBA and what emphasis the teaching team might adopt as part of the 606 syllabus.

It was the 606 syllabus that tended to attract much of the focus in those team communications that reflected the delicately balanced power of the review phase. During the first face-to-face meeting at Story’s Way on 24/05/07 another example of syllabus review emerged in my response, “So, we are teaching students to come out with a state 1 mentality (commercial, independent) through a state 2 approach (syllabus, assessment, guidance) to teaching….that’s the hidden trap…you can flip unexpectedly as a student or teacher into state 1 or state 2 and be unaware of the flip.” States 1 and 2 were related to some theoretical models we had been working on as part of a new book derived from our teamwork in 606. The risk of ‘flipping’ from one state to another was the same kind of perspective that one could apply to the fine line between stage 2 (review) and stage 3 (chaos at the edge) of the cyclonic model being tested in this thesis. Essentially, this communication was another clear example of review of an established spiral.

Perhaps, the most troublesome review event for any teaching team comes when student evaluations are released. Such evaluations sit at the nexus of the debate about what constitutes good teaching and to what extent a student ought to be equated with a customer. Momentarily sidestepping this discussion to revisit later, the student evaluations epitomise the reactionary nature of review. They are not innovations; they are reactions to things already done. An example came by email from the MBA program director on 11/09/04…
Hi everyone - I have had a chance to go through the summer faculty evaluations and had the averages compiled by seminar. Congratulations to Monica and her 600 team! They came out on top ... For the second consecutive semester, the dept's overall average was 4.0. Great job everyone!
As an expression of delicately balanced power, such student evaluations vividly displayed how the old way of working may or may not need to be reviewed and, while potentially confronting for individual educators, the tipping point into chaos had not yet occurred. The context was the increasing reliance by UMUC on evaluations by students to inform the expectations of teacher performance. This was a universal issue for universities and the evaluations were allied to the assumption that the students were customers. This caused a review of the role of teachers (Svensson & Wood, 2007) and in the AMBA606 context created a perturbation in the team to the extent that some individuals were excluded from teaching on the basis of evaluations. This shows how rapidly a review stage can lead to chaos and the need for revision. 

Chaos at the edge (revise)

My research diary showed some key occurrences that appeared to lock in eddies of change during the 606 team’s action research journey. Within these events lay the seeds of the swerve (Purinton, 1999), or the tip into chaos (Plowman, Baker, Beck, Kulkarni, Solansky & Travis, 2007). These were essentially the opportunities for genuine bricolage in this project, since new arrangements of ideas and resources were precipitated, ultimately to be corroborated out of the complexity of change. Improvisation of thoughts and behaviours at the moment of these events laid the foundation for the ensuing transformations and reinterpretations of models and frameworks that are reported in Chapter Five. 
	Meeting the action researchers face to face in 2002.
	Confronting administrative opposition to aspects of collaborative team teaching in 2005.
	Encountering natural communication likes and dislikes, such as email versus the 999 classroom.
	Continuously adjusting and rewriting the syllabus.
	Integrating the Executive in Residence into the syllabus.
	Integrating new communication technologies, such as Elluminate Live and Breeze (Adobe Connect), according to course management mandates.
	Deciding to consciously engage in action research and reflect on practice for ultimate publication in a thesis and other research output.
	Presenting self-reflective work at AIB and MERLOT conferences in 2005 and at ANZAM in 2006.
	Refining and Submitting written work to academic journals in 2005 and 2006.
	Handling the change of syllabus from 13 weeks to 10 weeks, which inspired significant rewriting, in turn germinating the idea of writing a book.




The above were moments of revision set up by preconditions, manifest with associated chaos at the edge of the cyclonic pattern, and followed by transformation or reconstruction on the team’s learning journey. Each of these key events was revisited and analysed though repeated turns of the interpretation cycle to reveal something more about the nature of cyclonic interactions. The analysis is elaborated in the following sections.

Meeting the action researchers face to face in 2002.
The chance encounter with Jane Ross at a UMUC graduation event in Adelphi led to a dinner invitation and a first meeting with Wilf Backhaus. Other team members, whom I had known online from my previous involvement as a student in the MBA, were also invited and this became an unplanned but essential meeting of minds. It created a cascading sequence of events that led inexorably towards the commencement of the action research.

Confronting administrative opposition to aspects of collaborative team teaching in 2005.
The pragmatic expression of a really collaborative team was lots of communication online and a strong sense of transience about the material matters of international business; which was the subject at the centre of the team teaching exercise. Individuals within the team and some at the administrative level expressed discontent with the flexibility of some of the styles of teaching and communication. This created chaos at the team level and some deep soul searching that, paradoxically, assisted the action research process.

Encountering natural communication likes and dislikes, such as email versus 999 classroom.
There was a clear differential between the quantity of email and 999 postings. The natural communication preferences of team members tended to determine the channels of collaboration. This went to the extent of moments of conflict where overuse of one channel was disliked by some, thus sparking chaos. A process of continual monitoring and negotiation was required to be sure likes and dislikes were being kept at a level that did not continue to hamper communication.

Continuously adjusting and rewriting the syllabus, as well as handling the mandated change of syllabus from 13 weeks to 10 weeks.
The syllabus was the central reference for the teaching team, therefore, each change came fraught with the potential for chaos to emerge. It was the dynamic within the team and the propensities of team members to respond collegially that would determine the extent and duration of chaos when changes were made to the syllabus. There were two types of changes, those initiated from the team level and those mandated by UMUC administration. At the team level, it was the willingness of the course coordinator to invite dialogue about the syllabus that was most notable. Team-initiated changes to the syllabus, as a result, were the most prevalent during the action research. 

Integrating the Executive in Residence.
Bringing an external advisor into a team of academics had the potential to be disruptive. In this action research, probably due to the predispositions of a team of individuals prepared to explore the possibility of continuously improving the course, this event had limited chaotic impact and had a mostly positive effect. This may also have been due to the personality and attitude of the incoming Executive in Residence (EiR). Any manifest chaos moved swiftly into transformation and calm reflection due to these situational influences.

Integrating new communication technologies, such as Elluminate Live and Breeze (Adobe Connect), according to course management mandates.
Changing the media through which communication occurs has been equated with changing the message itself (McLuhan, 1964; Postman, 1985). In the case of a course that was already online the changes may not have been as chaotic as if one was changing from a wholly traditional classroom to wholly online. Nevertheless, these particular web conferencing applications (Elluminate and Breeze) were designed for synchronous use, whereas, the WebTycho learning management system which had been used and continued to be the required central communication tool, was primarily designed for asynchronous usage. This mandated change had the 606 team involved in a lot of dialogue and experimentation with the new synchronous software. The situation was exacerbated as developments with increasingly decentralised and powerful multimedia applications emerged. Podcasts, streaming media, proliferation of portable devices, virtual worlds, such as, SecondLife, blogging, Facebook, YouTube, and so on, were rapidly altering the experiences and expectations of students in the MBA. The teaching team had to remain focused on pedagogy and andragogy in the midst of this media explosion. There were cycles of chaos, learning and understanding about what constitutes the core of good online teaching that came from the transformations in the technological environment. 

Deciding to consciously engage in action research and reflect on practice for ultimate publication in a thesis and other research output.
The mindset of the individuals within the team repeatedly proved an essential coping mechanism as perturbations emerged in the online education environment. The initial agreement that I could compose my thesis around the action research we would do together was crucial. In the years that followed, and through changes in team composition and administration regimes at a rapidly growing graduate school, the prevailing mindset of preparedness to engage with debates about continual improvement was essential. Where incoming team members did not express such an attitude, interpersonal conflict emerged and team functioning was impinged upon. It was the prevailing openness of the core team members that allowed for adjustments to be made when dissenting individuals did enter the online space.

Presenting self-reflective work at AIB and MERLOT conferences in 2005 and at ANZAM in 2006, and refining and submitting written work to academic journals in 2005 and 2006.
The organisation and focus required for developing a written argument from the research, having it reviewed, and then presenting it coherently at a conference was very transformative. The cyclonic model was embedded within this process of continual refinement of complex ideas. The conferences themselves were seen as merely precursors to publishing in a journal. The tighter, more refined paper that would be accepted in a journal would ideally go through a whole new revision process. Each review led to chaos as entrenched ideas were challenged. The entire hermeneutic circle was built into academic publishing when the system was operating as it should. It would encourage transformations that continually moved towards greater understanding of the subject matter.

Meetings at Story’s Way twice in 2007 for progressing the book proposal and other action research issues.
The metaphor of the journey proved valid by the act of making the trip from my home in Australia to Jane Ross’ home (Story’s Way) at Camrose in Alberta, Canada. The transformative nature of travelling, the chaos of unplanned events, and the rich communications that occurred face to face culminated in rapid advancement of analysis in this thesis. For me, the personal journey through the action research was made more potent at the level of a thesis by physically travelling, being taken out of comfort zones, and meeting with the core action research team for deeper discussions.

In addition to the above events, other communication transactions were indicative of this cyclonic stage of revision and are described here.

By email on 5/05/2004, Jane Ross asked…
Andrew, Will you please care-take my classes from Monday - Wednesday? … I'll let the students know they should ask you. Also, please notify the students in those cohorts when you have completed the Toolbox. Mike has asked that we place a note in the classrooms indicating you can assist students with web page set up, etc.  Have a look at my notes…
This was revision in the sense that it hinted at the chaos at the edge of the cyclone. There was a need to respond in an entirely new way to the enunciated purpose. The action required was immediate, not needing revision or reflection; simply acknowledging that the tipping point had arrived and there was no longer a delicate balance of forces, instead, a clear directional need to go in a certain way.

There are additional undertones of directional forces in this email on 18/06/04 from Monica…
Hi Team 606, I thought about the team competition idea some more after the conference call.  I even asked my class in the conference section if they would be willing to submit their final team project for a 606 course wide competition.  They like the idea so I think we should pilot test it at the end of this term.  We can decide on the expert panel and feature the winners in the next MBA newsletter.  I think it will excite the students and build school spirit.  It really should not be much work either.  The hardest part will be coming up with a good prize for the team.  What do you think team 606?
To some extent, this example fell into the review stage, but this team member was influential as a past teaching award winner, and a course coordinator of other MBA units, so the imperatives for action and revision were strong. To respond positively to this idea would automatically generate an element of chaos since old ways of acting would be usurped by the new approach. 

A good example of the chaos at the edge phase of the cyclonic model emerged in this transaction highlighted by Jane by email on 15/10/2004… 
James, I think it's great that you have added the extra credit option in your class last term and this, drawing on Andrew's consultancy skills and position. Now, speaking of innovation, and based on your experience, how, in your view, might the extra credit option work as a possibility across AMBA 606?  While it seems many students think the course is already heavy enough, there are always some who seem to want more:  more challenge, higher performance standards, etc. This might be a way to provide those who want more with a satisfying option.  Everyone, please think about this in advance of our next team meeting.
There was clarity by which the point was made by the team coordinator that the activity was to be extended to all classrooms.  The discussion that ensued, in fact, led to unexpected team collaborations and new teaching directions. The emergent response led through the transformational passage and, ultimately, to a conference paper for ANZAM 2006, parts of which are used in the analysis later in this chapter.

This email from Jane on 2/03/05 brought into the online classroom a discussion that had, until this point, been happening only as dialogue copied around the teaching team, “Hello Class, We thought this update on China/Australia based on interchange between Andrew Creed and Professor Stewart (AMBA 606, Section 9005) would be of interest to you.  It's usually helpful to look at a familiar issue from a different country perspective.” Notable was the conscious facilitation by Jane to expand the audience for this dialogue. Her action made irresistible the force for change in online teaching practice and led to similar discussions between others being used in the same way in future. There was willingness on the part of me and James for the dialogue to be copied around in this way. In a less cooperative team environment, this approach either would not get off the ground or, if enacted without first gaining individual permission, lead to a negative set of cyclonic outcomes. 

This raised the point that the chaos at the edge of the pattern could just as easily express positive as well as negative teaching and learning outcomes. When the force upon the system is strong enough to drive the defined direction into asymmetrical offshoots, those new vectors could incidentally harm or assist the people and procedures happening to find themselves in the way. For instance, at the first Story’s Way meeting on 24/05/07, Jane posed the question about the proposed book, “Why are we calling the chapter ‘money?’ I’m not happy about the title.” This was deliberately provocative and drove the people present into temporary turmoil as the need to alter a defined structure became apparent. A stiff debate ensued to find a way through this deconstruction of an established idea about how the book ought to be arranged.

Another moment in the same meeting was a similar expression of chaotic forces at the edge of the cyclonic pattern. Wilf detailed how, “I was looking at 4 personality types in the global mindset paper…. Can we stack those in the same way as situational learning? I can identify what this one is… this is global and this is local, but I can’t figure out what the vertical axis should be.” The people to whom this question was posed were unable to resist the force of change. It was clear that revision of data and knowledge was unavoidable and we proceeded to help find a path through the problem.

Since we were dealing at this stage of the cyclonic process with events at the edge which were effectively uncontrollable, it was not uncommon for statements of incredulity to emerge. Those moments when frustrations were spoken and rash decisions were taken became signposts indicating that revision was necessary. One of the team lamented at the first Story’s Way meeting, “We tried very hard to accommodate some people but what do you do when you can’t accommodate them? …..You can’t collaborate with people you cannot trust.” In these words was the evidence that the way forward was not always clear. The context was the same as that earlier described where individual team members had not manifested the collaborative approach that was necessary for full involvement in the action research approach of AMBA606.

The edge of chaos was, perhaps, at its most visible when personality dynamics turned toward the negative. By email on 3/02/05, another team member opined…
Ok Team 606, I am not sure what is going on here but I do not think you all have such different perspectives.  I would appreciate if everyone stops second guessing the other person including me. .. I sincerely hope everyone steps back a minute and reassesses why we are here in the first place....to teach our students and not argue with each other.
This was a strong comment but one that made visible to the team in the online forum the extent to which individual differences and perceptions affected the action research team. In fact, 606 had until this point been composed predominantly of the core action researchers. Now, a series of team changes brought on by growth of student numbers in the MBA, had started to alter the team composition and the actions and behaviours of new players (not all of them with the same, immediate program improvement objectives) were being felt. Supporting this view, another team member on 2/05/05 sent an email, stating… 
I personally did not need "many times" to realize that the AMBA 999 classroom was a mixed blessing, ie, not always collegial. Another problem was that contributors varied greatly in the frequency and scope of their postings.  Some of our then-AMBA 606 faculty contributed not at all to the 999 classroom.  While that was also true for email, the latter could be easily targeted to those interested in and willing to contribute to a particular topic.
A pattern of disruption could be inferred from this, especially in the context of core team composition changes, and the quite charged communications, not detailed here, but known to have been circulating about the perceptions implied in this communication.





Upon the passing of chaos there was an immediate need within the system to regroup and reconstruct. Revision required deconstruction but this alone could not be called transformation. The new landscape with its chaotically rearranged resources invited reconstruction. Serendipity was rife when the new randomness created by the passing cyclone delivered opportunities for new combinations. In online management education, the creative work of learning and action learning, was evident in the aftermath of revision. Examples of transactions that reflected these characteristics were identified and explained.

One innovation of AMBA606 was the inclusion of a ‘Toolbox’ which was a website external to the WebTycho classroom and intended to be a repository of links to material that complemented the core resources. Like WebTycho, the Toolbox readily established its position as a reference point for students and the teaching team members and both sources were linked to each other. It was my task to keep the Toolbox updated with amendments to staff biographies, conference summaries, links to multimedia files, and other supplementary resources. For example, the 606 team developed original weekly overviews for each of the main themes of the course. In an email on 25/06/2004, James Stewart expressed his support for his colleagues in this endeavour with the feedback…
Wilf, please ensure that your excellent Week 9 overview is placed in the toolbox; that is indeed where I will tell students to find it. It is impressive how many different slants to foreign market entry there are.  I have developed my own "discussion facilitator" on the subject …….. Perhaps the most important single point is to impress upon students that "standard" strategies are offered only for learning purposes; in the real business world, businesses, as you suggest, come up with the particular strategy that they think - or hope - is right for them.
In these comments are the elements of reconstruction. The development of the Toolbox, as well as the weekly summaries, was an independent transformational event in the course and the agreement to eventually combine the two gave a new structure to the resources.

Reconstruction was not limited to learning resources. The thought processes of the team and the behaviours through which team functions were performed were also subject to transformation. In a creative email on 15/08/2004 by Jane Ross, an invitation was sent… 
Let's play Team AMBA 606 Dinner Party! Who would You invite to the dinner if you could invite absolutely anyone in the world, past or present, except your spouse ... please fill in the blanks and circulate to all ......... Next stage of the game -- Where should we have the Dinner Party (when everyone has registered, we can take a vote, or figure out some other way to decide). Register your ideas for the place ... I can arrange for the Great Hall at King's College, Cambridge ...
This game became a curiosity-piquing team building exercise which carried implicit transformational qualities. It required participants to step outside the usual teaching preparation mindset and into a frame-breaking role play. We played along for a while and some fascinating personality preferences were exposed in the process.

By email on 15/10/2004 James Stewart remarked…
Some of our 606 students get the rapidity of the change and the implications it is likely to have for them as soon-to-be MBA graduates; many do not. Believe me, Jane, this is IMHO an important separator between those who will lead and those who will follow, and we can skip all the "life balance" stuff ... because whether we like it or not, some of our competitors will press ahead, even on the weekend.
This reflection came after intense discussion and action around the issue of work-life balance. There was the sense of realisation and reorganisation of ideas around this issue. The transformation came from the process of initiation, building of delicately balanced power, the tip into chaos and then the emergence of a new conclusion.

Then some data emerged that could have been classified as revisional, or even revelational, but which was better described as transformational. At the first Story’s Way meeting on 24/05/07, Jane mentioned that, “We had subversion [from staff not prepared to play by team norms].” She was describing a known matter of fact at that time and was not especially caught up in the emotion that would have inevitably been there when the first realisation dawned. What she was doing was working with the new understanding about what had happened and using this to change the expectations and demands of work within the team. Other transformational events emerged from the Story’s Way meeting on 24/05/07. Wilf noted that, “Friedman is saying… please explain this with your old theories… this is not going to go away.” He was referring to one of 606’s own textbooks and the call it made for continual reconstruction of the very syllabus that is taught in business schools. The realization that the action research process was aiming for continual improvement in AMBA606 was really the core of this expressed sentiment. The passing storm had exposed the teaching landscape to opportunities for reconfiguration of online education approaches.

Still at the first meeting at Story’s Way, Wilf referred back to some ideas we had been developing for the new book project growing out of the action research. “Remember the slime mould model? Under stress they build a tower which sends out spores that become more slime moulds…then the tower dies…this is what collaborative teams do.” This image was a metaphorical reconceptualising of, not just how the 606 team could operate but, how students graduating from the course would need to be thinking to be competent managers. It represented a completely new way of defining the course and much of the core material, thus, leading us to see the possibilities for writing a book that could subsequently take its place as a learning resource. This was born out of the challenges and the changes of recent years and was indicative of the rebuilding that occurred after the passing of the destructive component of the cyclone. This was summed up again in Wilf’s additional remark that, “The institution [organisation] is a method or a way of doing things….whereas you are the agent, you come with the mindset.” Once again, we could see reconstruction of understanding in the teaching team. The remark about mindset was a fresh way of framing the approach to teaching international business. It was the equivalent of sunlight peeping through the clouds just passed and gave us something conceptually tangible to grasp and begin to shape.

Just as the EiR with his external, commercial perspective proved stimulating at the revision phase, he also had powerful input when it came to transformation and reconstruction. In an email on 15/10/04, the EiR explained…
A week from next Monday I will be in Sacramento to brief the energy guy in Schwarzenegger's office on what cellulose ethanol could do for California.  On the following Thursday in DC to address a joint meeting or the US Biotechnology Industry and the National Chemical Association on how there will be a convergence of the two industries in a biorefinery scenario.   - a bale of straw will be treated as a barrel of crude with a host of chemical products being extracted.There are 10s of thousands of jobs out there similarly paced.  Let's make certain our graduates are the very best on the market to flourish in such an environment.
This example revealed a suggestion that, being well-timed, ensured that the 606 team paid due attention to giving students appropriate resources and an emphasis on learning in context with current issues. This could only have been a successful suggestion at the point that deconstruction of the old way of perceiving the business environment had occurred and a new approach was needed. Another illustration came from Jane who observed by email on 5/07/05, “Just this morning there was a bit on the CBC on doing business in China and the sorry state of the rule of law.” Here again was a business environment concern with genuine implications for the 606 curriculum. Transformational events like the enormous development spike in China and the dawning awareness of the fragility of the global natural environment inspired the remarks noted here which, in turn, sparked reconstruction of teaching approaches. 

Reconstruction normally occurred after a prolonged or intense period of debate, discussion or a series of events that led to deconstruction of previously established norms. For instance, on 2/02/05 in an email from one team member, “I feel the students do not have to be friends to work in a team.  They need to be professional, courteous, and respectful to get the job done.” This came in response to an earlier opinion about what makes a team work well together. The conventional wisdom was that friendliness was necessary; thus, the reconstruction of what was really going on was a useful perspective. The same team member provided another example of transformation with her email on 30/03/05 by exhorting…
Don't you think this too much?  You have three assignments built into this one week. Remember we are talking about week 11 and what is ahead and behind.  I think you are asking too much by Friday.  One of the reasons students use an online format is flexibility.  You are forcing them to complete everything during the week.  I do not think this will be received very well.  I know from speaking with my students that many of the top performers would have major complaints.  I would strongly suggest speaking with a handful of students before you implement this one.
There was little doubt about the point of view and it was a forceful reconstruction of the evolving syllabus in that these views were taken into account.

Structural and procedural redevelopments in AMBA606 did not always emerge out of interpersonal conflict but, certainly often as the result of sustained and careful thinking about how best to rearrange things. On 16/05/04, James explained by email the way he planned to provide feedback to students, “Feedback will frequently be provided via a PureVoice audio file.  This enables me to provide additional, richer feedback beyond that which can be typed into a text box or an attached written document.” By sharing this information he offered an immediate transformational opportunity for others on the teaching team. In a similar fashion, he circulated an email on 28/04/04 about another innovative approach he had taken in his teaching, “Andrew, thank you from me.  I hope that you will also agree to continue being our Down Under expert, as you were for me last semester, when you addressed to my students the reasons for Australia's continued national success and the bases for the highly competitive posture of Australian wines.” These were promotional communications effectively transmitted to all the practitioners in the team at times when the option to learn from the suggestions and apply them was present. 

Another one of these appeared from James by email on 18/02/06…
I do a course summary in AMBA 604.  That never draws any comments.  The students are, like, gone on break. In contrast, in TMAN or UMUC Europe courses taught with a comprehensive final exam, my reviews did attract questions. Perhaps - ha-ha - my summaries are so clear that they need no questions ... somehow I doubt this.
These examples all show signs of the collaborative mentality that enables a team to work together and learn from each other. Ultimately, this transformation in team practices aided in development of a research paper presented at the Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management (Creed, Ross, Stewart, Bolesta, Hladik & Backhaus, 2006).

It was not only the teaching team who were furnished with opportunities to make transformations in their work at this stage of the cyclonic process. Students of AMBA606 also received the kinds of communications that prepared them for reconstruction of their approach. On 22/06/05, at the behest of the course coordinator, I posted the following email to all students…
Hello AMBA606 students, It's about half way through the semester and I want to keep you updated on some important issues relating to your study. The Week 6 sections of the Toolbox needed some fixes which have now been done. Thank you to all who notified about this. You will now find the McBrearty audio files in the right location in the mulitmedia archive. One really exciting aspect of this course is the Practical Insight series being provided by our exemplary Executive in Residence, Mr Maurice Hladik. What a terrific opportunity to get, in a very real sense, field data about the application of global business theories.  I often reminisce about my own experience as a past student of this very course. In my role as research assistant today I feel very privileged to be able to glimpse, from my permanent home in Australia, the amazing and diverse perspectives you are bringing as learners into the WebTycho classroom. It is most interesting to watch your team work develop and quite inspiring to see collaborative the web pages grow with research and application. If I can in any way help you or your team continue your project research and development, please do ask. For example, perhaps some of you are focusing on Australia as one of your countries - well, I live here and may be able to offer additional insights on particular issues. Regarding the AMBA606 Toolbox, I really do appreciate it when a broken link or other problems are identified. The Toolbox is an organic resource which grows and changes with each new semester. It thrives on your feedback. So, to conclude, I wish you well on the remaining journey through this most fascinating study of global business. Please communicate with me if you have further questions, suggestions or observations. My dedicated conference in your WebTycho classroom is the best place to share a message, but please also email me when you post something there, just to keep my focus. (My attention is spread across a number of classes). You should also know that the AMBA606 teaching team is very supportive and collaborative. Sometimes as a learner you may feel, especially at the half way point, that some of the academic theories need more explanation. Please do ask questions of clarification of your Professors. The team is truly motivated in helping you master the material in this course.




Within the recognition of imperfections in the new learning landscape lay the seeds of the next cyclonic event. Examples of transactions that reflected these characteristics were identified and explained and, as you will see, there were signs of natural reconnections with the recognition of delicately balanced power, or the beginnings of another cycle of review in the tradition of hermeneutics. 

In an email to the AMBA606 team on 3/11/04, Jane explained…
Maurice Hladik is our Executive in Residence.  If you are wondering about individualized input, well he has done it and does it.  This term he is volunteering his time and contributes particularly from his vantages points in industry, sustainable technology developments and government relations.  He has also provided independent observations and questions - goading us with the need to constantly ask ourselves what students of our course (and the program) should know and be able to do on completion (of the course and the program).  Moreover, Maurice brings us insights direct from his background in diplomacy and his regular forays into higher echelons of power.
The sense of closure and innate understanding was within this statement. A sigh was breathed and thanks were given as the storm dissipated. Here was an approach to utilizing an EiR that had happened before, had been through the whole cyclonic testing period, and was confidently expected to work well this time around.

An example came by email on 29/08/2004 from James Stewart who said…
Thanks, Moni.  Attached indeed are pix taken this week in Mallaig, Scotland, that suggest one of the examples of the short-term costs of sustainability, derived from EU-mandated limitations on offshore fishing. The Scottish fishermen involved have 1) looked for work in the onshore fish farms, which are quite automated and thus generally do not need them; 2) turned to service jobs in tourism, now the #1 industry in formerly fishing towns like Mallaig; 3) gone to Glasgow and elsewhere outside the Highlands; 4) become unemployed.
As a travelling academic contributing frequently to the online learning environment for students and especially the whole teaching team, this reflection was consolidation of ideas he had formed out of ongoing collaboration on the topic of sustainability in the international business environment. The comment walked the line between a calmly stated conclusion and a disruptive kind of observation that could spark a whole new turn of the spiral. Anyone on the team could have taken him up on points made in the example if a new cyclonic spiral was to be initiated.

Reflecting on the whole process brought me to the revelation that my own journey as an action researcher had been essentially cyclonic. I recorded events as part of a team but parallel events occurred to me as an individual and these bore many of the hallmarks of the cyclonic characteristics in this thesis. Personal events sparked the inward reflective spiral, things like deciding to have children, and meeting new people, and starting new work projects. Each event rippled through and altered the other in a complex, systemic interaction. Within these new events were delicately balanced power structures that represented patterned imposition of force aimed at creating review of the old and the new situations. Crises and chaos emerged in relationship stresses, mental and emotional anguish, and sudden events that swerved me from established paths and imposed random newness to which, at first, only acceptance could be applied in lieu of ultimate adaptation. Reconstruction from the debris of collapsed patterns also happened. As I developed fresh perspectives on the journey, I had moments of quiet reflection where I was at once impressed by my improvement of understanding but also cognizant of the imperfection of my new stance. The unsettling and almost unconscious realization that there was still more to do to improve my awareness, it seems, could not be completely extinguished but only delayed by commencing new learning cycles.

Revelation occurred for me and also others in the action research team. Jane Ross said at the first Story’s Way meeting on 24/05/07, “Max Weber advised long ago that organisations can avoid going down…I always thought it was so exciting to work with organisations here [going down] so they can get to here [revived].” Reminiscing in this way was the completion of a spiral. Old knowledge was rekindled in response to the new perspective gained from recent cyclonic experience. This was repeated for Jane at the second meeting on 4/08/07 when she observed, “This model… it doesn’t matter where you are in the world, it still applies… it’s a framework, a model, it’s multidimensional.” Statements like this seemed common whenever the calm point of absorption of new knowledge settled into place. In another instance at the first Story’s Way meeting on 24/05/07, Wilf asserted, “Here’s a fact of life…To be good at anything takes 3000 hours… to be world class takes 30,000 hours… that’s from sports psychology. They figured that out already.” This came at a moment in the discussion where summing up of the main principle enabled this fact to be stated. In a similar vein, I voiced another culminating point on 24/05/07. In relation to a chapter of the book I commented, “Money is relational.” This was an important moment in bringing to a head the understanding of how to address the topic of money in the book we were developing as one of the culminations of the action research.

A variation of revelation was found in the comment by Jane at the second Story’s Way meeting on 4/08/07, “We have worked for a good three years at UMUC on the value proposition…everybody’s put into it…but nobody’s really doing anything about it…can we get beyond it?” At once she was coming to a realisation at the end of a learning cycle, but also identifying a problem that may have needed a new set of solutions. The seeds of another turn of the cyclone were inherent, as they were in another observation, also from the first meeting on 24/05/07, “In order to successfully collaborate you have to be able to fit in….One needs the ability, the willingness and the discipline to restrain one’s own ego considerations…. There has to be a tolerance for disagreement…and afterwards the ability to accept or commit to the decision made by the team for the team.” It was a summative statement that also alluded to the issues that had been confronted upon the journey to the conclusion. The sentiment of agreeing to disagree was built into the statement and, by this approach, was recognising that another turn of the cyclone was imminent whenever disagreement was to reappear. 

It was refreshing to gather the data for this stage of the cyclonic model because I was witnessing a series of realisations. The culmination of intense periods of action learning appeared as mostly positive moments. Calm statements reflecting the new level of knowledge tended to characterise this stage. Feelings of achievement and confidence were often associated with the data.  Here are some examples of simple realisations and summative statements that were made with confidence by Wilf at the first Story’s Way meeting on 24/05/07, “Punctuated equilibrium is the realisation that you’ve been stuck in one state for too long.” And…”One of the things Hume says is, ‘money is opinion”’. Neither of these statements invited much feedback; they were simply facts developed at the end of thinking and learning processes. 

At the second meeting on 4/08/07, Wilf provided another example of revelatory thinking with, “Where are the flip points? Sometimes decisions are made inside the organisation that makes it impossible to flip. They’ve optimised beyond the 80-20 rule…they tried to get 100% of the market, the return, or whatever, and they don’t have any flexibility and when changes come along they are too brittle.” This was in the context of discussion about a chapter of the book the AMBA606 team were planning to write. The 80-20 rule was a well-known principle, but the statement about the ‘flip’ was new and built upon the old body of knowledge about 80-20. This extension of knowledge was a strong indication that revelation was occurring. Wilf was in good form at this second meeting and added yet another example with his assertion that, “The value proposition asks what we ought to be doing, not what are we doing? The approach should be ‘What are we doing and should we continue to do it?’”  Rephrasing the conventional wisdom on value statements in organisations, he was able to enunciate a more precise definition in response to a learning cycle he had previously traversed.

Other team members exhibited the absorptive calm of the revelatory phase of the cyclone. The EiR by email on 3/03/05 explained…
The keystone concept works well for the keystone player themselves. But what is the impact on society and the entire economic ecosystem? While Microsoft is an impressive corporation, I still think we would be better off with competing, but compatible, operating systems for our computers. Ditto for Wal-Mart and what they are doing to communities and the existing retail sector. Competition is healthy but market dominance is not.
Using his referent power (Wood, Zeffane, Fromholtz, Wiesner & Creed, 2010; Schermerhorn, Hunt & Osborn, 2007) which came from his experience as a practising manager, the EiR was showing how his learning had brought him to improved understanding in this debate about keystone players. In another instance, stemming from the cyclonic learning about sustainability in the 606 syllabus, the EiR weighed in by email on 4/05/2005 with these revelations from his own company…
A couple weeks ago a futurologist, Richard Worzel, who has no connection with Iogen, predicted in a keynote address at the World Congress on Industrial Biotechnology and Bioprocessing in Orlando that Iogen would emerge as the world's largest energy company by 2025.  Farfetched to be sure, but his prediction was based on the idea that our source of energy comes from the photosynthesis of living plants and that this is the most renewable of all resources. You just cannot use it up - the fundamental of sustainability.  Indeed, the annual global energy from photosynthesis is many times the requirements of all human activity.   Leaving the exalted position that he predicts for Iogen aside, he is probably right that this form of energy has the most potential for sustainable growth of anything else around.
The hallmark of this data was its unassailable positioning. There was little that was formative or debatable; it was simply a coming together of ideas that had the potential to inform a new spiral of learning for the 606 team. 

Perhaps, the strongest examples of the calm at the end of a learning spiral, in direct relation to teaching practices, came from Monica when she responded by email on 11/09/04 to a question about how she managed to win a teaching award… 
I am far from a star but I will tell you a few things I think help.  
1) I try to answer questions from the students very quickly
2) I try to make comments about the positive aspects of their work along with the more constructive criticism.
3) I try to link current articles and news worthy material to the class (make it real an applied).
4) I try to get them to interact with eachother as much as possible.
5) most important secret...I do not sleep much..LOL
Monica’s reputation for exemplary online teaching persisted over the years and again she responded to questions about her style with this email on 5/02/06…
Okay, I have received three emails today asking me about tricks to get the evals up.  First before you look at my list I am making the assumption that we are all content experts which is why you were hired in the first place.  Here is Monica’s strategy.  
1) Surround the entire class with a positive tone.  This goes for all your written and verbal communications.  If the students hear any hint of negativity it will reflect in the way they feel about the class.  Even if you personally do not like something or a specific topic like statistics..do NOT let the students hear it through your communications. 
2) Answer all questions quickly.  In this class (especially) the students are very uncertain and full of anxiety so if you respond quickly you do not let the bad emotions fester and grow.
3) Respond in a calm and non-reactive way even if the student is off the charts with anxiety. 
4) Provide very detailed feedback with all the graded assignments so they know how to get a better grade next time.  Also do this early in the week so they have time to ask questions. 
5) Personalize your feedback when possible so they get a sense that they are not a number in your classroom.  If the students think you care about their grades and show an interest..I honestly think they try harder. 
6) Try to make the class fun and interactive.  If you do not interact in the conference areas why should they? 
7) Respect the students and they will respect you. 
8) Be fair with the grading. 
9) Hold Elluminate help sessions 

There are few better sources of revelation about online teaching than this. This list was not a debate but a conclusion drawn from successful experience. Over a year later I was able to build upon earlier perspectives related to teaching online. I observed at the first meeting at Story’s Way on 24/05/07 that, “Students and staff in universities try to test your boundaries frequently. Power is used and abused. A big part of how you get through that is your response. I assume in the nicest possible way that people are out to get me. But I also have an inherent desire not to light a fire. I want harmony.” I was responding to pointed questioning about my view of teaching. As the comments were a personal view, they were not of the nature of review or revision but more of a summation of my experiences at the end of my recent action learning about teaching at university.

Other culminating revelations were made in various forms. One of the discussions at the second Story’s Way meeting revolved around the nature of business decisions in a dynamic international context, which was a core component of the syllabus of AMBA606. I was thinking of the cyclonic model of this thesis and on 4/08/07 was able to make the observation in relation to Poe’s short story…
There’s an interesting sub-text at the end of ‘The Maelstrom’ where the brother who survives is quite fragile….Shaking, hair gone white overnight. It raises the point that maybe sometimes it is better to go into the maelstrom. In the business context I guess this is where liquidation and creative destruction is a legitimate option.
This was an important moment where a cyclonic metaphor aligned eloquently with the emerging data. We were discussing the dynamism of international business landscapes when the image of a maelstrom blighting the calm suddenly aligned with many possible examples of deals gone wrong, competitive struggles and all manner of negative outcomes. To be able to reconceptualise this maelstrom as something to either embrace or to avoid by changing shape, was quite revelational.











Chapter Four is an expression of repeated cycles of interpretation through which a categorisation of the cyclonic features emerged for representation of the action research data. The categories themselves were developed from cycles of reflection associated with the literature review. Analysis of the data naturalistically commenced in this chapter, contrary to what might happen in a thesis that does not apply action research methodology. The themes that emerged from the data and associated cycles of reflection became the basis for further discussion in Chapter Five. The foundation for this approach to the construction of the thesis and Chapter Four is portrayed in Figure 3 on page 24. Each stage of the research was feeding back on itself in an ever growing spiral of iterations. This chapter, traditionally for portrayal of the data, became the very symbol of transformation in the cyclonic model that emerged.

 From a rich database constructed during more than three years of activity in diverse online media and some face to face meetings, there were over 300,000 words produced from nearly 4,000 separate communication transactions. The threads of this data were identified iteratively according to the cyclonic metaphor and then condensed into the picture presented in this chapter. The action research team expressed thoughts and behaviours that filled the gamut of the categories of the cyclone.

Spiralling expressed as transformational ideas that were not yet manifest but exhibited the beginnings of movements that could grow into a cyclone. Delicately balanced power appeared as the spiralling force of the cyclone geometrically altering the interactions of the teaching team, but avoiding the tipping point into chaos. Chaos at the edge was evident where transactional forces were swinging widely and went beyond a tipping point, and the participant, positioned in line with the edge of the developing cyclone of information, was unable to resist the force of change. Transformational passage was seen when the passing storm of change exposed the teaching team to opportunities for reconfiguration, bricolage and corroboration of online education approaches. The calm was expressed when the things that were good or better about a transformation could be appreciated in juxtaposition to the things that were imperfect, not just from the previous situation but also from the new one. It was in the end points, or the feedback loops, that the new beginnings could be instigated. The next chapter makes a concluding analysis of these essential aspects of the cyclonic thesis and refers directly to the core research questions.






The data in Chapter Four revealed patterns of transactions within the framework of cyclonic interactions. The rearrangements and interpretation of the data drew from my understanding of the literature review and built the observations through repeated cycles of reflection upon the data. The categories that were established in the methodology enabled development of descriptions consistent with the cyclonic metaphor. Chapter Five expands the analysis that was undertaken for observed variables and develops further the themes that were explored in context. In accordance with the primary research questions, the discussion covers the nature of the cyclonic interactions observed in the transactions, how an understanding of cyclonic interactions helps to refine action research, and how an understanding of cyclonic interaction helps generate rich insight for online management education. This is conducted with recognition of the boundaries and limitations of the project.

The nature of the cyclonic interactions 

As the final chapter of the thesis emerged from the maelstrom of data and the metaphor of the cyclone embedded within the structure of my writing, the inherent patterns became more evident. Lakoff and Johnson (1980, p.7) refer to “systematicity” as the way that an entire system of concepts come together in a cohesive whole and add meaning to any single metaphor. This goes to the heart of a corroborative approach and the nature of my methodology discussed in Chapter Three. In this case, through action research and the tracking of recognisable patterns, the cyclone became equivalent to online management education via the transactions of the teaching team. Chapter Five, therefore, became the calm in the middle: the point at which the culminating reflections about the spiral journey could clarify before threatening to deviate for another turn of the cycle. For instance, Morgan (2006) warns that metaphors can be compelling but also carry the dangers of a blinkered view. I was constantly aware of the limitations of including some data and not the rest in Chapter Four. The effort to clarify the metaphor inevitably led to the exclusion of perspectives that may serve to challenge my conclusions. My view is that my journey is not yet over, despite there now being a thesis that has built a case for cyclonic transactions in management education. In fact, the thesis itself reflects the iterative nature of a hermeneutical approach. This is virtually a thesis about how to write a thesis. This statement first raised in Chapter One was intended to illustrate that the iterative and transformational
nature of understanding is closely allied with building a thesis. In addition, the act of applying action research built directly upon hermeneutic foundations. Engaging in a study of how to generate rich insight for online management education was, therefore, a circuitous route back to a similar starting point. With this understanding, it became appropriate to co-locate the cyclonic metaphor and use it to continuously enrich the action research with fresh correlations.  

It became helpful to view the cyclone as a component of the learning landscape for the AMBA606 team. The learning process for the team was a journey through that landscape where, at some stage, perturbations and storms were encountered and had to be managed. It was alternately conceivable that the cyclone could be the entire journey, parts of which (especially the eye or centre) were stable and may not necessarily appear stormy, yet at a broader level could still be seen to be cyclical and also chaotic at the edges. From either perspective, the journey through the transactional data offered a full range of experiences from calm through to chaotic. 

The nature of cyclonic transactions became aligned with the developing metaphor. Hagberg (2001) seeks to verify metaphor through practice and, although some of what was done in Chapter Four resembled conceptual mapping (Hay, Kinchin & Lygo-Baker, 2008), the action research itself was a practice-based method which had the effect of verifying the metaphor through repeated cycles of interpretation. The cyclonic transactions in this case supported the contention by Osberg and Biesta (2008) that there is a new complexity in the learning environment which elevates the role of creativity and construction of knowledge. This thesis adds emphasis to the challenges for teachers trying to engage in this constructed education process.  The online environment impresses on teacher and learner an experiential directive to cope with the maelstrom, but carries dangers of fanfare and sensory excitement that could fail to provide the doing and learning that Dewey (1963) implores is essential for the learning cycle to be complete (Creed & Swanson, 2004). 

As I continued to reflect upon the landscape and the sense of a continuing journey, other metaphors were seen to be relevant and would contribute to the systematization of the emerging concept. For example, I realised it was possible that the AMBA606 team were fulfilling Campbell’s (1968) archetypal role of ‘hero’ in this action research journey. There were periods within the 27 month data gathering that could be described as separation, initiation and return, and the cyclonic equivalents to these stages can be correlated:
	Separation (awareness of a problem that needs resolution, the start of the spiral, delicate balance of power),
	Initiation (tipping the balance, challenge, chaos, storms, transformation), 
	Return (revelation, reflection, impart new knowledge)

There were moments in action research where the essence of the team as ‘hero’ was most discernible. In addition, there can be a convergence of other metaphorical characteristics. For example, the hero’s journey, the cyclone, and the circle from hermeneutics can each be correlated as shown in Table 4

Table 4: The metaphors coalesce
Cyclonic categories	Hermeneutic circle	The hero’s journey
spiralling anddelicately balanced power	review	separation
chaos at the edge and transformational passage	revise andreconstruct	initiation
calm in the middle	reveal	return

The comparisons in Table 4 reinforce the systems theory underlying each metaphor. There are opportunities for double feedback loops to be applied; therefore, leading participants to improved understanding of the processes in which they are engaged (Argyris & Schon, 1974; Senge, 1990; Ceri, Daniel, Matera & Raffio, 2009). The cyclonic nature of the development of team collaboration in AMBA606 reflects something of the cyclonic nature of the globalized business world.





How an understanding of cyclonic interactions helps to refine action research

Action research is essentially a mechanism for continual interpretation of events with a view to improvement of understanding (Reason & Bradbury, 2004). The AMBA606 team had continual improvement at the heart of its own processes. It was found, therefore, that action research was turned to the study and reinterpretation of itself in this project. Sontag (1966) warns of the dangers of interpretation by suggesting it is a modern approach, but not the only way, to arrive at understanding.  Her view is that the act of interpreting something is a kind of fragmentation and a reconfiguration of key fragments into a new whole.  What becomes of the original thing which had its own intrinsic value? This is a valid question and I can confirm that my experience of the action research process was satisfying and rewarding. However, the way that the data from the process was necessarily broken into streams and reformulated to illustrate the cyclonic metaphor is representative of Sontag’s (1966) critique of interpretation. By interpreting my data through action research I have potentially destroyed the essence of the things I originally experienced. The fact that I took my experience and reinterpreted it probably changed how I would feel about it if the process were to be repeated. Of course, this may be a fallacious speculation because a complex, dynamic system, such as that studied in the time period of this project, has infinite permutations and could hardly be perfectly replicated in another time. Of course, I cannot experience something so complex twice. I should not shy from interpreting it to try to stop the inevitable change to a new set of complex situational variables. It is the act of interpretation that captures the nature of the project and represents it in the literature for people to reflect upon. It is a valid contribution to the wider construction of concepts in education literature.

Time and place, even in virtual spaces, contextualise action research data and the repeated interpretation that runs core to the process. One’s perception of the facts emerging from events in a single time period can be whittled, refined and intensified to build relevant interpretation. But, as Kuhn (1970) explained in relation to paradigm shifts, when a new time and context is established, a whole new alignment of facts and interpretations becomes the pattern. It is, therefore, possible that previous interpretations of facts and events, when applied unchanged in a new orientation, could equate with misinterpretation at that time. This observation is consistent with the hermeneutic view that one could misinterpret as easily as correctly interpret recurring events. The equivalent view is that the cyclone is at once destructive and creative. Understanding equates to misunderstanding in the sense that the same hermeneutic cycle is utilised to arrive at either conclusion, but misunderstanding may be a necessary outcome in some turns of the cycle to inspire advancement (Gallagher 1992). Nevertheless, if understanding was taken to be not fully manifest in the individuals or the whole AMBA606 team, it was reasonable to think a journey (an interpretation) had to be traversed in minds and actions in order to improve. In other words, the imperfections of a single turn of the action research cycle ought to rightly have been observed and utilised to spark another turn. 

I have found that the cyclonic pattern blends balance with destruction: The pattern is perfect and imperfect at once. This action research suggests it is the asymmetrical impetus of imperfection that initiates the learning spiral. It is proposed that the chaos of the cyclonic metaphor represents the asymmetry that is needed to spur the spiral through repeated revolutions. A variant of this theme is explored by Ramachandran (2004) who posits that deviation from perfection is hard wired into the artistic preferences of humankind. Symmetry was tried by the ancient Egyptians as well as the Greeks in their artistry, but the latter soon turned to exaggeration to enliven their creations, and many artists in the modern era continue to do the same. To the extent that online teaching of managers is an art, it may have been the asymmetries of cyclonic transactions that enabled the teaching team to continuously improve the syllabus. For example, the transformational passage data in Chapter Four reveal the importance of facilitation for completing the feedback loops in the cyclonic transactions (Creed & Swanson, 2007). The action research process did not run itself; it needed active participation and active leadership. The course coordinator often had to step in and encourage the learning spiral to continue. 

In addition to correlations with the hermeneutic circle of interpretation, Dewey’s pedagogy of active experimentation with a guiding hand by facilitators is well aligned with the notion of action research (Zuber-Skerrit & Margaret Fletcher, 2007). The online environment is imperfect and teaching and learning styles may clash, but such spaces and moments create the swerve, or the deviation, or the cyclonic chaos, which initiates new spiralling journeys of action and learning. The cycle of the learning journey (Campbell 1968) includes the inevitable breaks from perfect symmetry. Such separation from the mundane, the creation of innovative approaches, and the propensity to break ground on new ideas were among the ways that the AMBA606 team managed to avoid becoming lost in the inevitably turbulent waves of data that emerged from a complex set of human interactions. The transactional data in Chapter Four revealed that the journey was tumultuous, full of twists and turns, therefore, a fix on the horizon was essential for the teaching team. Our horizon was partly the improvement of the syllabus and partly the maintenance of harmonious team dynamics. Individual motivators were related to professional development.

Hermeneutics and the continuously interpretive pattern of the cyclone served to orient the AMBA606 action researchers at pivotal moments on the journey and, when turbulence manifested, provided perspective enough to establish a meaningful conclusion, prior to the next iteration. With feedback noted as a central component of the action research cycle, Graue (2006) reminds that peer review is the most consistent form of academic activity that obviously affects the opportunities and knowledge of practitioners. As a form of collaborative activity, whether blind or informal, peer review is essentially that process where colleagues help each other to improve. The AMBA606 team, through the cyclonic categories identified in this thesis, were able to use peer review by their collaborative approach to refine the action research process. 





Table 5: The relationship of cyclonic categories with action research
Cyclonic categories	Lewin’s action research steps	AMBA606 experiences
spiralling 	identifying initial idea, engaging in fact finding	The action research project itself, along with the conference paper publication process and team collaboration activities, required diligent reconnaissance. In addition, many team communications were of the nature of fact finding for teaching improvement purposes.
delicately balanced power	planning	Syllabus discussions were commonly of a planning nature, with an inherent sense of delicately poised power should changes ever be initiated.
chaos at the edgeand transformational passage	taking a first action step	Wherever decisions were taken to act, either on the syllabus or with other team activities online, the chaos of change was felt with varied intensity. Useful transformations were often initiated out of tumultuous change.
calm in the middle	evaluating andamending the plan	There were often moments of calm where discussions were evaluative and team members were thoughtful about the effects of recent changes.Feedback loops were frequent as the team, encouraged by its facilitator, continued to reflect on experiences and actively spiral towards improved performance as a team, as well as in the fulfilment of online teaching.

Through each of the stages of the cyclonic model, action research could be recognised as the journey taken toward continual interpretation and reinterpretation of communication transactions and events. The AMBA606 landscape was structured by technology but populated with human communications and interactions. The interpretation of complex human engagements often required qualitative approaches, especially where depth of understanding was required in a specific case. Table 5 reveals that the first stages of spiralling and delicate balance equated with research, reconnaissance and planning around an identified need for change. Once a tipping point was reached, the next stages of chaos at the edge and transformational passage were the periods of action and change. The final stage of calmness and reflection could be seen often in the transactions of the AMBA606 team. The very fine line between the end of the cycle and the beginning of the spiral was often apparent in this stage. It was, in fact, through peer review that constant iterations and discussions would continuously drive the spiral of understanding. The time intervals with which to enjoy the moments of calm were not always very long. Action research methodology in this case aligned significantly with the cyclonic framework that emerged in this thesis. This led me to the next and most critical research question about online management education itself.

How an understanding of cyclonic interactions helps generate rich insight for online management education.

The imperfections, swerves and perturbations of the online teaching environment were characteristics that established spiral patterns and set the learning journey in motion. The action research journey started tentatively with the previously learned patterns poised delicately until a tipping point immersed the educators and the team into relatively chaotic events. During the periods of chaos, transformations of understanding were initiated which culminated when order returned and the direction of change clarified. These generalisations are based upon the observations of the AMBA606 teaching team. While directly extrapolating from this to other online teaching situations is difficult, there are many aspects that can correlate and begin to inform practice for online management education. 

Since we were teaching in a graduate business program about the effects of globalization on business, the task was to engage the students with an appreciation of the global environment and to help them draw out the theoretical implications for business of operating in that environment. As action researchers, we aimed to explore ways to enhance this outcome in the context of online teaching. It was through the mechanisms of teaching team collaboration and dialogue that a role modelling effect seemed to emerge. The course had the usual content manifested in textbooks, articles and multi-media materials. It was done primarily in an online format using the WebTycho platform developed by UMUC.  The students were relatively mature adults in locations remote from each other, with the faculty also remote from each other.  There was a positive mandate from UMUC that all programs be student or learner centred. So, the question for reflection at most critical moments was how could the teaching team make a difference?

The action research team in AMBA606 were literally living with and practicing the theories and applications being taught each day. This was one of the motivations for the faculty to actively engage with collaborative communication and teaching. The educator with passion may be more effective at role modelling the spirit of her or his message. Certain behavioural and situational theories helped to explain some of the observed phenomena. For example, collaborative leadership style is adapted well to participative leadership, in which decision making is based on consultation with the group and information is shared with the group (House, 1971). There was a sense of a collaborative personality in the team’s coordinator coming through many of the recorded transactions. The others in the team were responsive to this kind of leadership. We often reflected upon the diverse nature of the team and the extent to which this may have assisted the reflection and revelation that characterised the continuous improvement that came from the action research. The improvement of the practice of management education seemed closely tied to this diversity.

Collaboration was an intensive team experience which was a kind of continual negotiation between team members. Brett (2001, p.22) discusses the complex constitution of values, ideology and cultural background in the negotiation mix. Backhaus, Bolesta, Creed, Ross and Stewart (2005) propose a communication model which includes, but is not limited to negotiation, and appears to be an integral aspect of team collaboration. It was proposed that collaboration and collaborative teaching are a natural response to the fluidity of knowledge. The online environment magnifies this fluidity. The core members of the AMBA606 teaching team appear to have reconciled their diverse and differing values and ideology constructively in this collaborative environment and the contributing factors are worth noting in the general context. There seemed to be several personality traits that encompassed what we would consider a collaborative faculty team player:
	Willingness to be exposed to more resources and information than you are able to locate by yourself.
	Respect for the other team players and an almost playful excitement with collegiate debate.
	Belief that sharing information, resources, teaching techniques, and opinions will improve the entire course for both students and faculty.
	A frontier-like spirit and attitude, coupled with intrigue about new conceptual territories and methods.
	A welcome acceptance of support from the other faculty.  Due to the fact many faculty members in this online community are at a distance, this support becomes elevated in importance.
	No one is put down, even when frank discussions occur, and no one is reported to a higher authority for holding differing views.
	The collaborative team player always places the student at the center of the learning model.
	The communication is constantly occurring and inclusive of all members of the team.  Different team members may contribute to discussions in almost real-time based on how much they have to contribute to the general knowledge base of the specific topic.
	This is a team of people that likes to learn and grow as educational professionals.

The AMBA606 program coordinator used active listening as part of her strategy for keeping the disparate faculty team working cohesively during each semester.  The coordinator did not dominate or impose her teaching rules upon the team.  Rather she took a collaborative approach to managing the team of faculty along with developing syllabi, course materials, and instructional guidelines. She often advocated for team members in matters relating to academic freedom, professional development, positive peer review and promotion. Providing encouragement to others was a key value and practice.

The culture of the team process included frequent feedback loops that provided continuous improvement through repeated communication cycles. The process was embedded in team culture and played out as a significant factor in team success. Ross, Backhaus, Bolesta, Creed, Stewart, and Hladik (2005) developed from this experience a model of collaborative online management teaching which considers the zone of relational dynamics shown in Figure 7, involving the personality and disposition of the coordinator, and the personalities and dispositions of the other team members. 


Figure 7: The zone of relational dynamics

Tone in this representation refers to enunciations of vision and direction and expression of communication style. The interplay between tone and individuals is two ways but the arrows indicate the natural gravity that extends from the group leader and spirals back around in the maintenance of collaborative communication. Our research finds that collaboration in an academic team mostly derives from the motivational and behavioural predispositions of the members of the group and largely independently from top down team formation processes. Team maintenance and the facilitator’s role is distinct from team formation.

The AMBA606 team reflected on trait theory and the idea that certain personality types may resist working collaboratively. Personality tests such as the Birkman Method (Birkman International Inc., 2006), do seem to measure in this direction and provide profiles to give individuals a sense of their abilities to work with others.  Also, the Enneagram provides considerable insight into these areas for business people and organisations (Tilsner, 1995) as does the Myers-Briggs assessment which is routinely used in business and career applications (Robert H. Smith School of Business, 2009).

The executive in residence proved to be an innovative addition to the core team of faculty. It became noticed as a best practice model for tapping the knowledge of a skilled and well travelled team member (Ross, Hladik, Creed, Backhaus, Bolesta, Stewart & Gupta, 2006). It was a ‘virtual’ relationship in all senses of the word except for the gritty edge in the knowledge being imparted. The faculty were able to keep abreast of the latest happenings in the world of business sustainability, debated over different key topics proposed by this additional team member, and increased the team communication due to his presence.  The knowledge they gained helped them to stay current with business trends and practices and excited about the topics they presented to the students.  There was also a sense of pride for being cutting edge in the development of this unusual way of tapping available human resources. The students gained knowledge by listening and interacting directly with the executive in residence along with the added knowledge passed along by the above level of faculty interaction.  ‘Questions for the EiR’, which took place in email and classroom interactions, were an important part of the student experience in which the students were encouraged to ask about anything that may be on their mind relating to the business world, particularly the soft topics such as ethics, social issues and sustainability.  In these exchanges the EiR responded based on practical and actual experience picked up over the years in the everyday course of his work in and out of various international business settings.

Fox (1997) refers to management learning as a disciplinary area of knowledge and practice, which is wider than traditional management education. This is the type of emphasis that was embodied in an executive in residence program, one which students consistently rated as important and relevant to their learning in the MBA, and faculty continued to embrace for the ‘street-level’ edge it gave to the international business models being taught. It proved axiomatic that an applied understanding of how to engage with international business is improved by getting as close as possible to real experience. Further, a UMUC MBA is expected to provide the applied emphasis practising managers need for their vocation. One technique successfully employed in the AMBA606 context was giving additional credit to efforts spent by students to tap the knowledge and skill base of diverse members of the faculty team.  The faculty as a whole encouraged the students to integrate their own work experiences into their assignments to demonstrate mastery of the topic presented.  The faculty also used many of their own work experiences as examples to help the students grasp the direct application of what they were reading. 

Working as a global business educator in an online MBA propelled the connectivity factor of contemporary technology to the forefront. With this came the need for cut-off mechanisms by individual faculty members. The question became, ‘When does work finish and leisure begin?’ The work was interesting. Team members tended to enjoy it and be challenged and stimulated by it.  Given that members were often in many different time zones and that communications tended to flow throughout the day and night, it was tempting to be connected well beyond what was generally considered acceptable practice in face-to-face education.  The team communication spanned 24 hours, 7 days a week for the life of the course and even during term breaks.   

In our research information and communication technology drove teachers and learners through tumultuous changes. Even while telecommuting, a cross-border organisation or team bring their own organisational culture into the mix. Our experience was that important functions like communication, collaboration, tolerance and mutual respect tended to converge in the team, while individuality, differing beliefs, personal attitudes and practices diverged tolerably. It was actually the cultural deviations that added more interest and flavour to the learning and development of faculty members and consequently to their students, which further supported the concept of the swerve, and the imperfections that inspired the next turn of the cyclonic spiral in various situations. 

Hill (2006) notes the sticky, that is, complex nature of cross cultural interactions and highlights the fact that concept translation and concept equivalence naturally vary between cultures. Knowing that the AMBA606 team worked in an organisational culture provided some unifying features, but the cross-border influences on our team members exposed differentials. If team leadership was important for anything, it was especially so for the development of a team culture within this cultural milieu. Rogers and Farson in Kolb, Rubin and McIntyre (1979) describe active listening as a key tool for leaders to help team members gain a clearer understanding of the virtual work situation, to take responsibility and collaborate with each other. The aims of active listening are to listen for total meaning, respond to feelings, and note all cues. Such useful interpersonal skills help team members to improve their creativity and productivity because it addresses human needs and motivations. To do this as a facilitator in the online, at-a-distance environment required significant attentiveness, intuitiveness and pro-activity.  

While this thesis primarily focused on team teaching and the professional development of educators teaching in an online environment, the impact of all of this on students must be considered. AMBA606 students learned primarily in the course of discussions with each other in an asynchronous exchange as a threaded discussion. The key to this environment was the constant dialogue among the participants as peers and the students with the instructor acting as a facilitator (Gibbons & Wentworth, 2001).  Even in this somewhat delayed reaction set-up, a time management structure helped to optimise the student’s learning. Some of the AMBA606 team imposed a pattern by which students posted their initial thoughts on a topic early in the session during a week, they then read the text and other assignments, and engaged with others to comment upon or query others’ postings. At the end of the session they were asked to wrap-up in a highly self-reflective manner indicating not only what they learned but who they learned it from, including fellow students. The grading rewarded both a high degree of participation, a high degree of thinking and articulation, but also a high degree of reflection on the results. Student participation was found to be at a fairly high level with the majority of the students eager to engage with each other and very proud of their own learning during a week. The emphasis in communication was not only from faculty to students, but also intra-faculty as a means of role modelling collegiality, which was observed to improve the program’s educational quality in general (Backhaus, Bolesta, Creed, Ross & Stewart, 2005).

The cyclonic effect was magnified and relevant in the sense that the resources developed for AMBA606 were all entirely online. The literature review identified the magnified interpretive impact of digital technologies for individuals. The loss of linearity in data gathering put corroboration and reflection at the centre of interpretation. This was demonstrated by the fact that, for each new learning object, a resource development brief had to be generated. As well as the overarching goals and policies of UMUC, account had to be taken of economic conditions, current social issues, technological factors, industrial influences and norms, political realities, cultural influences and limitations, and the requirements of history or tradition in the field. Global minutes podcasts, the AMBA606 toolbox and, at one stage, a film project, were all instances of resource development emerging from the action research objective to improve online teaching practice. After another period of reflection and reinterpretation we identified that the factors affecting the resource development process were:
	Economic: Consideration of the budget of the school and the likelihood of further funding from the same or other sources for the same or other projects. 
	Social: Ensuring current taboo was avoided and prevailing social preferences built into the design of the learning resource.
	Technological: Acknowledgement of capabilities and limitations of current technology.
	Industrial: Recognition of the practices, expectations and limitations imposed by industry.
	Political: Recognition of the particular needs and objectives of all the parties that would be affected in the development of the resource.
	Cultural: Consideration of the cultural expectations, traditions and mechanisms that play a role.
	Historical: Retention of context in relation to achievements and capabilities of the past. 

After repeated reflections on the action research data, a conceptual framework for the learning resources was developed to illustrate the andragogical nature of the finished product. Input from educators and learners at the stage of refining the brief was most critical for ensuring currency and relevance. Too great a reliance on historical development, economic issues, or any of the other defining conditions, could lead to poorly developed andragogy, which would have meant a learning object of little value to the educators and students in AMBA606.

Developers of the online resources necessarily adapted technology and capabilities whenever there was any absence of clear directions, which facilitated production but led to abstraction of original andragogical intention. This left the technicians in a particularly influential place in the development process. They became a backbone in the process. Increasing technological sophistication in the online field has increased the specialist role of developers. Online technology has the effect of integrating andragogy and resource presentation and interaction in far shorter time frames, and with more multi-layered effects, than any print resource (Creed, 2004).

A relatively short while ago in distance education, the sequential nature of print allowed educators take a leading role in design and presentation of andragogy. Now, with technological change, we have observed that the new complexity of the online experience brings specialist developers to a more central position. I have had occasion to wonder what past philosophers, from Aristotle through to Heidegger, would make of the digital difference in regard to information resources. The loss of narrative in information and the gaining of digital interconnectedness is quite remarkable and, perhaps, historically unique. It does seem to force a partnership between technicians and academics if online resources are to achieve the task intended for them. This may be the same as the past in the sense that great teachers were often great writers (using the technology of the day) and, if they were not then they would have employed a scribe to assist. Perhaps the difference now is the transition from one set of information tools; pen, paper and printing press; to another set; computer, i-pod and mobile phone. The educator apparently needs to be aware of the shift of information tooling in order to remain conversant with the current generation (Prensky 2001; Kolb, 2000). This often results in online management education, as it did in 606, with educators plying their skills as resource developers. The technology enables and even requires it, simultaneously with the new generation of learners demanding it.

Figure 8 is the result of my reflection upon the cyclonic experience of online resource development during the action research, especially my role in the creation and maintenance of the Global Business Toolbox for AMBA606 (Creed, 2009). It also builds upon my reflections about the thesis writing process itself.


Figure 8: Cyclonic online resource development process

Within the cycles of edit activity in developing online learning resources, the suggestions of educators had to come through. It was important then to understand the flow of input from beginning to end of the development cycle. The double loop is indicative of a cyclonic pattern. If one proceeds with clarity through the first cycle, there is improvement in understanding, a sense of improvement which passes the test and allows movement into the cycle nearer to publishing. Publishing is a metaphor for improved understanding in this model, which makes it hermeneutical and reflects the cyclonic view. For example, all of the cyclonic categories in Figure 2 can be translated to the cycles represented in Figure 8 as the latter is essentially the spiral laid flat.

Based on reflection during experiences in the action research, Figure 9 was proposed by me as a model of andragogical influence on the resource development process (Creed, 2004). It shows the triad of conceptual input from teachers, learners and resource developers (technicians). I perceived a backbone of practical andragogical influence stemming from the developers. Their position as technical and publishing experts tended to impose on the process to a greater extent than with print resources. This was especially true at the critical bearing point illustrated in the model.


Figure 9: Model of andragogical influence in online resource development

This model traces the same cyclonic pathway as Figure 8 but shows the broader influences on the development brief, the review process and the centralised role of developers. Further to this, my reflections upon the thesis development process and it relationship to action research suggest that my role as a writer equates with that of resource developer. As the Viva Voce occurs, I move into the critical bearing point in this model – I become the technical expert who can put behind me the input of others (although, all of that has helped build the thesis). The thesis, my defence of it, and its publication are all education products and are the result of the entire process influenced by all of the conditions and influences of the past few years.

Recognising that learning resources are only part of the picture, further reflections were required about team dynamics in online management education. This deepened the cycles of interpretation and led to some useful recommendations out of the action research experiences of the team in AMBA606. Online resources in the world’s top MBA programs can include human resources, often based in disparate parts of the globe. Beyond references to international experience in faculty biographies and individual efforts to draw upon global backgrounds in the classroom, the quality of an MBA education can be enhanced by more strategic tapping of the diverse knowledge, extensive skills and varied beliefs of the faculty team.

At the unit team level, a certain environment and structure are needed if maximum utility is to be drawn from the diversity inherent in human resources. From the structural perspective, Creed, Ross, Stewart, Bolesta, Hladik & Backhaus (2006) identified an ‘architecture’ of accessibility in relation to faculty action research and syllabus-relevant teaching. Figure 10 shows that this had to be married with an environment or ‘atmosphere’ - a set of behaviours and inclinations - that sets the tone for improved collaboration in the team.


Figure 10: The environment of an online management education team





Critical evaluation of the research

In order to not ‘boil the ocean’, it was necessary to clarify the extent of coverage of the thesis. The work was intended to cover some thematic areas in a broad discipline and, by definition, excluded other areas. The reviewer may wish to consider how the following details hermeneutically alter their interpretation of my findings; students of the online MBA were not the main focus of study; quantitative analysis was not the foundation of the study; and not every teacher in the AMBA606 unit was part of the action research methodology. In addition, not all of the data in my research diary, online environments, or the voluminous transcripts and recordings of events could be included in presentation or analysis.  

Utilising a metaphor as part of the interpretive analysis had benefits as well as risks. Metaphors, to a large extent structure our thinking, and even demand that we think in certain ways and not others, thus creating a danger of uncritically adopting them. In generating support for the cyclonic metaphor, there was a cut off point in relation to the level of detail into which I could have gone. The cyclone might have been described with complicated meteorological terminology; therefore, a decision had to be taken about how far into the minutiae of the physical science of cyclones I should go. The arbitrary nature of the cut off may have led to some aspects of the metaphor being insufficiently applied to meaningful analysis. There was scope for interpretive analysis of complex team communication to divert from the real intended meaning when being overlayed on the categories of Figure 2 on page 22. Fitting analysis into this framework meant a natural reliance on the data that matched at the possible exclusion of relevant data that happened to not fit. 

There were also themes that I felt could have been explored in more detail, for example, the idea that the energy of human activity cycles around but rarely completely meets to negate itself because there are two foundational streams, construction and destruction, at the centre of the phenomenon. This Schumpeterian view of creative destruction Schumpeter (1950) holds further interest for me since it goes beyond interpersonal and educational dynamics and into the realm of economics and politics. I intend to explore these ideas in other publications.







Chapter Five identified, from the data in Chapter Four, and by additional analysis, the nature of the cyclonic interactions observed in the action research transactions, how an understanding of cyclonic interactions helps to refine action research, and how an understanding of cyclonic interaction helps generate rich insight for online management education in accordance with the boundaries and limitations of the project.  The literature in Chapters One and Two studied the foundation of the field and established rationale for the action research methodology outlined in Chapter Three.

The questions under investigation in the unique circumstances of the AMBA606 faculty team at UMUC were iteratively processed through action research methodology, which ultimately proved central to the cyclonic model that emerged. Repeated cycles of reflection upon transactional data during 27 months led to the development and verification of the cyclonic model. Interpretations resulted in revelations emerging from hermeneutical processes during the action research. Textual and diagrammatic explanations of the discoveries were provided in this concluding chapter offering new perspectives regarding:
	How the process of building this thesis generated from principles of hermeneutics and action research and manifested a cyclonic pattern of the same general type observed in the AMBA606 team.
	The differences between online management education and traditional management education from the perspective of a team of teachers working together collaboratively.
	The composure of the landscape of online management education for the purpose of collaboratively improving teaching practices.
	The nature of the relational and interpretive forces expressed through the cyclonic framework.
	The types of historical ideas in educational philosophy that may usefully inform online education developments in the field of management.

Collaboration and collaborative teaching were a natural response to the fluidity of knowledge in the online education environment. The online team facilitator needed special interpersonal skills of attentiveness, intuitiveness and pro-activity to help team members to improve their creativity and productivity. The culture of the team process involved frequent feedback loops that provided continuous improvement through repeated communication cycles. The imperfections of a single turn of the action research cycle were observed and utilised to spark other turns of the cycle. It was the asymmetrical impetus of imperfection that created the examples of learning spirals. This aligned with hermeneutics and the ecological pattern of the cyclone and anchored the participant observer at pivotal moments on the journey. 

Online technology had the effect of integrating syllabus and resource presentation and interaction in far shorter time frames, and with more multi-layered effects, than other resources. When technology could be turned upon itself to encourage reflection of the processes that united people, a more positive learning situation emerged. Within the disparate cultural backgrounds of team members and the added ambiguity of virtual spaces, a facilitated level of diversity sensitivity could be delicately balanced. Learning proved central to continuous improvement and appropriate organizing of information established an environment in which knowledge could be gained, stored and transformed. Based upon the findings of this action research project, online management education required higher levels of connectedness in fixed and mobile classroom formats, stronger emphasis on relational considerations in learning, including more group work, and expectations of collaboration.
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